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Preface 
prawn t~ the focus of marine fisheries in India · 
. I 
in view of ~. export importance, besides being a · 
substantial nutritional input to the nation's tood 
requirements. The inshore and estuarine- stocka ot 
-
these valuable crustaceans have been tradition4lly 
explo1ted here by the artisanal fisheries over the 
centuries .nd since 1950s it has Oecome .n industrial 
f1shery lucr.ted by highly profitable overseas ~rkets. 
The impoct of this recent development on the dismal 
coastal economy is appreciable and highly amazing in 
certain pockets, where the prawn industry is well 
establlshed. Attracted by the creditable profits, ·buge 
cap~tals have been now invested by the entetpreuners 
and milllons are employed in this profession a~ong the 
coastal belts. Hence, it is imperative that both 
management and researchers explore measures to ensure 
the industry with sustainable yields and Qoost its 
tempo adding new avenues to'step-up the productions •. 
Nature has augmented the coastal waters ot India 
with rich resources of prawn stocks, which have their 
inherent 'burst' and 'fall', associated closely with 
• 
ambient conditions at space and time. ~lshing activity 
• 
1x 
is an ac1c1it1onal prec1ator on the natural populati~ns 
and, thus, the indiscriminate intensification of 
fishing would leac1 to over exploitation, the conse~ 
quences of which could eventually endanger the very 
existence of the fishery, if adequate measures are 'not 
taken at the appropriate tiroe. This necessitates 
regular investigations on the status of the stocks ~n4 
biology of the component species, with special referen~e 
to the fluctuations of populations, dUe to coamercial 
fishing. 
Deman<ls for prawns are global and insatiable, and 
hence, allover attract multi-project attempts to in-
crease their production. Knowledge gathers under such 
pressing needs. One of ,the promising areas explored 
is prawn aquaculture in brackisnwater farms and appre-
ciable progress ~n this field of research be, been 
widely made. However, commercially viable technolQgY 
has not yet been well established. 
Since most cultivable penaeids are dioeciDus, 
, 
adults. the reproductive phase. being at sea, captive 
breeding,wh1ch could supply the large scale 4 ... nd., ot 
seedlings, has been one of the major problems tor 
• 
prawn tarming in brack1st.tater fields. This emph/Jsia:es 
the need ot extensive stUd1es to ,understand and control 
, . 
. ~----~ 
reproductive processes. Ulterior motive of farming 
a, however, to obtlAin the highest yield at the cheapest 
cost and least efforts. Hence, knowledge about tne 
on-growing phase or the species becomes essential, so 
that the most favourable conditions ~ould be S1mula~ed 
to max1m1.ze growth at&d increase thereby the yield. 
, 
'With major thrust upon these aspects~ the pres~nt 
atudy is CQnducted on the species, Metapenaeua 4ob.oni 
; , 
Miers (Oecapoda:Penaeidae), which is the DIOst aQunda'nt, 
among the CUltivable prawns of India and has alaQ tile 
added advantage of being traditionally cu1tured along 
Southwest coast, where the fishery activitieS are highly 
advanced. The subjects or present thesa are included 
in three chapters: one on Reproduction; another on . 
culture; and finally on Fishery, emphasa~ng practi<:al 
field orientations. Materials and Methods for the'e 
stUdies have been included,apart from introduction and 
summary and conclusion,as separate chapters. 
The Chapter on Reproduction rorms primarily the 
preamble of the theSiS. It introduces sexual morphology 
and encompasses dYnamics or sexual populations ~n tbeir 
bal»itats. Aspects on process or maturation of ovary. 
and movements or spawners in the habitat are the central 
" 
~-----~------~------
xi ,I 
• 
problems ot this chapter. Concentration ot certain 
trace metals in relation to ovary maturation is also 
introduced and dealt with separately with more impor-
tance. 
The Chapter on Culture comprises spawnins and. 
larval development and growth and habits ot post-
larvae and juveniles. 
may also be considered 
The .latter torms the tocus ~ 
j1: ~; 
a major contribution to the , .. ,.. . 
tield ot prawn aquaculture. Specifically, the presen~e 
or size beirarchy, among the siblings and possibility 
ot enhancing the yield by pure culture of rapidly 
growing individuals are highlighted. Biotic and. ~ome 
environmental tactors associated wit~ growth have been 
analysed and rew studies on natural habits added • . In 
short, it deals comprehensively with the aspects ai~ng 
at increasing growth,while minimizing mortality during 
the on-growing phase, so ·that yield · can be increased 
by appropriate implementations in culture in the field. 
The Chapter on Fishery deals with the geQgnphi."cal 
distributions and status ot fishery of th1a spe,cl.es in 
Indian waters. The importance ot this species in 
• Indian fishery and the contrast between west and east 
coast fishery are focused. The behaviour and pattern 
·1 
xii 
or local fishery at Sea and estuary have Deen analysed 
with time and environmental changes. _ DYnamics of the 
populatiOns entering Adyar Estuary along with the 
possibility of prawn farming around this area have been 
reported. Bathymetric movements of the brood stocks 
in relation to the environmental and biological pa~ 
meters have also been traced. 
. . 
• 
.i' " , . 
. ~
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1 
I 
• 
" -"'-l_ 
Introduction 
India ranks second ,only to United states in prawn 
production (Mohamed. 1973) and earns valuable foreign 
excMnge from export of this crustacean to the tWle ot 
Rs.329.70 crores. which tonnal85.~ ot the total ship-
ment. ot marine products in the year 1984-e5 (Anon •• 
19e5). Increasingly expanding demands tor prewns. at· 
enviable profits in overseas markets. co~pled with 
concurrent technological advances. have enormoualr 
ipcreased ·the exploitation of natural stocks 1n ~ent 
year. and raised the po.sibility or eVen probablUty oT 
over-fishing. which may eventuallf leaeS to the tot,l 
disaster ot the fishery itselt. It emphasise. entorce-
. 
ment ot rational. fishing to ensure a long-ten! SUII-
tainable yield. In order to monitor the iIIIpact ot . 
increasingly intensitied commercial fishing, the s~ock· 
J?OIJ1tions of prawns have. therefore. been periodically 
reviewed (Chopra. 1943; Panikkar and Menon, 1956; 
Bh1machar. 1963; Banerjl, 1969; Jones. 1969; Mohaaed, 
197.3; Silas ~ !.! .• 1981). Since each species, that .1 
constitutes the fishery. has its character.1Btic beha-
• 
viour. aovements and habitat. a long-tem tiahing may 
• 
• 
, 
• 
2 
have varying degree of impact on each one of th_. 
This necessitatea in-depth studies on individual apepi" 
with regard.s to the reaources availabl!' and exploit~~'. 
Among the 62 apecies of prawns of the family 
Penaeidae, which occur along the Indlan coastal vetere 
(Silaa et al., 19En), a dozen belong to tour gen,re, 
-- .. 
,I 
namely, Penaeua, Metapenaeus, Parapena!Op!u and 
Solenocera, torm virtually the commercial catchea,which 
was estimated at 1.10 lakh tonnes in 1980. Two other 
genera, Trachypenaeus and Metapenaeops18, sporadically 
aupport mnor fi.hery in certain noted pockets. Tbe 
genua Metapenaeus, which contributes maximum to the 
fishery, is represented In Indian waters by !i. c1pb!201, 
11. monoceros, !!. attlo1s, ~. brevicomis, !i. Iqltghena1f, 
11. eDlU, 11. moveoi, !!. atebbengi, !!. alc09k11 and 
t1. lyalanassa, the tirst tlve species of' which support 
major tisheries at geographically varying or overlapping 
regions. 
... Metapenaeus dobaoo1, which 'topped the co_erci.a"l," 
prawns in Indla by quanti. ty, s ha ring 1 8. 9'J' \(!I6012 t),' 
as e.s~lInated tor 1968 (SUps to second po.i.tlon duriq 
a t_ years later), 18 endemic to middle and southern 
latitudes ot India supporting as flshety, though it h.a 
been reconled through Pakistan upto Gull ot Aden in the 
West and through Singapore upto 'fhiUppinea' in the Eut. 
The Ute-cycle ot thia species tollows the generel 
pattern of penaeids involving marine and estuarine 
ecosystems. Adults Uve in sea and discharge numerQuS 
egga, which hatch out into planktonic larvae. At'hr 
sequences ot structural changes and growth in aue, the 
larvae transform into post-larvae, while entering the 
estuarine nursety grounds, where they ~ss the on-grow1nl 
juvenile phase and return to the sea at the ontet ot 
maturity. 01 
Infonnation on resources of M. dobsoni are availabl, 
in t~gments for different pockets along Indian coast. 
(Menon. 1955, 1957; George. 1961, 1967; KuthaUngam 11 !l.. I 
1966; . George et al., 1967; Banerji, 1969; Muthu. 1973; 
Rao and Dorairaj, 1973; Kurup and Rao. 1974; &..ihakara 
Rao. 1975; Ramamoorthy et al., 1976; S1laa et al., 1981). 
-- . --
Since the penseids migrate hundreds of 1111188 . alons tn. I 
coasts (Anderson, 1956; S1las et a1., 1981) ~the resource 
stud~e8 stress to 1nclude wider areas t'Qr IIIOre reUable 
ass.ssment ot stocks; Hence, this study covers the _ 
.", 
.\ 
• . 
~ 
-' . . ,
,. 
entire coastal areas, ' selecting series ot fishing 
centres within the geographical range ot distributio~,·1 
so as to focus a consolidated p~Tfu!'e on fishery of 
the whole country and the difference in produotion 
. . 
between the vest and East coasts is hiShl1Chtec1: 
Although Madras (13~40'\N : E'<>.17"E) supPOrts con-
siderable fishery ot M. dobsoni, the earlier intormation 
-
, 
ia lim1ted to only a technical report (Muthu, 1973). 
This scarcity has prompted an in-depth study on tiShery 
ot thiS spec·ies at this centre and several tactors, 
biotic and abiotic, influencing the local productioruJ 
have been discussed. 
.... 
Sediments ot city's aewage c!I,IIIIRed 
into the toregrounds, ~eing the attractiVe teeding 
grounds to the moving populations from the ad3oin1nc 
nursery area~ has been focussed. 
Population of penseids is dynamic and their bathy-
metric movements are widely reported (TuIDa, 1967; 
George et al., 1968; Isobel, 1969. -Ruello. 1973: S1laa 
--
J1 !l., 1981; Croco_ and Kerr, 1983). Each specie. _ 
• 
its own intrinsic depth range of distribution and colIIIIDer-
aial fishing can be expected to concentrat. where more 
• 
economic species are abundant. Such selectivity ot 
.' 
fishing grounds may, thuS, lead to biased •• U_tee 
for relatively leas valuable species, lik.!!. c!ob'SQ1. 
Th1a warrants more precise knowledge on tb. dutr1bu-
tion and movements ot population and tbeir consequent 
relationship to tbe commercial fishery. SUch informa-
-.' " tions gather greater importance in the context ot -, 
legislation ot tishing areas being demarcated for 
. -indegenous and modem mechanised crafts. A more real-
-J 
istic account on the batbymetric distribution Of t1$hery 
of this specie. bas been, thus, illustrated by sequences 
of experimental cruises or! Cochin and the posaible 
factors influencing dowrward movements of populations 
are also discussed. 
The fishery of adults at sea and juveniles at _ 
brackish-water are sequential to each other and know-
ledge on both is, thuS, essential for judicious manage-
ment ot resources. Hence, an extensive covera,e ot 
juvenile fishery 1s available for Indian brack±abwatera 
(Menon, 1954; Gopinath, 1956; Menon and R .. an. 1961. 
Geonr:e, 1962, 1963; Raman and ~lenon. 196,; Subramanyam, 
1~64; Ganapathy and Subramanyam. 1966; George et al •• 
--
1967; Rajyalakahimi, 1966. Subramanyam and Rao, 196e; 
Ramamoorthy, 19'72; Saiapson Manickam and Srinivasagam, 
l 
, I 
1972: George and Moballled, 1972: Gopalakr1ahnan, 1973: 
Evangeline et al., 1974; Pillai and George, 1974: 
--
Kuttyamma, 1975: Kuttyamma and Antony, 1975: Sudhakara 
Rao, 1975: Suseelan, 1975; Paul1nose et. al.1.9S1; George Olnd 
--
Suseelan, 1982; Suseelan and Kathirvel, 1962; S1lts,-
" . 
1984}. Most of su:h studies pertaining to th1a coroliandel 
coasts, where ·M. dobson! torms. a major component sp~ies 
-
(George and SUseelan, 1982), deal with only post-larval 
abundance. Infonaation on juvenile populttion charac-
teristics ot M. dobsoni for the East coast are, however, 
-
very scanty (Suseelan, 1975). Sival1ng81ll (1956) has . ' 
. . 
reported this species as one ot the major component. or 
• 
fishery at Balapatya lagoon in the neighbouring Ceylon 
waters. Records' ot larval abundance and dynamics ot 
juvenile growth would also help analys1a ot the habitat 
and prediction ot future fishery" in the ad~Oining coastal 
grounds. Such detailed studies are, however, lilll1ted 
to larger backwaters ot India, where the populatiQns are 
otten complex owing to the continuous breeding hab1ts. 
tast juvenile growth and its short lite span. a1.sleadi.nC 
collectively to uncertain results. More reliable in-
terences on dynam1cs ot juveniles may be drawn trom 
popUlatiOns ot smaller and seasonal estuaries. where 
not more than a rew broods manage to enter 'through the 
,. 1 
: .: 
narrow bar-mouth enough to dominate the fishery keeping 
their identity in size distributions. Hence, t~ 
,I 
study includes the juvenile tishe~ and population 
characteristics ot~. dobsoni tor one season at Adyar 
estuary, which runs across the Madras metropolitan city 
and the possibillty of prawn farming in this estuary,. 
utilizing the urban sewage has been bighlilhtec1. The 
survey ot fauna (Panlkkar and Aiy.ar, 1937) am atuc1les 
on breeding habits of varied groups ot animals (Panikkar 
am Aiyar, 1939) are notable works earlier from this 
estuary. The report on natural breeding ot a penaeld, 
M. monoceros ,trom this estuary based on the clnlUID-
-
stantlal evidence ot small size specimens occurring 
after bar-mouth closure (Panlkkar am Alyar. 1939) has 
been internationally quoted in literature. Later. 
Nammalwafo (1982) has monitored the penaeid larval 
..... 
abundance and recommended some management measures t~' 
be taken in the interest ot fishery. 
ExplOitation ot prawns at marine and .. tuar1ne 
systems is an exceptional nature. Man here harvests 
jointly what nature produces volunt/er\1y. The 1nsati-
able global demands slowly s'::~~pressure on the wild 
prawn stocks. ot the several possibilities to ease 
• 
such swelling pressure on natural resource, and augment 
the natural supply, perhaps, the most imasinative 
strategy is by means ot aquaculture; t,he farming and 
,I , 
huSbandry in estuarine ecosystems~ Unfortunately, the 
biological requirements of penae1ds~ the commercially 
~Ic:. ' ,I 
valuable varieties, ~ this task more diffiQult than 
domestication and rearing of terrestrial animals. 
Kusbandry ot prawns, though a novelty to much of the 
world, has been in' vogue through ages. In particular, 
it has the remote roots in Asian countries, where 
aquatiC organislDs tOnD an important dietary component. 
The technique long been in practice is simple end cru4e, 
being nothing more than trapping the young prawna 810'ng 
with the tidal ingress in brackishwater inpoundllents 
and contining them till harvestable size with or with9ut 
reeding. The yield in this way is 
tially wide scope ot improvements. 
poo r, but tuaa po.,-
" '~ According to wor~ 
statistics collected by the FAO, 60,29~2S9 tonnes are 
estimated to have been produced through aquaculture in 
1975. This is about 1~ or the total aquat1.c product1.on, 
ot which. ' crustaceans form O.3~ during the same year. 
The development of aquaculture, both in terms ot technical 
. . 
advancements and expanding production, has been very 
" 
• 
, 
. " 
-or -
. 
rapid and the FAO estimates a tive told inore~se in 
aquaculture proc1uctioilf over the next tb1rty yeara • 
. I • . 
·9 ;. 
While devotees and sceptics argue its future Signifi-
cance, aquaculture continues to develop into an impor-
tant industry in part of the world. National and 
international agencies like, lCAR, FAD, UNDP, AQUAOOP 
and SEAFDEC are keen to evolve 'commercia1ly teasible 
technology tor cultivating marine organi8D18, ot which, 
prawn tinds a primary importance tor its protein an4 
economic values. Indeed the extent ot interest is such 
that some 46 species of prawns have been experimenta1,lf 
cultured in Qver 40 countries (Wickens, 1982). 
Prawn tarming in India is old. It also e~en(i. in 
area .. methods and tec'hnology in recent ti.... An a~ 
~ ' ~ 
varying trom 1.4-2.6 million ha. M!8 avail.a\lle in In(i~ 
,I 
tor bracldshwater culture, of which, about ·5,117 ha. in 
Kerala and abOut 20,000 ha. in West Bengal are utillzed 
for prawn/fiSh culture (Sexana, 1984). On a modest 
estimate, if 20,000 he. can be brought under ac1.entlt1c 
culture operat1.on to produce annually an averas. ot 
500 q/ha, India can add another 1.0 million tonne. ot 
• 
fish and prawna (Jhingran, 1975). The method usecS here 
.' 
10 
18 a pl'imitive one, trapping and holding till harvest, 
usualiy as a secondary crop in field's alternatively 
used for paddy cultivation and the production depends 
, . 
upon only the quantity of entrapped populations, which 
is uncertain until harvest. 'Aquaculture i. regarcled 
as man'a attempt to improve the yield ot aquatic 
~ 
organism 1:>y deU1:>erate manipulation ot their retee ot 
growth, mortality and reproduction' (Reay, 1979). MsJ9r 
role of biologist is thus related with maes production 
of seed prawns of preferred species and maximizing the 
growth-rates, while minimizing the mortaUty at the 
Srowth-out pha •• , which tonns the tenure ot crop. 
SUccesstul aquaculture is independent ot natural 
stocks. Production ot prawn seeds at will, which is 
essential to ensure year-round cultivation, .t~ trom 
the pioneering works of Hudinaga (1942) onPenaeus 
japanicus and catalysed by hi& results. most ot the 
suita1:>le cultiva1:>le marine species scattered all over 
,I 
the world have now been able to be artific1ally propo.-
sated to stocking siz.: t. monodon (Delmendo am Rabanal, 
1956;Uao and Huang. 1972; Silas et !.!., 197'8; MQtoh, 
1919). t. semisulcatua (Devarajan ~ !.! .• 197e; Hanan. 
1982). P. 1ndicus (Mutbu ~ !.! .• 1978). £. mersll1ensis 
"'-
, ' 
" 
• 
• 
- . 
• 
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(Motoh and Burl, 1979), ~. esculentus ,(Fielder!! !!., 
1975), t. duorarum (Cook, 1967), t. set1!eru8 (Cook 
and Murphy, 1966), t. caUforienals ' (lU.tant and Alvarado, 
1982), Metapenaeus dobsoni (Rao and Kathirvel, 1913; , I 
Thomas!! !l., 1974; Muthu !! !l., 1978), !!.;lIOnoceroe 
(Raje and Ranade, 1972; Mohamed !! !l., 197e),!. attln1a 
(Thomas et al., 1976; Muthu et al., 197.8-; Hassan, 1980). 
---- --
ti. orevlcorn1a (SUdhakara Rao. 1978) and parapenaeopsis 
styl1fera (Muthu !! !.! .• 1978). This Ust ot Uterature 
includes most ot the Indian species being successtully 
reared in the laboratory and, in addition, tbe ~rval­
history has been descrioed for several ot th ... epecie4 
trom the planktonic collections (Menon, 1937, 1951; 
SUoramanyan, 1965; Rao, 1973; pauUnose, 1982). ...... 
. ' 
At'ti!1cial pro~gatlon of penaeids mainly involves 
induced spawning and rearing ot complex larval phase to 
stocking size under controlled conditions. f_ting 
and pert'ection ot spawning technique introd~ced by 
Hudi:ua,a (1942) has been attempted in most 'part: ot the 
world with varying degree ot success (Beard and Wick.ns, 
1980; Primavera, 1979, 1980; Nagabushanam .t al., 19SO; 
--
Joshi and Nagabhushanam, 1982). Though experim.ntally 
successfUl in a long list of speCies, application to 
• 
,. 
.," . 
, " 
12 
large scale commercial tanning, which ;1s emerging in 
several nations, require still more stUdie~. In thU 
respect. it i& absolutely indispens~bl. to 'have $ good 
knowledge on the reproductive biology 01' the cultivable 
species, so that, the animalS be placed under the most 
tavourable conditions in order to achieve maximum 
success of induced maturation and spawning. 
A good body of literature on the tishery biology 
including reproduction 01' major commercial species 01' 
the world ,1s nOw available and notable among them are, 
, I 
on Penaeua japtn1cu& (Hudinaga, 1942), t,. 'etit.N8 
(King, 1946; Anderson, 1956; Linder and Andel'$QD. 1956), 
P. duorarum (CUmmings, 1961; Ikusamiza, 
- I 
1975). P. lati-
- ----
sulcatus (Penn. 19~), t. merguiensis (stephen. 
; 
19eO)'. 
t. kerath~s (fubo, 1979). P. plebejus (Ruello. 
t. ~Ylirostr1S (Brown et !! .• 1980), Metapeneeus 
master&U (Dall. 1958), ~. macleayi (Ruello, 1973) and 
Crangon crangon (Boddeke. 1975'). Similar intOl'llation -
on Indian penaeids haa been briefly provided by Bhimachar 
(1962) and later consolidated with turther intoraation 
in the special bulletin 'Prawn fiSheries ot India I 
• (Bull. 14, CMFRI, lCAR, 1969). , Th~ commercial species, 
barring ~. dobsoni. which have been 1'airly studied are 
I -
• • 
, 
.' 
.. 
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P. ind1cus (Menon, 1957; She1khmahm~ and Tambe, 195~ 
-
SUbramanyam, 1963; George and Rao, 1967; Rao, 1965; 
KUNP and Rao, 1974), P. semlsulcatus (Tbomas, 1974),· .1 
-
M. monoceros (George, 1963; George and Rao, 1967), 
~. affinis (Mohamed, 1965; George and .Rao, 1967; Rao, 
a 
1968; RamamQorthy et al., 1975; P~lla1 and Nair, 1976), 
--
M. brevicorn1a (Rajyalakshimi, 1961; Bhimacbar, 1964; 
- ; 
sudbakara Rao, 1979), parapenaeoPsis ·stylUere (Sheik-
mohllled and Tambe, 1958; Rao, 1968; KuNP and .Rao, 1974) 
and S9lenocera craasicornicus (Kunju, 196~). 
Being the most abundant commercial prawn in India, 
the reproductive biology of~. dobson! has been cons1a~ 
tantly studied (Menon, 1951, 1955, 1957; Oeorge, 1~ 
I ~ • 
1962, 1963, 1967, 1969; Bhimachar, 1962; Geors_ and 
Rao, 1967; Banerji and George, 1967; George !l !l., 
1968; Rao, 196~ Ramamoorthy, 1972; KUNP and RaQ,1974; 
Ramamoorthy et al., 1976). Most of these studiea are 
.--
based on commercial catches trawled trom varyinc sites, 
where the populations of a species are charact.r1atically 
ditterent. Movements, behaviour and general habitat 'ot 
var10us ages and sizeS largely influence t~. actual . 
repl"esentation ot population. That is, the major Pl'9b-
lema are still associated with knowing detinitely wtle" 
.' 
, ' . 
. . ' 
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the various age groups are distributed. Since ~enae1c1' 
show ditterent modes ot behaviour and habit with a~e 
and size. Hence. the dynamics ot age at size have been" · 
, , 
worked out tor M. dobsoni as a pre-requisittQt inter-
-
pretation ot age-dependant reproductive activitie. and 
earlier such estimates (Banerji and George, 1967; Kl.\NP 
and .Rao. 1974) have their own detects. such .... el'8irlC 
ot both sexes in the tormer and too much ot devi,tions 
trom the actual values in the latter. 
The view ot inahore-otfshore movements ot peneeids 
tor spawning purposes is generally upheld, thouch avai::-
lability ot spawners trom near shore to the lIIax1.WI 
It ~{;"'" ..... 
limit ot distribution raiSes(whether the bathylletr1c\" 
m~gl'ations are indispensable tor spawning. Hence, a 
detailed analYSis ot dynamics ot spawners baa been lIa4e 
by systematic sampling of spawners at diUerent deptha 
within the range ot distribution on sequences ot date. 
at a given site of a tertile region. This study speci-
fically throws some light on maturation per104 required 
in nature and alao the space utilization .by d1trerent 
broods tor spawning purposes • 
• Maturation 1n penaeids is a complea proc .. s, during 
which rap1d and drastic histological and b1och~1cal 
.' 
, . 
.. 
• 
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changes occur (King. 1948; Renfro and Brusher. 1963; . 
Subramanyam. 1965; 'l\1aIa, 1967; Hignham and 8111, 197 ... · . 
• .\0' 
Crocos and Kerr. 1983; Teshima and Kanazawa. 19(3) •. 
Induced maturation. an essential process 1n·cult.~r, 
operations, is only restrictively suocesstul ~er 
captive conditions by endocrine manipulation. Kqw,ver. 
wide scale commeroial tarming needs mass prodUQti~n o,t 
seeds, which would be possible only when the P"wns 
naturally mature in tann conditions. 'fo achieve this'. 
attempts are mainly directed through environmentel an4 
dietary manillUlations. the latter being paid les.er 
attention. Diet requirements o~ the animals to complft;e 
maturation may be better understood trom the wide .cope 
of knowledge on fluctuation of body constit~ente d~r~ 
maturation. Trace metals are generally focussed a, 
health hazards 1n tood organisms in view ot wide .~rea4 
ind.ustr1al eftluents (Bryan. 1968; Bishop. 1979; Boyc;len. 
1m; Ireland and Woottan. 1977; Larsen, 1979) and 
s1milar 1nve8t1gat10na on prawns are also available 
(N1.IIIIIIo et al •• 1972; MCKenny and Neft. 1979; M1lner. ' 
--
1979; Shiber. 1961; Sival1ngam, 1980). However. a wide 
vari$t1on ot body burden or metals 1n popul.atlpn "ises 
whether the metals are del1brately accumulat~ in qody 
. ' 
16 ·1 
tissues according to the physiological needs of the 
organism (Millington and Walker, 19b3; Tppping. 1973). 
This study envisages .certain trace metal distributions 
in body tissues of females at varying degree ot matu-
rity and a correlation existing between the developing 
ovary and two metals, copper and zinc, is highlighte<1. 
Aquaculturists are ultimately concerned witn ~ 
'. " 
obtaining maximum yield with minimum ef!orts. Seed '" 
prawns ot quality species with improved natehery tech-
niques could be now produced sufficiently to supply termine 
to aome extent. But atill a wide gap between atock1ng. 
and narvest remains to be bridged to ol)tain the poten-
tial yield. In India, studies beyond larval develop-
ments of most cultivable species are negligible. Maximi-
zing the growth-rates and minimizing the mortallty o~ 
pOst larvae through juveniles. which fOnD the crops, 
are the twin factors to achieve maximum yield. Moat ot 
the earlier studies on growtn or Indian penae1d.lJ are 
baaed on size-trequency distributions ot wild popula-
tiona (Meoon,·1951, 1955; George, 1959,1967,1974,1975; 
George et al., 1967; SUbramanyam and RaO, 1966; Mohamed 
--
and'Rao. 1971; SUseelan. 1975; Nair and Kutty. 19SO; 
Paulinose et al., 1961) and tne inference drawn from 
--
. . 
them are sometimes widely ·varying. The present st~dy 
. I - I . • 
attempts on dynamics of growth of pos~-larvae and 
juveniles reared trom eggs over 5 months and the appro-
priate tenure or crop tor this species ·18 418cua.1Jd, 
trom age-curve. 
The tact, that the penaeids have complex lite 
cycles in the major blo-systems, makes it very unlikely 
that the growth at all l1te stages can be combine<! intp 
. a $ingle curve - such as the logistic. ThU 1. ev14ent 
that the size at juveniles under rearing cond1t1oruJ 
approaches the size ceil1ng and hence the PQP~lar VOlt" • 
Bertalantry growth equation ·tor the juvenilea has been 
estimated, troa which, tneoptimum age· or harv ... t in 
culture could be a.cided in tne given syst.. In thU 
penaeid, as generally in crustaceans, growth 18 cloaely 
related to moultiilg and the growth-rate at an ind1vidual 
\ .. . 
~ the product at aize incnerent at l each lDOult and t~ 
-I 
moulting frequency. Hen.: e·, the study .on dynaaica ot 
growth initiates essentially with evaluation ot these 
I 
two tactOni. 
Moulting has been reported in several species ot 
• 
orustaoeans: Panul1rus argus (Travis. 1954; Lillo!u. and 
. Hemnkind. 1982), Palaemonetes varlans (Jetterie •• 19Qlt). 
7 
, , ~ .. , . 
" 
spiny lobster. Jasus lalande (Fielder;, 1964). Mete· 
-
penaeus sp. (call. 1965). Penaeus durorum (Bishop and 
I ' 
Hemnkind. 1976). t. monodon (El Hag. 1964) and the 
dynaJDics ot moulting have been discussed '" p ••• ano 
(1960) and Mauchllne (1977). Little 18 known .bout 
moulting and growth in Indian penaeids and th1a study 
discusses the dynamics or moulting ~nd growth ot post· 
larvae through late Juveniles. 
-. 
Growth in size is an inevitable accom~n1aent ot 
lite. A1'ter the r18ky larval stages. the on-lrow1nc ' 
pbase i8 set-in in penseids and further acceleration ot 
growth becomes an out-come or intrinsic potent1aUti. 
in interactions with multitudes or extrinsic tacto~ 
. . ' , 
Inheritance of growth is illustrated by tocu •• i~ • 
, ,; 
-
size heirarchy developed among the siblings spawned 
together and reared under identical conditions,in the 
laboratory. Improvement of the quallty of the .tock by 
mOl19culture ot the rapidly growing lndividuale tor 
aquaculture is highlighted. The stunted growth in 
stocked animals poses'problems. besides poor yield. to 
fix the a1ze at harvest. An investigation into this , 
proD-leD! is approached by deliberately stunting the 
specimens and tracing the growth characteristic$ ot tb9m 
19 
, 
during rehabilitations" The result emphU1aea the 
necessity ot regular feeding. 
Environmental tactors can be expected to influence 
more on the activities and growth ot' aquatic enima18. 
as they are always submerged in the medium and 8eve~1 
literature on this line are available as tor penae1d, 
(Linder and Anderson. 1956; Zein-Eldin. 1963; Gun~.r' et 
. -
al •• 1964; Zein-Eldin and Aldrich, 1965; Zein-,ldin and 
-
Gritfith, 1965; Da11. 1965; Nair and Kutty, 1975:~a:,ran. 
198J; Bordlner and Conklin. 1981) • . Though .alinity arld . 
ra1a1ns aUlDlller temperature are the major controntecS 
. 
problema conoemed with aquaculture of prawns in tropical 
waters, auch studies are scantly available trom India. 
The present study. thus, attempts growth pattern ot 
" 
young prawns ot !. dobson! in relation to tbo,. t~tore.1 
and alao to that ot endocrines and substrates. In all. 
a consolidated ettort is made to increase the yield by 
improving the growth-rates with widely varying a.ans ot 
field applications. 
Animals have evolved certain inbullt habits and 
any diaruptionf to the.e habits are likely to 4utres8 
the .m.a.al's lit. prooess. Hence, it 1a easentul:" to 
....... 
. ,. " 
• 
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I ,. 
acquire a good knowiedge on these aspects to .t~ul~t. 
the most favourable conditions in aquafanning, 80 that, 
the best yield can oe turned out. One of the proven 
a I . r 
eyc lie habits in penaeids is the diurnal rhytbll of 
burrowing behaviour (WllU~s, 1958; Dall, 195~ Fu,8 
and Ogr,n, 1966; Hughs,' 1968; .Kutty and MuruppoQpethy, 
oJ 
1965; Adz and. Greenwood, 1'962'; wassenberc and Hill,' 
1984). Also, such studies are important in vi_ ot the 
tact that the interapecific differences in the compos.i-
.. .;.:.----., . 
tion of catc~es at different-hours are related to the 
ditterence in diurnal rhythmic activities ot the speci ... 
, , 
EarUer study in tb1a respect in India is UII1ted only 
I 
to Kutty and Murugapoopathy( 1968) on '.the p'nIJ,id, 
t· 8 lIIIi8ulcatU8 • Hence, tor ' this ' scarcity ot 1ntol1l4lt1on 
, , 
and 1t. relevance to aquaculture, this study lnclu~es 
" 
burrowing behaviour of 1:1. dobson!. Tne biotic .~ 
. 
abiotic tactora controlling this habit and the C;OlUle-
quent1al problems 1n culture operations are 418cus .. d. 
", 
• 
• 
• 
Chapter. 2 
Materials and Methods 
--
Reproduction 
Materials tor the study on reproductive giOlogy ot 
!. dobson! were collected mainly tro. the cOllllercial 
catches at Royapuram Fisb Landing Centre, Ma4ras. where 
. ' 
hundreds ot trawlenJ land their daily catches and sUllple-
mentary samples were obtained trom the catch&1l ot the 
researcb vessel 'CII>TA INVESTIGATOR I ot loological Survey 
ot India. Madras and ICADAlJU~ I ot Central Marine 
Fisheries Research Institute (ICAR). Cochin. Some ot 
the post-larvae and juveniles reared in the laboratory 
and oollected trom Adyar estuary were a~o uaecS tor 
studies on genital morphology. 
Atter assessment ot catch and ettort details, a , 
randolD sample ot M. dobsoni was collected troll If.llY one 
-
ot the boats or merchant baskets during the w •• kly 
observation. On each day, 50 specimens ot th1.e 8l*=ies 
were sorted out tor sexes. maturity stages ot the 
temalea. based on the visual changes ot thft ovary in ' 
colour. aize and texture. and the total lengtM in .. 
ot both sexes. measured trom the tip ot the rostnJIII 
til~ the end ot telson. Few indiViduals ot varying ... 
siz •• ot both sexes were weighed and similarly tew 
. , 
. " " 
. " 
,) 
ovaries ot Imature I individuals were dissected. out and 
weighed betore liberating the eggs in small ~v15 ot 
water. The volume ot water was made upto 500 ml, tram 
which a sub-sample, vas ,separated, while .~irr1nc th. 
sual>.nded egga to be dispersed uniformly in the vat.r 
.... 
column, and the number ot eggs enumerated. From th~'. 
number ot eggs in sub-samples, total numb.r ot .~. 1n 
the entire 500 ml, that 18, fecundity ot ttl. IJP'C1IIIeDt 
was calculated. 
Total length ot individuals 0 t either sex, which 
were m.~ured to the nea'rest mm, were proc ... ed into 
5 mm 8ize-classe~ and plotted as monthly len,th fr.qu.ncy 
polygons. All the size frequencies were pooled. tQr 
each month and the mean-length of respective mqnths v-. 
calculated for each sex. Populations were tound charac-
terised by reflexes of new entrants, revealinl •••• onal 
spawning activities. Each brood, represented. Qy • siz. 
mod. could b. traced thro~h time sequenc,_ .. 1IOC1.-
chaiM. The chang. ot length with correspon41nf tiM 
laps. ot each mode-chain was used. for est1mat~ the 
growth-rate ot the particula.r brood at specific aiz.s. 
The ~rowth-rates varied. with the mean size ot the r.spec-
tive mode-chains, larger animals increasingly reduQinc 
.' 
• 
, I 
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in growth-rate. Hence, the size against the age ot the 
anilDals were also tound to be tit into the popular von 
Bertalantry growth equation, the detaUs and calcul.$tion 
, 'i ~ • 
ot which are given vide infra. 
-
-The sex-ratio was expressed in percent.,e ~b'rJ 
-" 
tor each month and the size-wise sex proportions were 
illustrated by a slope ot probabillty curve cqlUJtl'Ucte4, 
plotting mid-potlnts of each size-class agaiMt th, l>.r-
centage male pooled in each ot the r~spective lensth-
claSs. Cumulative proportions ot all the t ... l,s with 
developing and spent ovary against length were plotted 
and the appropriate regression calculated as c1etalle4 
vieSe infra to tind out -the minimum size at maturity.' 
-
A piece from "1;he middle portion ot the ovary wea 
'" removed, tixed in neutral butfer and embedded. J:h peretf1n 
wax (m.p. 56ec). Sections were taken at 4-6 1£11 thic~eas 
and stained with Hematoxylin and Eosin.tor histology. 
Two sets of pooled samples, each numb~r1nc 4-5 
animala, ot male and difterent matu.rity sta,es or· 
females of~. dobsoni were collected trom the same day's 
catQh trawled trom the same loqation and analysed tor 
trace metala vi.z., copper, zinc, nickel, lelad and 
-
c~m1\81, as follows: 
• • • 
" 
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The whole body ot the a~'" ~ waab.,. with 
4E.minerallud water and 'dried in an oven at 1~O·C tor 
24 hours. The dry material was ,digested wiih 6 N 
nitric acid. tollowed by concentrated nitric .c~ .~ 
.~ 
then perchloric acid or hydrogen peroldde-nitt1o eoi(i 
m1Xture until the matrix was clear. The cU, .. te4 
matrix was then made up to the desired (2~ al) vol\Jlle 
with 0.01 ; N nitric acid. This was directly asp1rat~ 
into the AAS IL 457 and the concentration wu read 
directly. 
• 
Breeding cycle was based on the trequency di~tri­
butions ot ditterent maturity stages ot temaleo in 
commercial catches. Relative abundance ot 'mature', 
supported by 'spent', females was baSically cQnsidered 
for the breeding seasonality. Some ot the treah brooda 
as young size modes were identified in c,tches and 
their breeding characteristics were traced through 
succeeding seasons to follow the spawning periodicity. 
Information on bathymetric movements ot difterent 
age-lroups, sexes, spawners. maturation period and 
spawning characteristics ,of individual broods were 
• based on ciata collected by exper~ental cruU •• syate-
, . l 
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mat1caIIy carried out ott Cochin. Tbe population at 
!,O M, 15 M and 1. 20 M depths were analy,." tor ,eq\ltn-
:,.0, 
ces ot change, and movements, which occurricJ in reI'" 
vance to those aspects through sUQceeding per19da • 
• 
. .' 
'Culture 
• 1. SPAWNING AND LARVAL DEVELOPMENT 
Females in advanced stages or matUrity ($tage IV, 
Imaturel) were collected at 20 M deptn !rom' tne se. ott 
Madr8$ and kept in filtered sea water in plastiC tank 
(1.5 x 0.5 x 0.4 M) under continuous aeration in tne 
laboratory. Tne S/ill1n1ty was 32-34~0 and tne tempera-
ture 25-31-<:(+ 1 oC). Spawning took place at nignt and 
large quantities of clischarged 
glass and plastic trougns or 5 
eggs were transferred to 
It capacity of sea water 
• . ,I 
ancl exposed to nonnal diurnal temperature fluctuations. 
Some eggs were also Kept in tnennostatic oonditions 
(20°, 25°, 30° and 40oC) tor hatct11ng. Tne water in 
the rearing vessels were changed periodically to maintain 
better Quality. CUltured diatom, SkeletQn~. costatua 
and roUter, Bractlionus sp. were ted to proto~9aic and 
mysid larval stages respectively. 
The larval aamples were observed periodically tor 
structural changes till no mysid stages were notioed. 
The cnronology of eacn sub-stage (time at maxi"'JDI _ 
., " 
' ,J. 
occlSrrence) was recorded throughout. The total naupUar 
len,tn was measured between tne apical and caudal 
• 
Zl 
margins, excluding the !Ureal spines, in toe middle 
line and width was measured across the sreatest breadth. 
Total length of protozoea, mysids and post-larvae was 
taken from the tip or the rostrum to the end ot telson. 
Spines ot the telson were numbered and their morpho-
metric changes of the appendages recorded. F1gI.lres to 
point out the salient features were hand drawn from 
binocular microscopic view. 
2. GROWTH OF POST-LARVAE AND JUVENILES 
a. Age and Growth 
studies on age and growth were carried oP~ 1n Y~~'V 
- , 
on post-larvae reared from a single spawning. Sgg. 
through post-larvae Were grown in larger aquaria tank,s ' 
with about 50 It seawater (32-34<.1'0 salinity) as expl:a1ne<1 
in Chapter 2.1. Twenty post-larvae were selected ra~­
domly and reared individually in a small tank with 3 It 
diluted s'eawater (15-20J'. sallnity) when they were 24 
days old since the elate ot spawnin6. Such 1n4ivid~l 
rearing continued tor 4 months, during which lIOult- . 
history was traced and the measurements, such .. , pr,-
moult size, mOUlt-increase and post-moult size, and the 
inter-moult periods were reconied. liat.r was partially 
·-. 
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changed and aerated for about 30 minutes 4aily. Also. 
the tanks were periodically cleaned thoro\lShly an4 the 
water changed completely. Water temperature ransed 
26-32.C thro\lShout. Feed consisted mainly of tre,h 
prawn meat (just killed and fed) and occaaionelly fish 
flesh and earthwonn. Feed vIas lert in plenty 9vernight 
daily and the unconsumed feeds were collected alQl1I 
with tecal matters and moults every morning lIeto1'9 
changing water. 
In addition. about 50 post-larvae were reared ~ 
the ori,inal .took tank with routine teedinl claily and-
periodical change ot diluted seawater (15-20J'. ealin1ty) • 
• Periodically random samples of individua~ in ~eq~t, 
numbers were measured tor total length tor 6 monthS • . 
Measurements ot length ot post-larvae rear~ oollec~ively 
and in4ividually were pooled and plotted -c4lintt age in 
montha. The linear curve was in logiStic tona. 'l'h4lt i.e, 
the growth-rate dec lined exponentially as the larv. . 
,rew in size or became older. Since. the Il'O'Wt~-rat~. 
was increasingly reduced to negligible levela beyond : 
6 month old. the age-curve or the larva through lItt.e 
juvenile reared continuously in estuarine conditions 
-I 
• 
• 
.. 
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appeared to fit to the popular von Bertalantty Growth 
Equation; 
Lt • L'" [1_e-k ( t-t.)] •••••••• (2.1 ) 
The details of the equation and the method of calcula-
tions are preeented with result. The growth-rates at 
age were computed following Gulland and Kolt (1969) 
Equation: 
......... (2.*) 
where, Loc and k are the Bertalanfty growth parameters 
estimated by the Eq.(2.1) and 11 and 12 are the lengtb4 
at the age, t1 and t2 respectively, ti being later 
than t 1 • 
b. Moulting and Growth 
As mentioned earlier, moult-history or 20 pOst-
larvae were traced from 15 mm to 50 111m size (number 
reduced gradually). Data on pre-moult. ~ post-moult 
siz' at every moulting was collected, .0 ·that the Size 
increase at mQulting could be calculated and the inter-
• 
.j 
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moult period in days was also recorded. Sbe increase 
at moult was expressed as growth-factor, which was the 
percentage moult-increase upon pre-moult si~e ca1l;ul:at~ 
by the tormula, 
moult-increase 
Growth-tactor • x 100 •••••• (2.3) 
pre-moult size 
The inter-moult period and the growth-tactor agaiMt 
pre-moult length revealed linear relatioMhip' in log~­
rithmic torms and the appropriate regreSSion equations 
were, 
log. IP • a + bL ....•........ (2.4) 
Log. GF • a - bL .~ ••••••••••. (2.5) 
Gi, the growth-where, If is the inter-moult period, 
tactor and L, the pre-mOUlt length. Rearing condition,a 
were identical to all individuals and same as in 
Chapter, 'Age and Growth '. 
c. Inheritance of Growth 
The eggs laid on a single spawning by a gravi<1 
tema)e in the laboratory were reared to post-larvae 
.ppropriately as explained in earlier chapter. They 
.... 
'" . 
. ,
• 
• I 
• 
'1 
were tound to reach the tirst post-larval -tase 4t tne 
age varying between 12 am 16 days s1nce ,pewn1ng. 
Periodical measurements snowed wideni~ v.r1atiq~ ot 
s1ze and hence 10 individuals ot largest s1ze (hene ... 
torth termed 'fast' group) and another 10 1miv1c1U4~ 
of snorter s1ze-ranges (henceforth termed ~.to.tl ,ro\lp) 
were separated and reared individually in ... 11 tankJ 
ot 3 It diluted seawater (saUnity 15-2~e end t_p,~a­
ture 26-32ec). Other rearing conditions were sam ••• 
in 'Chapter 'Age and Growth' and all animals were lIub-
jected to $imilar treatments. Size measurements were 
taken periodically tor six months and data of 1miviQua14 
tor 'tast' and 'slow' groups pooled .together into res-
pective group. The size at age curves. were .eperatel.y 
, I 
estimated tor 'fast' and's low' groups computing the von 
Be.rta~nt1'y growth equation (2.1) as in Chapter 'Ag. am 
Growth'. Similarly the growth-rates were also calcula-
ted by Eq. (2.2) substituting with the respective values 
ot von Bertalantry growth pa~ameters. 
. 'Moult-history was traced tor individuals ot 'tast' 
and 'slow' groups and the data on moult-interval am· . 
• 
moult-increase for respective groups were pooled. The 
.. .. 
" 
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regressions of moult-interval and moult-increa.e against 
pre-moult length were computed as in for Eq. (2.4) al'l;1 
(2.5). These computed values, such as age for ~1~e, . 
growth-rates, inter-moult period, growth-factor ana daily 
growth-rates for 'fast' and 'slow' groups are compared 
to illustrate the disparity and thereby emphaai81nc the 
inheritance of growth being existed among the s1bl11lis 
of the same mother and spawn. 
d. Starvation and Growth 
The .hort ... time a~ long-term effects ot starvation 
on growth .ot post-larvae were separately experimented. 
In the first set, two post-larvae of M. dobsoni, spawndd 
-
and reared ~ vitro, were used in two seP<ll'8te experi- <. 
ments, Experiment I and Experiment II. Rearilli condi-
tions were the same as in Chapter 'Age and Growth', 
except deliberate starvation as specified 1n~sults. 
In both Experiment I and II, 9 moults were traced 
recording the informations on moult-interval.$, pre- and 
post-moult sizes and moult increase. Animals were comp-
letely starved during 5th inter-moult periods. Details 
ot three 'pre-starvation', 'starvation' and three 'post-
starvation' moults were selected tor calculatiQns and 
• 
' . 
comparl$ons. The 'lire-starvation' moults selected were 
contiguouS to 'starvation I moults. The mean .i~e, inter-
moult periods and moult-increases were esti-.ted tor 
aU these three durations. The mean growth-rate u 
then computed by simple division ot moult increase Qy 
inter-moult periods. These growth-rates specitic to 
. " 
the mean size were compared with control v~lu •• Qt 
growth-rates tor the ,same size estimated by Eq. (2.2) 
substituting the values computed trom Eq. (2.1} in 
Chapter 'Age and Growth I. 
e. Stunt~ Growth and Rehabilitation 
Post-larvae ot M. dobsoni, collected froID the ioc.l 
-
Adyar EStuary and conditioned 1'01' two days, wer'e divided 
into two groups, Group I and II. each numbering 10 with 
the mean-size ot 22.5,mm at the beginning. Rearing 
conditions were the same (salinity 15-2~. and t.-pera-
ture 26-32OC) 1'01' both groups during t/;le entire 71 dlil" 
ot observations arid tood had been mostly prawn meat and 
occasionally fiah flesh and earthworm. Group I was teet 
!!! lib,tum daily throughout; whereas. Group II was 
deprived. ot tood during the first 19 days and ted later 
daily as similarly to Group I. Mortality was neg~ble 
, ,;." 
.... 
:,' ' I 
• I~ 
during the first 40 days and 6 individuals 11\ Qrou~ I 
and ~ in Group II were present when the experiment, 
were tenninated after 71 days. 
The length measurements of all the ava1~ble 
animals were recorded and the mean-size was eetimat~ 
periodically. Growth-rate for each interval of o'bser-
vation day~ was calculated as follows: 
Growth-rate [GO • •.•...... (2..6) 
where, ~ and 12 are the mean-size on the exper1ment.l 
days t1 and t2 respectively. t2 being later than t 1 • 
The growth-rate (G) against t2 and the same aga1nst the 
mean of 11 and 12 for the successive observatiQn 1nt~r-
vala were calculated to obtain age and size-specitic 
. 
growth-rates respectively. The growth-rates between 
control and experimental groups (Gr. I and II) were 
compared to illustrate stuntedness owing to long-tenD 
starvation and the after effects on growth characterU-
tics of starved animals while refed • 
• 
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f. Evestalk-ablation and Growth 
Two individual post-larvae, spawned and reared .in 
the laboratory itself, were traced for 7 moults lJepa-
rately in two experiments, Experiment I aOO II, which 
extended 32 and 31 days respectively. Left eye-stalk 
in the tonner and right eye-stalk in the latter were 
removed ~t the \:)eginning of the 4th inter-moult (next 
morning of moult-night) and thus, 3 'pre-ablation' 
moults', 1 lablation-moultl and 3 'post-ablation moults' 
were involved during the course of this experiment. 
Rearing conditions were .... ith 15-2~o salinity aOO 26:-
. 
320C temperature and feedings daily ~ UbetUID compr~e4 
mO$tly prawn meat and on tew other occasions tish tl~Sh 
and earthwonn. 
Inter-moult periods and moult-increments in size 
were recorded throughout and their values for 'pre-. 
ablation
'
, 'ablation' and 'post-ablation I durations 
were compared to measure the differences, \:)efore and 
after the ablation. The mean-size at these three dur'a- .1 
tions were calculated and the growth rates to the 
corresponding sizes were computed as control u.aing the 
equation (2.2), substituting the values of Eq. (2.1) 
• 
; 
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and compared with experimental values. The 4ai.ly growth-
ratea tor the control and observed were a:t..Q Qoapare<:i 
to m.asure the tteviatiQns of growth owing to eye-stallt 
ablations. 
g. Salinity. S\lbstrate and Growth 
Post-larvae and juveniles netted from Ady~r estuary 
were used in these experiments and initial '1~.8 wer~ 
chosen to be in closer ranges (24-28 mm) to avoid s~e 
influence on growth-rates. Most ot the animalJ belonged 
to the same stock. The rearing vessels used in . experi-
ments were the mud pots, being otherwise uled in gard9n· 
ing. The sallnity of the fresh sea water was · estimated 
and appropriately made upto 6 gradients viz., 5, 10, 17, 
- - ' .. 
23, 26 and 33 (~ 1-1.5~0)' to till up each pot with about 
3 It. All grattientl! had duplicate pots and thus there 
were 12 pots for 6 gradients. All ttleSe 12 pots were· 
not provided with sand SubStr-dtum. In addition to these ~ 
pots, two pots were provitted with sand substratum ;ind 
filled up with 17%0 salinity. After tew day;. ot condi-
tioning. the animals were introduced into each pot 
measuring the length antt further details ot rearing and 
• feeding were as usual in other experiments. Periodical 
.... 
',' " ~" 
• 
... . 
I 
\ 
• 
measurements were recorded for each individual and 
those missed and died were replaced by s1a1lar sizes. 
One of the animals grown in each gradient wu chosen " 
for calculations, considering the maximum survival 
time and the mean-size, if both had survived longer 
periods. From the length increments and the corres-
ponding time. lapse, the daily gro~/th-rates or them were 
,calculated, and compared. 
Meantime, two animals were reared in glass trough 
, with 5'!&. salinity and sand substratum kept near the 
window, unlike the other mud pots, which were kept in 
the centre of the shed leaving a minimum distanCe or 
about 10 it on any side, so tnat a difference ot 2-3~ 
, I 
in temperature was invariably recorded between the troush 
near the window and the pots at the centre. Th.e groWth-
rate ot t;hese animals reared in trough were cOllpered 
to those reared in pots to elucidate effects ot tempera-
ture on growth. 
• 
3. BURROWING HABITS OF JUVENILES 
• 
Juveniles of ~. dobsQn! (25-50 IIID length) netted' 
trom Adyar Estuary and stoc~ed in aquarium tanks,with 
I 
\ 
- -
5~. seawater, were used'in experiments as and when 
required. Two 'aquarium glass tankS, with 50 lt Qt 
50J'. seawater giving a water column ot 20 elD d.9pth and 
6-8 cm ot beach-sand substratum 'and another 14rser 
tank with 200 lt similar seawater, without any su~stre­
tum, were the main ecperimental vessels. One ot th~ , 
smaller tanks with substratum and the other larger on, 
without substratum were housed in a thatched ehed with 
low root and enclosure ot bamboo-meshes, while another 
smaller tank was kept in the verandah, where one 814. 
was wide o-pen exposing the aquarium tank to the clar1nC 
eky light at an acute angle. Hence,the inteneity ot ' • 
light was Rl1ghtly different between these tanka. 
Besides, still smaller glass tanks and tl'QU8~ with 
substratum were used for certain specific ~,r1IIent. 
as ex-plained vide intra. Twenty five animals trolD tn. 
-
stock tank were randomly ,collected and introd~Qed intq 
each tank and the Sea water (salinity 5~.) w ... erated 
throughout. Animals deburrowed were counted periodicaUy 
tor 24 hrs b-om the following 'day of introduction into 
the tank. Animals were not fed during, experiment and 
repetition ot experiments were carried out atter. ,. 'f.., 
• days interval on new animals trom the stock tank. Meen 
values were used. 
.' 
" 
t 
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Fishery 
1. FISHERY OF MEI'APENAEUS DOBSON/MIERS ~FF MADRAS 
Fishery data of M. dobsoni pertain to trawler 
-
catches landed at Royapuram, the main fish landing 
centre in Madras city for the period of two calender 
years, 1981-62. On every weekly observOltion day, ~10 
boats were randomly noted for their total prawn catches 
and the proportion ot ~. dobsoni therein by vUual 
assessment with the knowledge of predetenn1:ned weight 
of a basket of prawns. The total weights 80 noted W 
the ettorts in trawllng hours involved were ed4ed up . 
and the catch per unit effort (Cl'UE) in kginr was .,~£­
culated by simple arithmetic division. The CPUE tor' 
different observed days were summed up and the average 
value of it for the montn was estimated. The.e calcu- . 
. , 
lated mean values formed the basic units retleoting 
the abundance of both total penaeids and ~ • . 40bson1 
during the respective months. The percentage composi-
tion of ~. dobsoni in penaeids was worked 9ut trom th. 
mean monthly CPUE values. 
-. 
. Environmental parameters, such as rainfall, salln.1.ty . 
and temperature were co llected. tIlonthly raintall data 
• 
, 
were collected from the concerned departments. Mean 
value of salinity, which was estimated by the Winkler's 
titration method, for weekly samplings of surface watere 
ott Santhome beach was taken as monthly value. Two 
tem~erature readings at 8.30 A.M. and 5.30 P.M. were 
noted for most of the days and the average value for ' 
the month was appropriately calculated. The tluctua-
tion in percentage composition of 'mature', iUPPQrte<l 
by 'spent', individuals among females in random a .. ples 
of ~. dobsoni, analysed on each day of observation, was 
the b .. is ot evaluating breeding seasonality. . .. '
2. BATHYMETIUC DlSTIHBUTION OF METAPENAEUS 
DOBSON! MIERS 
This part of this thesiS was based on 'data coll~ted 
during the experimental cruises by the lCAR Research 
Vessel, 'CADALMlNI off Cochin, the most flourishing 
centre of fishery for tn1.s species on the west Coast; .1 
over a period of 3 yea~ with intermittent breaks. Consi-
dering the magnitude of fishery during a few days ot 
trial fishing at the beginning, three depth ~ones vi~., 
-
<10 M, 15 M and )20 M, wer" arbitrarily fixed tQr perio-
- . -
dical sampling of trawl-net operations. Trawling was 
invariably between 0800 and 1300 hours for a f1x~ time 
\ 
I 
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ot one hour at each depth horizontal to tne shore-line 
oPPOsite to the New Light-House in Vypeen Island nellr 
bar-mouth. Arter hauling, the catch ot ~. GOO.Oni. was 
assessed for weight on deck and the raMOII aamples were 
analys~ in addition, for other biological ~tuoies. 
such as, sex, Size, maturity stages of females, as 
required for Chapter III. 
Three or four days of sampling were 'made on mos~ 
of the months and the catch for all the sample days ,w.as 
, " 
" 
averaged to obtain catch in kg per hour of hauling 
(CPUE) tor the month for each depth zone separately. 
Considering the requirements for the present studies, 
only data pertaining to six months representing Il cross 
section through the entire fishery season were used. 
3. JUVENILE FISHERY OF METAPENAEUS DO/ISON/MIERS 
IN ADY AR ESTUARY OFF MADRAS 
The fishery data pertain to cast-net tubing 
during the annual season from October 196} tnroush June 
1964, when the bar-mouth was open, ensuring tlc1al flows 
and tnereby the exchange of life between the sea and, 
. 
the estuary. In each month 2-3 observations were made 
\ 
- -
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and on each observation day 5-6 cast-catches were 
auessed. for the total weight and therein thta Pl'QPOr-
tion 01' prawns and in turn of M., dobsoni. fro .. the 
average weights 01' each, item separately tor th, /Jempl.,. 
units, the day's catches were estimated. by.imple 
arithJDetical multipllcation. LikewiSe. troa 1;he lIean 
values tor the observation days in the month, th, 
monthly total landings were calculated. by multiplyillJ 
with number 01' days in the month • 
• 
Random samples ot!1. dobsom were colleqted trQa 
one or two unit. on each observation day and analyse4 • 
tor sex and total length in mm. The sex-ratiQ.1e 
expressed in percentage trom the actual number in ~h, 
sample analysed. during the month. The length ot eltb,r 
'. 
sex was distri'buted separately lnto 3 mm size-claaJ .. : 
and. therein the prominent length modes, which represented 
major broods in populations, were identified .nIl th..,," 
progression through successive months traced aa ~e­
chain. The growth.-rate 01' each 'brood was est1aete4 t~ .. 
size increase of that mode-chain and the correaponllil'll 
time lapae. The average growth-rate per day and then 
per dlonth was calculated lndp-pendently for each .ex. 
" 
.1 
\ 
, 
' ~ 
"'3 
Length-modes 01' smaller individuals, whose sexes CO\l14 
not be sorted out tor certainity, were taken •• Qommon 
,. - . ~ '.. _ .... 
to bQth aexeIJ. 
• 
.' ' . 
. , 
.1 
.' 
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Chapter 3 
Reproduction 
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ESTUARY MARINE 
ALJULE::;CLNT!J 
, !MMA TUtU; , 
JUVENILES 
POST-LARVAE EGGS & LARVAE 
Schematic sk~tch of breeding cycle of M,. dobson1 
l _ 
, . 
, .. 
Results 
.1 
1. SEXUAL DIMORPHISM 
j 
a. Sexual Morphology 
Metapenaeus dobsoni is heterosexual with prominent 
external genitalla, petasma in male and thelycum in 
temale (Fig. 1). The petasma is the modified endo-
podites of the first pair ot pleopods and t'helycum 1s 
the speciallsed sternal surface ot the last two thoracic 
segments. In addition, the second pair of pleopods 'in 
.... 
male is slightly modified into appendix mascu~ $'P4' 
the genital pores of this sex are positioned one each 
at the coxa of the 3rd pereopeds. The adult females 
may be recognised by the developing ovary seen through 
the transparent cuticle and the genital pores are at 
the coxa of the 5th pereopods. Females are alao iat-ser 
in a given population compared to males. 
In adult males, petasma is a complex structure., 
./ . 
with many folds and protn$ions, and it functions as 
the copulatory' organ enabling deposition of spennato-
phore upon the surface of tnelycum. It looks like .8 
compressed tube 4istally ending on each side with a 
THELYCUM 
PETAS1AA 
Fig. 1. External genitalia of ~. dobsoni (adults). 
rounded spout.o.shaped with corrugated edges al'Id two '.': 
blunt and stout filaments are present at the Qrigin, 
ot each spout. Thelycum is the complicated .t.~l 
, 
structure with troughs and ridges and its main CODlP9-
nents are the median tongue-like plate w~th • concave 
surtace on the exposure side and the horse-ahoe sheped 
transverse plate. which ensheaths the med-ian plate 
antero-laterally from behind. The posterior cle..,re .. -
sion in the concave surtace ot thE! median plate an4 
the crevices between median and transverse ..,late. ar.e 
usually the spots. where the spermatophore. are enchored 
in t.pregnated temales. 
The development of petasma can be traced trom 
animala shortest by 15 111m length, when the .truc;tu~ 
is a toliaceous process at the middle ot Pl"Otopod1te 
ot the tirst pair ot pleopods. Development and 110<11-
tications tollow the, animals I gro\'ith in size. Adult 
.... 
features are attained usually around the aue ot ,::~:' 
50-55 lIIIII, and these animals normally migrate to the . 
sea after one or two moults and the corre.pond.1~ Uze 
increase • 
• 
SeQ.uences ot changes. that occur during the 
developnent of this spec1es have been adequately 
• 
• 
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Fig. 2. Size at fusion of petasma in males. 
,-
described, by Menon (1951) and George and Rao (1968). 
Development in size of the lateral lobes, tormation Qf 
longitudlnal tolds and ridges of them and conve~ence 
, " 
01' them towards each other are the ma~or chenges 
occurring while the animal grows trom 25 to ~5 DIll 
sizes and interlocking of lateral lobes, dutal mod.1- ,I 
tications into spouts and growth of filaJllents tollow 
at size between 40-45 rom and 50-5, DIID. Further che~ •• 
are only enlargement in overall structures and harden-
ing to more rigidity at ' every successive moult. 
'l'h. developllent 01' thelycum may be traceci trom' . 
20 lD1D length, when the median plate appeal'$ •• an 
elongated ridge and later, a transverse gl"Qove and 
ridge follow to form behind the median rid". At tne 
size of 40-45 mm the median ridge has slovly expanded 
antero-posteriorly while the transverse rid-e haa ~ 
Q ' I~ 
increased antero-laterally on either slde ot the 
median plate. And at ;0-55 mm size tne mediari plate 
has cleveloped the concavi.ty, while the posterior, 
transverse plate bas taken the Shape 01' a hone-sho •• 
expanding slightly at the distal ends. Further growth 
• is only the enlargements with the s1ze incraMe ot 
the aniNI. 
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SI ZE IN MM 
Fig. 3. Carapace length (above) and weight (bottom) 
against length of juvenile males. 
I 
~ 
, 
The size, at which the adult teature. (tuJ~on ot 
lateral lobes) are attained, varies among tbe 1I1d.i~­
duals, though synchroni~ation within a narrqw Size 
range is obvious among large proportions of .niJIJ~. 
The smallest such male recorded is 49 mm size in 
estuary and 48 IIIIIl among those reared in the 14boratory 
and, however, males upto 59 mm size has been noted ' 
witb unfuaed petaama. In marine catch, all _1 .. hav. 
been tound with fUsed petasma and the smallest illd.i~i­
dual is ~ mm long with more rigid petasse than tound 
in estuarine animais. 
The percentage males with tused ,petaama aga1nst 
size give a positive linear slope in the torm of a 
compertz curve and the 50% ot such males tall at 54 l1li • 
length (Fig. 2). Similar size frequency d'Utriwt1QM" 
of the females attaining the adult characters are 
difficult for the doubtful natur~ 01' the trans1tion 
as in males. However, the onset of reproductive 
phaSe towards the end of fonnation of the genital 
organs is evident in either sex from the upward tilts 
in linear slopes tor length-weight relationships, 
being noted at 47 IDID 'in male (Fig. 3) and 54 aD 1n 
female (Fig. 4). 
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Fig. 4. Carapace length (above) and weight (bottom) 
against length of juvenile females. 
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b. liW Relationship 
Adult males ~nd fema'les seem to have different 
weigbt at any specific length. The length-weignt 
relationships of both aexes are ~n the form of a non- [\ 
b (VI~k.~fA..... A..o)~/~~, 
linear power function. W • A L .(.'''hiCh can a~o be 
explained in tne linear or 10l.rithmiC torm as: 
'/.... 
Log W • Log a • b Log L. where 'if is the weight in mg; 
L. the length in mil and a and b are regression conatants. 
- - , 
The equations so calculated from the observed mean-
weights against size are: 
Male : Log. 'if • -2.6550 + 2.7~7 loCo L 
Female : Log. 'if • -2.6602 + 2.7341 log. L 
From this the weight at different si~es have been 
estimated and presented in Fig. 5. It is evident that 
temales in general are heavier than males and the older 
animals become plumper. The weight difterence between 
male and female also increases with size. as noted 
that the disparity of 240 mg at 70 mID size gradually Jt-~' \ increases to 506 BIg at 90 mil and 920 mg at 110 II1II 
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Fig. 6. Overall size distribution in samples. 
Table 1: Mean size and sex-ratio of commercial populations 
of M. dobSon! landed at Madras 
-
• 
Mean size (mm) Sex-ratio (%) 
ti,onths 1981 1982 1981 , 19~ 
~ I ~ , .. 
M F M F M : F M' F , 
• • 
- -
January 76.4 60.2 77.3 86.4 13 : f!l ~8 : 72 
February 81.2 84.5 78.2 83.4 53 · 47 41 • 59 • • 
Narch 76.2 81.3 76.6 07.5 43 • 67 22 
· 78 • • 
April b1.5 88.7 71.8 78.6 48 : 52 47 • 53 • 
f<lay 76.7 89.8 76.2 00.5- 47 · 53 33 : 67 • 
June> 15.1 85.6 77.6 88.6 52 • 48 44 : 56 • 
July 77 .0 9~.2 C2.4 97.9 lj9 • 51 39 • 61 • • 
August 63.1 95.1 fiJ.7 94.4 41 
· 59 42 · 58 • • 
.1 
September 01.5 9&.1 76.4 t6.3 30 • 70 32 · 6& • • 
October 75.7 E:6.8 79.4 90.4 60 · 40 26 • 74 • • 
November 73.1 77 .7 78.1 EO.8 21 • 79 48 : 52 • 
December b3.1 90.9 72.9 04.9 51 · 49 24 : 76 • 
, 
~ ~~, f.I)~-..k M t-(e~cI. ( pA.fe ~1) . }1If;I /..... '1ItM ~ 
~ . 
1'<:. N i ,~o _ ~titwM ~ L.ALh J.... ~wtv-J."" . 15'0 
• 
...... 
.... 
• 
. ' 
• 
Co Size Distribution 
Sexual dimorphiSm in size distribution is clear 
• 
from Fig. 6, wn1ch has been drawn for the marine 
populations landed in commercial catches JIOoled for 
all seasons. Though the populations range mostly 
between ~6-1 00 DIDI in ma le and ~6-11 ~ I11III in tema les , 
large numbers belong to 61-&, IIDR and 76-100 l1li length 
respectively. Females are relatively larger in popu-
lation and the disparit¥ !smore obvious among older 
. .... 
groups. It is so evident that females upto 122 lIIIIIi:~" 
size are available in catche3, whereas males over 
, I 
110 DIDI size do not oCcur. The overall si,e distribu-
tion is unimodal (Fig. 6).for both sexes and the peak, 
at which the highest number of individuals occur, is 
noted at 76-80 DIDI tor male and at 91-95 l1li tor felliale. 
About ~ of either sex belongs to the age gro~p 
6-12 monthS (62.3-109.6 DUD for female and 76.1-100.7 II1II 
for male) and only about ~ of the populations belong 
to more than 1:year age group. The montbly mean-size 
ot the populations in fiShery (Table 1) has b.en 
estimated to vary between 71.8 I11III and f:6.7 I11III in males 
compared to 74.7 I11III and 99.4 DIm in females • 
1 
d. Age and Growth 
Size between sexes at specific agea differs and 
the difference increases with age. The individuals ot 
the same brood or age w1th enough strength tOnD a 
diStinct Size-DIode and their growth pattern could be 
traced through several monthS and cOMect1ng appro- ' 
priately these modes into mode-chains. the growth-rate 
at d1t1'erent sizes could be calculated. Grovth~ra-ti$ 
of M. dobsoni. as in anyother aniinals. ~re \l.1Jually 
-
age-apeci1'ic and both sexes follows slow-taat-alow 
pattern. which could be fit into the poput.r von 
-Bertalantty gro~th equation. 
Lt • L 0< [ 1 _ e -k (t - t.)] 
where, 
t • age in months. 
Lt • length in mm at age It'. 
, I 
L 0< • asymptotic length. when growth-rate is zero. 
K • rate at whicn Lt approaches L". and 
t. • theoretical age at which Lt equals zero. 
The equation is calculated using Gulland and Holt method. 
wh1Qh 18 baSically the regression analysis Q1' lnstan~a­
neoua growth-rate (y) on mean-length (x) ot ditterent 
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mode-chains, which are appropriately aelectec1 from 
the sue frequency polygons, in such a way thlat a 
wide range of sue-modes are included. The von Bert.-I • 
lantty growth equation 80 computed are, 
/ h., Female: Lt • 129.20 [ 1 - .- 0.1601 ( t + O.6~:.)] 
.I 4-v Male ,Lt· 112.93 [ 1 - ~- 0.1832 ( t. O.11e'i)], 
, 
from which the Sue at ages have been estimate4 end 
, ' 
presented iri the Fig. 7. ./ The sizes in DIm at ages ere, 
Month 
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24 
• 
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-
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Fig. 7. Age and growth of ~. dobsoni. 
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2. SEXUAL ANATOMY 
The gross anatomy of the gonad shows the adult 
female has a pair of ovaries, which are partly fused 
and bilaterally" symmetrical. ESc h ovary has a 
slender anterior lobe, a middle lobe with 6 or 7 · 
: :: 
finger like lateral lobules and a posterior lObe, 
which extends the entire length of the abdomen. The 
oviducts are short and narrow tubes connecting from 
the tip 01' the 6th pair 01' lateral lobules of ovary 
to the genital pores at the coxa of 3rd pair 01' 
pereopods. 
In adult. males, the testis and va~2ferentia 
are paired, of which the tonner is a translucent 
organ with a main body having lateral projections in 
• the front regions and a pair' of posterior lobes 
running through the entire abdominal length. The 
va+t4rentia arise from the posterior" margin of 
either side of the maln body 01' testis and open as " 
genital pores at the coxa of ~th pereopoda. 
• 
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3. MATURATION AND SPAWNING 
a. Maturity Stage$ 
In temales, based on the si~e, colour, texture 
and histological changes of ovary, five maturity 
stages have been arbitrarily classified u tollows: 
.' . 
. . ' 
stage I 'lJDIIIature ': Ovaries are thin, transparent . 
and not visible through the dorsOll exo-
skeleton. On exposure, the ovary i, like a 
colourless strand and histology snows that 
ova are uniformly small spherical bodies, 
/') 
which stain blue with haemot.Jxylin-eosin 
., 
(Bn.o~). The ova measure less than 0.07 mm. 
stage II 'Early mature ': Ovaries appear as thin lin.ar 
bands, which can be seen through the exo-
skeleton against strong light. On disseqtion, 
the anterior portion of the ovary is sligh~ly 
expanded 1"n size and colour changed to slightly 
yellow. All ova still stain blue with heetDQ-
toxyl1n-eollin stains (ttIiCCCJt and their 
sizes vary from 0.07 to 0.17 mm • 
• 
-
,", , . 
. ,
, 
) 
\ 
stage III ILate mature l : Ovaries are qulte viaible 
through exoskeleton as a th1ck 4ark ba~ and 
on exposure, the anterior portiQna are conai-
derably expanded and the posterior lQbes . 
enlarged in size. The texture ot the ov';'i!Y 
has become granular and colour into U,ht· 
green. Histologically, two groUpa ot e". 
are present, one smaller stainins Qlue ~ 
another larger staining red with haemotoxyllne-
eosine stains (eaeco.o). The size ot ova 
varies between 0.15 and 0.23 mm 10 diameter • 
.. f. . 
stage IV 'Mature I: Expanded portion ot the ovary · is 
larger and distinct and the posterior Un.ar 
band is thicker. On dissection, the Qvary 
appears dark green and the texture more ,ranu-
lar. The ovaries have enlarged 80 much that 
they occupy the body upto 1<»' by volla, al¥1 
• 
7'1(. by weight. Most of the ova are tu1l7 ., 
matured, staining red with haemotoxyllne-
eosin ataina and possess radial ·bQ4i... '!'he 
size of the ova varies from 0.17 to Q.30;lll, 
'~ I r; 
and Slightly bigger matured egg. are notJd· 
in larger females. The mean-size of the egl 
• 
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• 
i 
, 
r 
stage 
is calculated at 0.21 BID for female, bdow 
&~ DIIII length compared to 0.25 IIIID tQr 95 DIIII 
long l' ema les • 
V 'Spent ': completely spawned ovaries appear 
" , 
outwardly as 'iumature' stage and on diss'ec-
tion they are flaccid and yellowisn cream in 
colQur. Remains of unspawned eggs are 
eVident and fresh batch of small eggs are 
cODllllon. The smaller eggs p,resent stain blue 
with haemotoxyline-eosine and the egg size 
is less than 0.08 DIIII. 
·1 
The differences of maturity stages or males are not 
/ 
so apparent as in females. The mature males may be some-
times ascertained from the presence of spermatheca in 
the tenninal ampules at the basis 01' 3rd pereopods. 
V' ' 
• "'/ ~ The overall percentage distributions 01' maturity 
tI . ,.~J ' . 
\ ~,.(.c. stages of females (Fig. 8) reveal that the pI'Qportlcm 
ot maturity stages in marine populations do not vary 
significantly. However, gradual increase in propor-
tions with maturation of ovary dips again at 'spent' 
.... 
st,ge, though the widest margin is only about 5~ .::~" 
• 
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.. 
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r1C~ 9.' Dltt.reat ~tr auc- et t_1e ..... le 
dtb tno •• .tal _..v.U ... 
-----_---"""f"- ~ p 
between the minimum tor 'immature 1 and maxilll1lll for 
'mature 1 stages. 
The size distributions (Fig. 8) of different 
maturity stages 01' females in marine catches show that 
the mean-size increases positively with maturatiQn anq 
spawning of eggs in ovaries. 'Immature' and l.flr1y 
mature I are ~ c loser in size range and so are the 
Imature 1 and Ispent I. In particular, the pattern of 
size-distributions 01' 'ear1y mature' are nflrrow between 
81 mm and 90 mm, as against the 'late mature 1 through '\ 
'spent
' 
recovery noted upto 121-12; mm siz~Qlass. 
Most of the immature populations belong to 61-7; _ 
siZe, eventhough their size-range extends !rom ;6 mm 
to 85 Mm. 
b. Trace Metal Concentration on Maturation 
concentrations of heavy metals analysed for 
different maturity stages of fem'ale and also _1. vary 
, 
cona1.c1erably (Fig. 9 and 10) _and a few of them are 
... 
noted to reveal an interesting pattern of ,distribution. 
CORtents ot copper, tollowed by zinc, which ~e most 
abundant metals in all categories of animal$. are 
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particularly observed to present a positive relation-
ship against the degree ot egg developments in ~vary. 
Both these two metals g~ually ~ccumulat~ from 
I 
'imnature' through 'mature' and decline to .. rly 
levels in 'spent' tonns. Contents ot copper are esti-
mated to progressively increase from 52.7~ ~/cm dry wt 
in 'immature' to 73.50 ~g/gm dry wt in 'mature' an4 
decrease then to 64.95 ~g/gm dry wt in 'spent' arMl 
respectively zinc contents are calculated tro. 32.5.0 ~,/,. 
dry wt to 66.25 ~g/gm dry wt and then to 3e.75 ~,/p 
dry wt in 'spent' temales. 
Metal burden ot both lead and nickel are excep-
tione.lly high in 'immature I as compared to other 
maturity stages or females. Lead, which measure. at 
13.28 I1g/gm dry wt in l1mnature I, decline .• drutiC?~ly 
to maintain between 5.55 and 7 .28 I1g/gm dry wt 8111Qnc 
any other categories and similarly, nickel reduoes' 
from 19.35 ~/gm dry wt in 'iimnature' to 5~07-6.85Iol,/", 
dry wt in other kinds ot females. contents pt lead 
and nickel, which are estimated respectively at 6."3 
and 4.23 l1I/gm dry wt, tor male are more closer to 
• • t • 
the values of females with advanced at age. ot .4lturlty • 
. '
" 
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Cadm1um contents in all' animals vary oetw •• n 0.580 
and 0.735 Ill/gm dry wt w1thout any notaole relat1on-
shipato maturat1ons. 
The relat1ve abundance of these heavy meta~ 1n 
d1tterent maturity ~tagea of female and male (F1g. 9) 
can be ranked aa tollows: 
, ' 
Female - '1DInature.' : C1,I. ) zn ) Hi ) Po ) Cd; 
"early mature I : CU ) zn ) Hi ) Pb ) Cd; 
'late mature I : CU ) zn ) Po ) Hi ) Cd; 
. 
'mature' : CU ) zn ) Pb ) Hi ) 0;1; 
'spent' : CU ) zn ) Hi ) Pb ) 01; 
Pooled male : Cu ) zn ) Pb ) Hi ) 01 • 
.... 
, 
-
It 1.8, thua, clear that burdens ot copper, z1nc 
and cadmJ.um are posit1oned first, second an4 last 
reapectively 1n the order of abundance in all cat~·;· 
,ori" w1th obvious margins, as noted the toraer .... ur-
ine over 50 I'I/IID dry wt in all against cadm1.UID leas 
than 1.0 I'IIIID dry wt • 
• 
.' 
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c. Size at Maturity 
Presence of developing stages II-IV of ovary ~ 
be considered the positive evidence of seAual matur~ty 
of females. Such mature females with developing Qvary 
have not been noted from toe estuarine catches. tnQugh 
the external genital organs are fully, formed arn mating 
too occurs there in larger" juveniles. Under over 
impounded conditions than normal stay, few males with 
~ozing spermatheca and impregnated females are note4 ,I 
in the nearby Covelong lagoon during summer month, May, 
when the salinity is about 30;&"" and temperature,27-2S·C. 
But no females with developed ovary among them'heve 
been observed. Hence it can be interred that the matu-
ration process is triggered off at estuary itself a,nd 
further development of ovary needs life at sea. 
Though female as small as 47 rum with fully formed 
thelvcum is recorded in marine catches, the smallest 
individual with ~ature' ovary measures 62.5 mm ai~e • 
.... The proportion of, mature females over this minimum,:':" 
., 
size increaSes against the length and most of the 
females over 90 mm size are virtually mature with 
developing or Spent ovaries. The frequency diatribu-
\ 
• 
• 
• 
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:6<) 
tions of mature female, on plotting agains~ siZ., 
appear a logistic form, fitting to a compurtz curve: 
JIlF • 2.0011 - 1.1384 (0.3550)L , . 
where, MF is 'the percentage mature female and t, the 
length in DIID. using the formula the percentage ot ' 
mature female against sizes have been calculate<! am 
presented in the figure 11, trom which it 1.1 clear that 
the minimum size at maturity of this speci •• tor all 
seasons 18 60.3 DllDi 507& at 69.4 mm and the maxilllUlll 
of 1007& at sllghtly over 90 mm size. It is also obvious 
that about 75~ ot the females attain maturity at , 
65-75 mm size-ranges. 
Also, it 18 noted that the size at sexual lIatur1.ty 
is a function of season. The youngest mo4", whicb 
can be considered the ,first time spawners or tho •• in 
size at first maturity, shift with seasons against 
size. The general tendency (Fig. 12) is that the " ' ... ~ 
young females attain maturity at shorter sizes dur~ 
the warm periods, April-June, as compared to V.t 
seasons, September-December • 
• 
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d. Maturation and Spawning Migration 
Periodical experimental cruises oft Cochin 
reveal that the post-monsoon fishery commences with 
only stray specimens from early November. The first 
wave ot fishery actually extends from late November 
through January, with the peak catch in Deeember. 
Tha date ot cruises and the size distribution ot pooled 
samples ot female populations collected trom three 
depth zones ~., ~ 10 I'l. 15 M and ~ 20 YI depths. 
, I 
have been given in figure 12. It is eVident clearly 
from the histogram for size distributions that three 
prominent broods constitute this first wave of fiShery. 
of which the earliest stocklet. brood IAI. that 
commences the fishery, is slightly older group with 
its major size-classes at 76-85 mm, as on 19.10.1979. 
About 6~ of them are then in 'late-mature' conditions 
and occur mostly within S10 M depth. Considering t~e 
size and the maturity conditions, 
assumed to be rematuring after an 
this group can be.. 
', .. I ;.. 
earlier spawning. ' 
It is traced to enter active spawning on 21.11.79. 
when the modal size has increased to ~-~ IIIID and 
about 72~ ot the females are either 'late-mature l or 
62 
ISpent I conditions. Most of them are still remaining 
in <10 1'1 depths, though some have d1sperw~ 'towa",-s 
- /' 
15 M depths and few numOers 
• • • " I • 
in 'spent I atac .. are 
recorded over )20 M depths. Occurrence ot a!)out ,~ . 
Ispentl females on 29.11.79 further substantiate the 
high::spawning activities around the previQu. ONue 
mentioned. Next spell ot spawning or th,1.a Crqup U 
noted on 15.2.79, when the females have reached. the 
modal size ot 96-105 lIIID and about ~ ot tha ere 1J1 
'mature I or Ispent I stages. Also, most ot tb1.a have 
moved. this time towaros 2,2Q.M 4epths. ~ ,~up 
'. 
becomes obliterated subs.quently. Hence. since the 
previoua spawning on 21.11.79. that is, .~er the 
.- -
lapse or about 2~ days, this group enters the 'uCO'~41~ 
next spawning activities on 15:12.79 and can be Qther-
. , ' . 
'" wise considered as the duration of rematuration. Meen-
, . 
time, bathymetriC movements, as the individuals crow 
older and .ature, are also apparent. Though not IIOre 
impressive as a mode, thiS group is again ,note to be 
, . . 
in advanced stages ot maturity on 22.1. eo, that la. 
after the lapse ot .37 days. Hence, this group is 
traced to .pawn tour times betore it disappearw tro. 
the fishery, three times during observation and one 
possible .pawning betore commencement of the tUhery • 
. '
'. 
• 
• 
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The next, but, first fresh and stronJ brood IB I 
meantime appears on 10.11.79, with its lII04e at 66-75 mm 
size and dominates till most part of th1e t18hery wave. 
ThiS group is found remaining limmature I and some in 
. 'early mature', while restricting within ~O M depths, 
on 21.11.79 and 29.11.79, while the other older 
group lA' mentioned above has been in spawn1n£ aotiVi-
ties and meantime moving towards slightly aeeper waters. 
Thus, two sub-groups are not necessary to .ccomp~h 
spawning Simultaneously. However, this younc ,rautl · 'S' 
enters active spawning without moving to deeper wat~rt 
on 15.12.79, when the modal size is at 76-85 _ a~ . 
most of the temales are in advanced stages 01' .. tur1ty. 
Hence, this group has required nearly about '04.y,' to 
enter its tirst spawning, that is, the maturation ti .. 
. , 
lasts about 30 days since entry into the inshore c,~Qh. 
Again, it is noted that while this younger ,roup res-
tricts its spawning activities within ~10 M depths, the 
earlier and older group, which is also in aot1ve spawn-
ing , at this time, moves trom 15 M to ')20 M depths. 
-
Hence, synchronization 01' spawnings and spatial ahar.1nc 
are also apparent between the groups, older one ,o1r.1c 
• 'I 
towar4& deeper waters. The group 'B I atter the tirat 
.' 
.-- ... --
spawning activities in ·15.12.79, haS been ·noted. to 
remature and enter spawning along with the earlier 
group around 22.1.00, with a lapse o! aOol,lt '5 dy ... 
, ' . 
while increasing the modal size to 91-100 DD, and. ,904 
numbers have meantime lDOVed towards deeper waters. 
Yet one fresh brood Ie' appears in the catcheS on 
29.12.79 with its modal size at 66-75 DIlD, mostly in 
l1mmatl,lre I con4itions remaining within <10 M depth. ' 
-
This group is also !OUM to participate spawninc acti-
vities in 22.1.60 limiting itself within <10 M depth, 
. -
while the then dominent group lB.' is . intens1vely apwn-
1ng at deeper waters. Group 'e' is also noted to 
cOllprise larger proportion of 'mature I an4 ISpent I 
female in catches on 21.2.00. while increasinc to 
, , 
, " 
76-85 lDID modal length and moving substantially towant.s 
15 M deptb. By this time; other two earlier ,roup. 
have d1aappeared and the fishery has also gone very • 
I 
much down before regaining later from March till tbe 
culmination in April-May • . 
Thu •• it 18 obvious trom tbe overall picture Of 
the three Droods. whicb const1tute tbe f1rst wave o.t, 
poa~-monsoon fishery after a long 'lapse or lean •••••• 
" 
• 
, I 
• I 
.' 
season, reveals that the earliest brood to appear 
is slightly older and spent group. The tl'Ub broods 
requ1re'about a montb before active apawn!ns s1nce 
utry into tiShery and in all the groups, the cture.t1on , 
of rematuration-cycle lasts about 20-40 dare. ~wn-
1ng occurs in all the three depth zones of ,S10 M, 
15 M and 120 M, but older spawners move towards deeper 
zones and most ot them remain there tor rest ot ~t •• 
Also, a s1ngle brood IA I is traced to spawn at lea,at 
tour times betore it d!p,letes in strengtb 't9 1apre •• 
enough as a mode. 
• 
Improved conditions of salinity and t .. peraturw: 
appear to trigger ott breeding activities during 
post-monsoon periods. The salinity has increuec1 troll 
2~o to acOut 33~o and temperature from 260C to 290C 
by the time when the tirst spell ot apawn1nc activity 
is noted after the monsoon lapse. Tht8( 1IIprovect 
envirolllllental conditions remain strea~, till the, end 
of the ',)1'irst wave of post-monsoon fishery • 
• 
" 
•• 
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e. Spawning Periodicity 
I 
, 
The size-distributions of mature females {Fi8.12) I 
illu,trate that the major groups, which are active in 
spawning, are present as distinct modes and their prog-
ression through successive months,ind1rectly indicate~ 
how otten these groups participate spawning act1viti~8. 
Mass spawning by a single group more than once withj.n 
the same breeding Season or over more than one seaton 
is evident. The major spawning group in Feb~. 1981 
belongs to the modal-length 91-9, mm and, ~y its size, 
this group can be considered to be entering the secdlld 
breeding season. The same group is later found dominant 
in March and April. Since 'mature' stage last. a tew 
days betore spawning and rematuration requires less 
than a month, this group may be assumed to have spawned 
in all the three months, February-April. Successive 
two months, May and June, appear to be rest period and 
the next breeding season is initiated by the same group 
in July, when it has reached 106-110 mm moc1al size, 
though it obliterates in strength subsequently. Hence, 
th1a group may be believed to have seen through three 
breeding seasons, while spawning not less than rive 
• 
times. 
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Another young group with the modal-length at 
81-90 mm is dominant in ~ay-June 1961. though the 
spawning intensity is less. After a month's rest. 
the same group is noted actively spawning in August 
and September. presumably for two or three times. 
october is again recorded with poor spawning activi-
ties ot: this group. though B ligntly higher incidence 
ot: spawners is noted in November while reaching 106-
110 mm size. Hence, this group also takes active part 
of spawning for a minimum of five times over three 
seasons involving about 7 or 8 months. 
f. Breeding Seasons 
Occurrence ot 'mature' and 'spent' temeles in 
catches support year-round breeding activities ot: t~ 
'" " species. However. preponderance ot these two maturity 
,\ 
stages (Table 3) indicates two annual breeding seasons. 
interrupted by the peak monsoon and mid-summer sea5O~. 
Also. tile figure 14 reveals that each season commenCeS 
with brisk spawning activities and continues moderately 
till the end ot the season. It is. thus, seen that 
higtt incidence ot spawning activities noted in July. 
1981 extends moderately till September and Octoqer-
i 
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December, the year's most wet season here, recorda 
poor spawning activities. Earlier breeding aeaeon 
includes January to l'Iarch, the peak being in iebl\l8ry 
and. the warmeet periods ot the year, Apr11-~une, 
record less trequency ot breeders in poPUletiona 
landed. Hence, it appears to be obvious that tne 
moderate enviroruoental conditions prevail1ng over a 
tew months before and after the monsoon s ... on are 
more suitable tor breeding activities. 
, . 
. .. 
4. FECUNDITY 
The fecundities or egg numbers of gravid .females 
vary between 27,600 and 1,34,200 for. tne animala 
measuring 6~112 mm size. The linear relationsbip, 
whicn exists between the fecundity and body length, . 
i8 more tit to be a compurtz curve, though po~er 
function 1s also Slightly less suitable. The linear 
regressions computed tor all seasons are, 
Log F • Log ~.3b09-0.9~67 {0.8892)~ •• Compurt~ 
·1 
Log F • Log 3;4~77 + Log 0.0153L ••• Power FuncUon 
• 
where, F is the fecundity and L is the length in II1II ... 
j 
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Fig. 17. Size-wise sex-ratio (percentage of male 1s 
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s. SEX-RATIO 
sex-ratio among the juveniles and sub-adult~ is 
more balanced, but in adults the females are more 
numerous than males (Table 1). The average JllQnthly 
ratio ot male in marine catches during this peri04 
varies from 13ib to 601&, with an average Qt ~1" am 
the x2 value is estimated at 1.62 (P. O~ • 3.64), 
which is, however, not significant. A tendency of- ,', 
,.,' 
slightly higher frequency ot male or evenly balance<! 
with temale is apparent when the population is young 
and fresh entrants. 
Slopes of probability curves (Fig. 17), constructed 
for percentile males specific to size-classes, show 
negative pattern of linear relationship, with the slo~ 
being roughly in logistic form. It reveals that the 
adult males are slightly more (about 6~) among the 
size-range between 6~-ao DID, above whiCh the propor-
tions of them are sharpely declined. The negative 
slope that has fallen snarpely down above ~ DID, takes 
slightly a right turn around 96-100 mm before touching 
the bottom or zero percentage around 110 DIll size. How-
ever, temales are noted in catches upto 120 mm size. 
• 
----------------------------------------------------------- ---
Table 2: Details on bathymetric distribution of sexes and maturity stages (I-V) of females of the 
populations which form the first post-monsoon fishery wave off Cochin. 
• Percentage frequency and maturity stages of female 
Date ':"C %~ :isl0 M depth 15 M depth ~20 M depth 
% F I II III IV V % F I II III IV V % F I II III IV V 
-------
----
--
------
19.10.79 28 .1 18.8 58 27 9 64 - - - stray - - - - 100 stray - 100 
10.11.79 27.0 18.1 61 90 6 4 
- - -
stray -
- - -
100 100 
21.11.79 28.9 25.7 77 15 3 42 10 30 82 4 6 34 ' 20 36 80 25 25 50 
28.11.79 29.0 33.0 71 54 10 6 22 8 64 4 4 35 30 27 64 29 36 35 
1~.'2.79 29.3 33.8 74 15 5 22 40 18 73 2 14 54 29 100 stray 100 
'29.12.79 28.2 30.9 79 60 5 20 3 12 87 6 4 52 2 40 96 8 36 57 
22.01.80 29.2 32.2 57 52 14 19 10 5 84 7 37 26 22 26 100 stray - - 100 
21.02.80 29.3 32.5 40 60 10 10 5 15 52 46 17 14 9 16 .- , stray -
" , 
71 
. 
The sex-ratio is also found to be the functiQn ,Qt 
space and physiological conditions of the animals. 
Durinl the experimental c'ruisef' ,the fi",1) w4lve ot ' , 
post-monsoon fishery ot M. dobsoni is reconSe4 between 
- ' 
19.10.1979 and 21.2.1900 and the detai13 ot the cU.atd- ' 
bution of sex-ratio, spawners and modal-size in ,rela-
tion to depth-zones are given in Table 2. The tema1e 
ratio calculated are: 40-77% (mean • 64.5~) at ~1Q ~ 
depths; 52-87% (mean - 72.0~) at 15 M depths and. , 
84-100% (mean - 96.2%) at 2,20 1'1 depths. Hence, the' 
females are more numerous than males in populatioQ 
inhabiting deeper waters. Males are Slightly ~her 
when the population is young and immature, a$ not~ on 
21.2.1900, that males outnumber (62%) females when the 
latter are mostly immature (60%) • 
• 
" " 
• 
' .. ~
-~------~- - ... - -" 
, I 
• 
Discussion 
Penaeid prawns are pecullar in tne seDSe tnat 
mating occurs in advance and the spenns are ~tored 
extemally till tne actual release ot eggs at Il later 
time, the lapse ot which may last even.more than a 
..... 
montn. TransmiSSion and anchoring ot sper'llatophor~~;ln 
specit'ic thelycal spots seem to .be hignly apecial1u4 
works, which are presumed to be carried Qut by petas~ 
(Hudinaga, 1942; King, 1948; Kubo, 1949; TullIa, 1966; 
Hassan, 1961). The spermatophores, which are sil!lul-
taneoualy diacnarged trom tne genital por .. ,.,t 81ther. 
side, are collected and compactly deposited usually 
as one mass in the posterior depression ot tne medi~ 
.9J- . 
plate ot thelycum. ~ is unlikely that the Sinlie 
petasma, wt\1cn has only limited flexibility, alone . 
carries out this complex process of works. At least 
few pereopods, which have greater manevourabillty, are 
likely to assist in manipulation and proper placements 
ot apermatophores in thelycum. King (1948) also opines 
that appendiX masculina and, to some extent, tew pereo-
pod. participate in handling and deposition ot apel"lllato-
• 
pllore. The thelycum or !:1- dobsoni appears to be an 
• I 
7' 
open type as class11'ied by Tuma (1967) and. the spenna-
tophores appear as simple moulds adhe~ to the depres-'/ 
sion of the median plate, though the overtlowing ~ 
. , 
rials are sometimes anchored into the orevices between 
the median and transverse plates. Hudinaga (1942) in 
fenaeus japanicus and. Tuma (1967) in t. lDeguienaia 
have described 'closed' type of thelycUID, in which the 
seminal vesicles are present as small depreas1ona. 
Genitalia in !. dobsoni, as also in other penae1c1a, 
do not appear as # miniature organs, but they develop 
gradually by series of changes in shape and. size froID 
simple rudimentary structures into complex adult t~rmS., 
Sequences ot developnent of these external senltau.., 
ot ~. dobsoni have been adequately described by Menon 
(19~1) and. George and' Rao (1968). The blunt bud-like 
rudimentary petasmal end.opodite 1s the earU .. t atlVC)-
ture observed at 1~ mm size in the present stu~y, 
which agrees with the observation of Menon (19~1). 
However, George and Rao (1968) have traced it from 
12 IIIIIl aize onwards. Similarly, thelycUID ia aeen at 
Us first appearance as a median ridge at th, lenstb 
of.22 mID, as against 25 mID by Menon (1951) and. 20 .. 
by Geo rge and Rao ( 1968) • 
fuSion ot endopodites in male and expansion o~ 
transverse plate antero-laterally are cOn81c1ered to" 
be the adult features in this specielf (Menon, 1951; 
George and Rao, 1968). Most of the malea .ttain t~ 
stage at the narrow rsnge ot 50-55 \l1li aiz, .m female, 
at 56-60 mm size and these observations agr., to 
George and Rao (1968). Tulna (1967) haa also pointed. 
out a narrow size range (20-25 CL), within wh1cn !lOst 
of the individuals develop petasma into adult tOI'll ~ 
t. me!'JUiensis. But, Dall (1958) consid,re mal .. 9t 
M. benettae as adult when the petasma 18 tUlly dev.-
-
loped (usually containing spermatophore). The sperwatO-
phore is not observed in M. dobsoni under nQrmel eatua-
. rine conditions. but on a rare occasion dur1~ tne 
summer month. May. in an enclosed water, wb1cn has been 
disconnected tor over 5 months trom any source of water 
entering from outside. in the nearby Covelone ~k­
water. a good proportion of males carrying aperwatophore 
in tne terminal genUal ampules and a few 1' ... 18. w1th 
impregnated thelycum have been noted. Mal •• cal"ry1ng 
spermatophores in this .pecies have been alao recorded 
from Cochin backwaters (Menon. 1951. George, 1965) • 
• 
whicn has a wide perennial bar-mouth. However, .. t\lre 
-~----..... -..,....... 
15 
" ', 
temales with developed ovary are not met with in the 
present observation. It may be thus interr~ that 
this species can initiate maturation under the condi-
tions with higher salinity in the nursery weter itselt, 
but completes the maturity cycle only at Sea. 
The classittcations ot maturity stages ot female 
into five stages viz., I 'immature', II 'early-mature', 
III 'late-mature', IV 'mature' and V 'spent', based' on 
the changes that take place in Size, colour and textl,lre 
of the ovaries, have also been followed in aeveral 
pena.ida (Sh.ikmahmed and Tambe, 1961; George, 196~; 
Rao, 1967; Kunju, 1967; Kurup and Rao~ 1974). Matur.ity 
stage I or 'immature' stage is a Iso mentioned ,"S '\J', 
or 'undeveloped' (King, 1948; Renfro and 8naeher,1963) 
and as 'qu~cent' (Tuma,1967) and they ' nave all uSeQ 
the term 'developing' tor the stage II. King (1948) 
has used as 'y' or 'yellow' and Tuma (1967) as 'early 
maturity' tor the stage III and 'mature' stage is clasSi-
tied as 'ripe' and 'spent' only as 'spent' by both 
authors. The higher trequency of 'late mature' and ' 
'mature' temales in c atohes indicates that these .tas_ 
• 
have longer durations, while low frequency ot 'spent' 
• 
• 
• 
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animals in maturity cycle, indicates that the females 
rematuretsoo~ they spent the eggs. Renfro and 
Brusher (1963) are also or the similar opinion that 
'developing' and 'yellow' stages consume more time ~f 
., 
maturity cycle and no 'rest' or 'dormant' stage in 
~. seti!erus. This is quite possible as they are capa-
ble of spawning several times with a Single mating 
(Joshi and NagabhuShanam, 1962; primavera, 1979; ijearci 
and Vic kens, 1900; AQUAC<P, 1983). 
Based on yolk contents of the oocytes., three bro~ 
categories !!!., young oocytes, previtello,enic and 
vitellogenic oocytes have been classified. ~ce egg, 
containing no yolk stain blue with haematoxylin-eQsin 
staining technique (Tums, 1966), stages I and II are 
found to have no yolks and the accumulation of yolk 
commences at stage III, in which blUe colouration i8 
half faded (previtellogenic) and fully stuffed at 
stage V (vitellogenic). It is, thus, evident that 
certa.i.n yolK contents are not present all along Since 
the origin of the oocytes, but are incorporated durinl . 
the course of development, evidently at stage II onwarcia. 
Te,hlma and Kanazawa (1983) have agreed that the ovarian 
lipid concentrations increase during the Slight mature 
• 
, 
... 
-. 
T1 
aM yellow ovarian periods and ' remain roughly constant 
until their decrease to low levels at spent stage :1n 
prawns. They also observe both ,triglyceride. aM pboIJ-
pboUpids are responsible for such concentrations on 
ovarian maturation. H1ghnam aM Hill (1978) polnt ().ut 
. '.' 
/~ that 'a major Upoprotein constituent ot the YQ~ 
18 synthesized outSide the ovary, probably :1n the 
hepatopancreas~ and is transported in the blood tQ the 
vitellogenic oocytes I. It is. thUS. ,clear that the 
gross changes 1n colour. size and teXture ot ovary are 
related to the biatolog1cal changes. so that cla~UJltl-
. 
, I 
cations ot maturity stages of ovary become euler and I 
reUable without being analysed under 1110",,'00". 
Some or the heavy metals, although only in tl'4tO· ••• 
are essential tor all foms of life and thus uptake ot 
them are strictly regulated in organisms, tor 1I08t ot 
them are toxic in excess (Albert, 1973). Hqvever, 
metal fluxes may· vary due to external pre .. urea and 
:1nternal demands ot the individuals, reault1DC in 
tluctuations ot body burdens. This is obviol,l81y notlo.-1 
particularly tor copper and zinc, which are prec1oJD.1nent 
. .... 
and in large quantities, among maturity at .. e. ot t"'1e 
and ma le ot ~. dobsoni. Copper contents' ra~e fro_ ' 
" 
• t 
... ;', 
52.75 to 73.50 "g/p dry wt, registering ab9ut 50J' 
variations and zinC burdens vary between 32.50 aDS 
66.2~ "g/gm dry wt, with about 1047' t:blotu.t1ona, 
78 
HOng maturity classea. Variations in body burdens,·.ot 
, .' 
metal contents in cl\Ultacea have also been reporteeS 'by 
several workers. Bryan (1966) has noted the dupari:-
ties ot such metal 10 decapods and 5Mber (1961) haS 
e.timated 43.0-70.4 IlI/gm dry wt . ot cop~r aDd 42.~ 
126.4 "g/gm dry wt ot zinc in anothel' penae1ci, Pes 
japonicus, occurring around Lebanon. Topp1ng .(1973) 
baa recorded 40.0-113.0 "sIp dry wt ot cOPl"r _. ' .1 
102.0-122.0 "g/p dry wt of zinc in the lo~ter, N'Phrop! 
norvigicus trom various locations ot Euro~n waters 
and suggested that the differences 10 metal burdelUl may 
be attributed more to natural etfects than to ... n-lI&C1e 
ettects. Millngton and wa lker (1963) have 8ild.lerly 
observed variations ot zinc contents in the lIollus.c, 
YelesWlia aabiguus, and opined more than 8ati8t1.cal, 
explanat10ns tor the ditterences. It may thua be lOCical 
to attribute the variations ot ,metal burdens in bo4,. 
tissl,.le -ot!!. dobsoni to b1ological reasont. hll ~ 
'" .; m.~al burdens in '.pent' temales trom peak lavale ifi 
'mature' to 'iDll8ture' and that ot mal. lavela 8Upport, 
that these metals accumulate in relation to llaturati9n 
cyole ot the tnalea. 
.. 
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Thus, activities like moulting, gen~rat1on Of 
thousands ot eggs .tut'fing with all essential ingredients 
and releasing them, which are all closely .a.8ocilf.tad 
with maturation cycle, aay be assumed to ~e th ... ~r 
causes tor retention and release ot' met,l content' 1n 
body tissues. Devis (1978) is aleo with 5iaUar opinion 
that moulting and egg-laying are the majl?r rout'es ot 
eliminations ot .ome heavy metal.9 in decapod.. In a 
general pattern ot' penaeids, temale at ' ,~tur. ·' . 
moults, mates aM develops eggs in ovary through 'mature' 
aM rel~ase them attaining Ispent I stage, wh.1.ch tunc.ti~~ 
11ke '1IDIIIature' to repeat the cycle, recalUIlS "9Ulti.~, 
that is kept lapsed throughout maturations ot' ovary. 
Adult penaeids ot this gems normally moult' o'nQe 
in a tortnight (Da11, 1965); but maturation, when 
moulting is suspended, nay extend the intel1lOUlt per104 
upto a month or sllghtly more (Rao, 1978; Crocoa ,114 
Kerr, 1983; Joshi and Nagabhushanam, 1982). fbta 
.xtended period ot moulting appears to inrluence h1Sher 
buicll1ng up of copper and zinc burdens in body t1a~j .. 
ot~. dobson$' as noted over a 50% and 1~ respectively 
ot copper and zince . increase upon the '1mmetl,ll'e' level 
• 
during maturation. Martin (1970) s1miler~y assumes 
.) 
I 
• 
• 
• 
eo 
that higher concentrations of zinc in ~Qoplankton troll 
deeper waters than trom surface watera may be due to 
lesser frequency ot moulting owing to poor food supply. 
Excess of these metals are reported. accumulated in the 
cuticle and excreted with moults, resulting in fluctua-
ting total Dedy Durdens in crustaceans. Anua\JS8111 4lncl 
Ravindranath (198}) have estimated alx>ut 1", Qt the , 
, ~ 
total copper contents in the crab, Scylla "lrat,t .... 
present in cutcle and felt them sUDstantially removed 
on moulting. Fowler et al. (1969) also agree to thiS 
--
that the copper contents, which represent alx>ut 41" 
ot the Dody burdens, are excreted with 'moults in 
DJphosia i!c1tica. Among penaeids, Shiber (19a1) has 
, " 
estimated ~.1 I1g/gm dry wt of copper anclll7.. 7 !'S/p' 
dry wt ot zinc in the exoskeleton ot Penaeu8 ~f!n1£~, 
considerable part ot which may be assumed to be r.oved 
with moults, though resorptions to Some extent are 
possible, as reported by Arumugam and RavinQranattl 
(19&3) in another crustacean, Scylla seT.~a. 
On the other hand, the possibility ot l1l111ted 
increase ot total metal contents on body tissue. on 
higher metabolic activities, which may be ... oclated 
" 
with maturationa, has to be also given due considerations • 
• 
Though larger penaeids produce more than half million 
eggs on a single spa~ning (Penn, 1960), !. dobsoni is 
estimated to produce about 36,000 to 1,50,000 eggs, 
stutted with all essential energy ingredients to meet 
the needs ot incubation and even the non-teedi", luld 
tree moving hatched' out larvae, nauplii. ~,very 
high metabolic activities can be assumed to be .tepped-
up during maturation to fulfil tnese molecular funct.iOnJ, 
aa noted by several authors in crustaceanJ (Killl' 1948; 
Subramanyam, 1963. Rehman, 1967. Adiyodi and A4iyodi, 
1970. Pillai and Nair, 19?1; varadharajan end SUbre~ 
manyam, 19b3. Ajmal Khan and Natarajan, 19~3). Alolll 
with these increased activities, copper and zinc, among 
other metals, may accumulate more in body, as they IJ,re 
reported closely associated with organis_ •• cOnJti-
tuents ot reactive biological molecules (Fowler and 
Heyraud, 19SO). Reeve ~ ale (1976) pave c~ae1y linked 
copper contents and egg productions in Acartia tOnia, 
as they have noted more numerous eggs,when the animals 
are exposed to higher copper ljIedium upto cert.~n le~el.$'. 
Role of copper in the respiratory pigments, haUlOCye.n1n, 
in .crustacean blood is well known and their increased 
demands on natal needs may also enhance its uptake, 
resulting in added body burdens. 
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Though lesser in quantity. the trend in increase 
of zinc against the maturity stages 18 more obvioua 
than copper in !. dobsoni. The most appropriate expla-
nation is that zinc is concerned with RN~ syntheSis. 
which is essential for protein build-up (O~er. 1971). 
Subramanyam (1963) has found proteinous nitl"Qgen 
increasing with maturation in Penaeus indicua anP 
s1.lllilar addition ot proteins. as the animal I118tlU'ea. 
has been noticed ip Portunus pelagicus by RetlDan (1967). 
Hence. zinc increase may largely be attributed to 
protein increase in females with developing eggsw Tb1a 
is rurther supported by Pearse (1961) thet lIetabo]J.Q.lly 
, " 
essential zinc is taken up pas51vely by cells and its 
uptake is probably excercised indirectly by variations 
in the protein contents of the cytoplasm. It is also 
relevant to mention Lowe and Moore (1919). who have 
demonstrated that the cellular distributions ot thoU 
metal differ between Sexes and oocytes appear as an 
additional means ot excertion. This may partly explain 
why the zinc contents in male and 'spent' are relatively 
lower. Again. Pearse (1961) mentions that zinc is also 
involved with storage and utilization ot the honnone •• 
• 
Thus. the complexity of hormone activities associat.o 
with reproductive cycle in crustacea, in~lu4ing 
prawns (Adiyodi and Adiyodi, 1970; Joshi and Naga-
bhushanam, 19(3) may also cause considerable fluctua-
tions of this metal concent rations. 
• 
Important aspects among other metals in relation 
to maturation in ~. dobsoni may be the exceptio~lly 
-
higher quantities of lead and nickel in 'immature', 
as compared to other categories and explanation may be 
attempted to this that the 'immature' females, which 
-, 
are fresh entrants to the sea, may still carry the3e 
metal contents accumulated from the highly polluted 
urban estuaries, which form their nurseries, and subse-
quently diluted ott in their later stage~ .. the lite 
passes at relatively tar less polluted au. Contents 
of cadmium is consistantly . low, measuring leas than 
1.0 ~g/gm dry wt in all maturity stages ot temale and 
male~ It may be appropriate to explain thia low levels 
of cadmium in the present species with reterence to 
Establier ~!.!. (1978), who have found that Peneeua 
kerathurus is able to quickly build-up this metal 
contents upto 334.6 ~g/gm wet wt on labonLtory eXpOs~res 
and'similarly reduce when returned to cadmium-free . 
medium' and also to Nilllllo .!! !!. (19n), who have seen 
I 
excessive cadmium being walled ott and sloughed. at 
gill region in penaeids. Hence, the mode ot exoretion 
through gills, which is uninterrupted by mIJtU1"$tion, 
-and very low metal levels at the habitat, the sea, ,!!,I'ly 
be the major causes tor consistently low concentration 
of cadmium among all categories. 
Ovary is not tully emptied on spawnilli in 
~. dobsoni and it agrees to observations in t~ !etiterut 
(King, 1948; Renfro and Brusher, 1963) and 1n t. !!,!!-
guiensis (Crocos and Kerr, 1983). But, Beard and 
Wiokens (19~) is of the view that each spawning is, . 
complete in itself, there being no evidence ot partial 
spawning in P. monodon, though they admit the egg. ar, 
retained and released over two or more nights. Exp&ri-
mems of AIoIUOCCP (19&3) a lso reveal complete spawning 
in a tew penaeids. Since, the mu1tip1e.sp&wniIli8 in 
penaeids are common, the retained eggs may not be 
unitorm at each successive spawning within one inter-
moult period, but it may taper gradually. 
The estimated size at the onset ot maturity 'ot 
~ •• dobsoni is 60.3 Mm, which is slightly lesser to 
early records, 64.1 mm (Rao, 1968), 65.0 l1li (Menon, 
I 
~----~~------------~---~ 
1951) and 71.0 mm (Ramamoorthy et !!., 1976). Kowever, 
actual observation of female with 'mature' ovary at 
-
," , . 62.5 mm size in the commercial catch favours the pr .. ent 
estimate. The size distribution ot tema1 .. at f'1rst' 
maturity, which tit. to a logistic curve, inQicate" 
synchronization ot large number ot temales lIIatur1q 
between 65 and 75 mm size and small numbers tape~ at 
either end. Similar relationship has been noted in 
t. merguiensis (Crocos and Kerr, 1983). Most ot the 
females emigrate to sea at 60-65 mm size (Menon, 1955; 
Banerji and George,. 1967), but bulk of them attain, 
maturity at 65-75 I11III, the 50% being at 69.0 Em 1encth. 
This size difference seems to show that they l,In<Sergo 
1-2 moults at sea, including the pre-mating aoult, 
before maturity. It agrees to staples (19&0), who 
finds that the adolescents of t. merguiensis remain a 
couple of months near the mouth zone before moving to 
o.ffshore, whlle increased by 1, mm size. The maximum 
size estimated attaining maturity at acout 90 mm is 
closer to the largest immature specimens recorded at 
60 mm (Susee1an, 1975). However, the smallest f .... le 
rIll"91y found in marine catch measures 47 mm size with 
adult features of thelycum, but in 'immature' ovarian 
, ' 
• 
·1 
condition am the possibility of such dw.rl s1)9<:isens 
attaining matur1ty at a shorter length leaa thlln QQ .. 
cannot be ruled out. Since, the growth-rate becomea 
age-specific in stunted antmals (!!!!! inm) the 
sexual maturity may aLso be attained at .pec1t1c a", 
when such animals are relatively shorter than no"",l 
size tor that age. 
S1ze at sexual maturity has been stu4~ed tor other 
',' . j 
fw Ind1an penaeids ot 8imilar size ranges by Kakw8ae 
(1900) and her estimated values are, 
Spec1es Minimum Size ~ maturity 
Metapenaeus brevicornis 64.0 mm 112.,5 _ 
parapenaeopsis sty11fera 76.0 mm 16~.5 lID 
parapenaeops1s hardwick11 71.0 mm 85.5 III 
Metapenaeus dobsoni 60.3 mm 69.3 lID 
(present study) 
The minimum size at maturity thus appeara to be cl~er 
between the present study and her values. but the 
values tor 50~ maturity of her studies are in the very 
• high Qruer and more closer to the maximum 11t, size ot 
the speCies concerned. It may be because she has 
h • 
• 
• 
w· 1 
considered tor maturity only the stage IV 'mature' 
temales, whicn are only in small proport10na in most 
ot the maturation periods for the posaiQle r~sons 
that the stage lasts only a few days 1n maturity cye,lfh 
while stages II and III extend more tilDe (Rentro and 
Brusher, 1963). 
Seasonal variationa ot size at tirat ... tur1ty,~ 
. ,;... 
as noted in the present observations,~ also been , 
reported tor E.. merguienais (TUma, 1967) and tor an 
anomuran, PetroUathia elangatus (Jonea, 1977). Size 
at maturity 1a reported to be related to rate ot 
growth (Mauchl1ne, 1960). \tithin a single .pecie' the 
better ted individuals living in warmer ~tera are the 
tirst to mature (Royce, 1972). Hence, ttle IIOre too4 
abundance, coupled with lower temperature enaQUnc " 
preservation ot more energy towards body bu1ldins. 
during post-monsoon periods could result in larger 
body size of pre-adults and hence t 'ne maturJ.1;y at larger 
size. Steftirup!!!l. (194?-) and Paul (1942) put l.t 
in other way that the increased metaboUc activiti •• 
in high tropical temperatures result in rap1d Crowtb 
• 
and ea'rUer attainment of maturity in littoral animals 
compared to subtropical zones. Hence, wanaer period. 
under local conditions can be considered to have 
hastened the maturity process at shorter length as 
compared to larger size during .... et seasQI1$. 
Considering the laboratory gro .... th of post-larvae 
tnrough juveniles in the Chapter II 'of ttds study. 
the.size at maturity (60.3 rom) is attained in 4.5-~0 
' .. .. 
,I 
months and thus most ot: them can be considered attain-
ing maturity in 5-6 months. 'this compar-i to other ' 
reports. which are mostly generalized for will popula-
tions. Garcia and Le Reste (1981) inform that Penaeus 
notialis on the IVory coast achieves first spawning at 
7 montn. and 5~ of the shrimps are matured at 10 Ilont~ 
. and f"leiXner (1968) opines that Crangon ap. attaw 
maturity at an age of less than a year. In anQther. 
crustacea. Squilla !!!E!. ..... hich has simila.r population 
abundance in the inshore areas, tne females are noted 
to attain first _maturity in 5 months and the next 
spawning happens atter 45 days (Alikunhi. 1975). 
Transition .from growth phase to reproduct1ve 
phase in~. dobsoni appears to be evident even be.fore 
emigration to sea. The petasmal and thelycal structures 
are tully formed at 50-55 and 56-60 mm sizes and the 
• 
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extra energy, ~hich may be prerequlsite tor egg produc-
tion seems, to be bullt up as noted from the upward 
tilt in the slope of length-weight relationst\1.ps al'Ql,1n(i 
these sius. Under impounded and hyperaaline condt:, 
.. 
tions thls species is also noted to bear ap,rmatopt1Ore 
in the terminal ampules of the vasdeterent1a and the 
.. 
same deposited on the thelycal spot, in(iicating cOlllence-
ment of maturation in nursery waters. However. t8lllaleS 
with 'mature ' . ovary are not recorded in nursery srQUnda. 
which emphasises the necessity of migration to the aea. 
for completion of maturation cycle. Tuma (1967) has 
• • 
similarly opined that the insemination in t. m~TieM1.J 
occurs only at 30 mm CL. though the genitaUa 1a tully 
developed at 24 mm CL. Males reach the sexual aaturity 
at shorter sizes by about , mm in ". dob.oni. Similarly 
- . 
stephen et al. (1973) have estimated tn.t the miniDUD 
--
size at onset of sexual maturity is 9 DIlD CJ" for males 
as against 13 mm CL for females. ln rock shrimp.Saiyonia 
brevirostris and Royce (1972) is also of the opinion 
that in a slngle speCies of prawn males mature at an 
younger age than females. 
Movements in masses at a set pattern, wnich is 
orten defined as migration, becomes necesaary for 
I 
I 
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. ' 
reproductive life, so that the animals th~$elves 
and/or the products are placed in the most favourable 
conditions. It is exhibited as inshore-otfshore ~,-
.. .. 
ments in penaeids. But the limits of space .ovements 
are inherent to each species, though subJecte4 to 
slight modifications by specific enviroMlental s1tua-
tions. Although spawners of M. dobson! occur from 
-
near ahore to 35 M depthS, most of them are concentratecl 
around 15 M depthS and individuals occurring over 20 M 
deptha are mostly spawners though less in numbers. 
The tendency of larger spawners moving into deeper 
waters is alao obvious and slight~ seasonal changes 
in distributive pattern of siu are alao apparent. 
George (19p5) has also commented that a "4e oriented 
sex-wise movement is noticed in the l'OPUlation ot this 
species. This supports the general consideration by 
Taylor and Taylor (1983) that 'in movement. of animals 
the initiative, orientation and motive toree itselt 
are intrinsic, event hough environmental torees have 
shaped them in the past and may influence t~ in the 
present '. Preference ot wide range of depths (~30 ' M) 
for Sl* .... ning activities has also been noted in the 
• 
temperate species, Penaeus setiferus (Isabel, 1969), . 
, 
I 
, 
, . , 
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thougn Menon (1951) nas pOinted out tnat Indian species 
-of penaeids spawns· comparatively in shallower water .', 
Menon (1951) also agrees closely to tne present 
observations tnat ~. dobsoni liberates tne eggs in tne 
insnore waters upto or sllght1y beyond tne 12-13 tt 
line and tne same author (19';;7) opines that a good I,>er-
centage of females ot larger size groUPS move QU.t ot 
tne 10 tt zone and return about a year sQjol,lrn out,l~e. 
A1tnougn presence ot few larger specimens in tne 
beginning ot tne season seems t .o, support hU view, the 
catcnes of deep water fishing round the y,ar do not 
give sucn evidence. It is noted that the first breeding 
population atter monsoon break is larger grou.p and 
later, new groups also join, meanwhile, the older groups 
move deepwal'ds. Similarly George et ale (196b) · have 
--
observed bathymetric movements of tne adults, including 
spawners. Contrary to otner local penaeids, M.dobsoni 
nas been noted by them to move towards the near snore 
and migrate deepwards to 9-1& M and 18-24 M deptn 
zones after monaoon rains • 
. Mohamed (1965) reports that tne depth range ot 
spawning ground ot M. dobsoni is narrowed down to 
'. 
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20-2~ ~ depth. In fact, in most of the sea~Qns this 
depth zone presents very poor fishery an4 only a ~­
tion of the annual spawning population blJ,s been recorded 
here, thougll it IlaS to be accepted that only temales 
with advanced stages ot maturity move about th1a area. 
However, erratic mass movements and congreJ'tiQn ot 
spawning populations ot· this species are evident from 
purse seine ·catches (Nair!! !!., 1982). 
'e 
AS mentioned, movements of larger and me.ture 
individuals of M. dobsoni to deeper waters are also 
noted in other penseids. Crocos and Kerr (19c3) hav~ 
found tnat lUore mature animals of t. me!Jl!ienau are 
in deeper waters and immature are restricted to 
shallower depths. j;)oddeke (1976) explaina the oathy-
matric migration ot crangon crangon to the sexually 
mature snr1l1lps being more sensitive to temperatl,lre 
fluctuations at Shallow watel~, near shore than ae~­
ually 1.Dmature shrimps and hence moving ott to deep.eI' 
waters. Eldred!!!1:. (1961) are also ot the oame 
opinion that tne adult penaeids generally seek cooler 
and deeper waters during the wann periods in temperate 
retions. 
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Oka (1967) is 0 r the ~ that the prawns move 
to calcium rich coastal waters in order to obtain 
calcium, which is required for the maturation of gonact, 
and the formation of cuticle during the larval develop-
ment. Considering the abundance of deep ,sea prawns ' 
in depths ranging from 300-400 fIl, aM the diJtriouticm 
ot mature individuals of coastal species .pre~ ~ver 
wide range ot depths does not support signiticant ~ 
, ... 
relationship ot that type. Laevastu aM ayes (1981) 
, 
have made the general remarks that the larger aM 
older specimens migrate to tile colder Doundarie, of 
the distribution area of the species clue tQ phys~olo­
gical needs, while smaller and illll1lature specimens remain 
in the nOnDal distribution area. otten the larger 
spec;mens do not return to tile nOnDal shallow water 
grounds. 
Although !. dobsoni breeds in all '"80ns, two 
annual spells are apparent in January-March and Ju17-
September along l'l8d~s coast and these peak periods 
a,ree closely to other e4rlier reports on tw penaeids 
along this region. Penseus indicus has shown l.ntenaive 
breeding activities in February-March and June-September 
, 
ott Madras (Subramanyam. 1965) and in December-FebNary 
, ,-
I 
Table 5. areed1ns aeaaonal1ty of certa1n commerc1ally t.portent 
penae1da alone the aouthern reg10n or e .. t al1d " .. t 
co .. ta ot India in comparlson w1th the pr .. ent one. 
Centre 
Eut Co .. t 
Kakldnada 
Hadras 
Season 
July-October 
January-March 
Ju:!J-Septeaber 
February,.March 
Ju:!J-October 
, 
, 
Specle. Referenc •• 
• 
~. brev1corni. SUdbakara 1140 
(1-979) 
M. dobson! ,relst 'My: 
t. lnd1cua 
· Cuddalore~Qrtonovo Deceaber-Vebruary 
Handapam 
.... st Coast 
Goa 
Mall8alor. 
Cal1Cut 
Cochin 
Cochin 
Cochin 
• 
Juna-September P. lndlcua Author (11$) 
JanUary-February 
June-September t· semlsulcatus Th9aaa (197~)· 
February-May M. dobson! 
April-June 
Nov .. ber-December ~. dobson! 
May-June 
October-November M. aCfinis 
September-January ~. dobson! 
June-August 
Novellber-December ~. dobson! 
Aprl~June 
October-December M. dobson! 
Aprll-1une 
Octob.r-December t· lnd1cus 
;r;r.on~~) 
Itp-QIOOrtllJ ' 
!1!!' (197~) 
Menon (1951) 
Geerse et al. 
"t'I'Jn) 
Kurup NICl 
Rao (197.) 
Kurull fI.I4 
Rao (197.) 
, • e 
.. 
\ 
I 
and June-September ott Portonovo-Cuddalore Qn the .... 
coast (Author, MS). Penaeus semisulcatu. hU revealed 
more pronounced breeding activities in January-Vebruary 
and June/September oft Mandapam in the south (~ •• 
1974) and M. brevicornis has but only one Ions breecl1Q,g 
- . 
'season in July-october orr Kakk.1nada in tbe nortb 
(SUdhaka~ Rao, 1979). These breeding . e .. sonallti_ 
.. ' 
. ' .~ 
of penaeids are also supported by other f_ cruatact!ana 
along this area. The two species of squilla. Squilla 
~ and ~. holorostru have been recorc:1ed with higher 
frequency or breeding activities in March-April and 
August-September otf Madras (Allkhuni. 1(67). but the 
pelagic crab, Neptunus pelagigus has a sinela se .. on 
here in September-March (Rehman, 1967). SUbl"8llOrU.aa 
(1979) has found the mole crab, Emerita uut1ca. .' 
breading <luring most part of the year ..,1tb two appel"ent 
modes in January-March and July-September along 1uaCIr.a$ 
beach and Ajmalkhan .!!!!. (1977) have note4 maxi .... . 
breeding activities of the crab, <;!Ubanariua 101111-: 
tarsus in February-March and August along PortollQVO 
coast. 
'. ' 
• 
, 
,I 
The tore-going accounts ot breeding .'Nons alona 
the east coast show that the pre- and poat-monsoon 
conditions are more conducive tor reproduotive activi-
ties. In other words the peak monsoon around November 
and summer in April-May are recorded with PD9r aotivi-
ties of breeding. Influence ot monsoon on I'9ProdlJ~ive 
,., 
functions ot this species and other penae1d.. can be 
substantiated by comparing the breeding seasonalities 
along the west and EaSt coasts (Fig. 14). which receive 
monsoon in different periods, the former in June-
September and the latter in october-December. Bree<lin8 
intensity has distinct modes in July-Sept_ber along . 
the East coast in contrast to lean activities on the 
West coast, where the southwest monsoon is active then. 
Similarly, JjIay is normally noted with poor bl'9eding 
activities on the East coast, whereas, West coast with 
pre-monsoon condition records moderate activities Of 
breeding. Thomas (1974) has also noted the bree<i1ng 
season of~. semisulcatus along East coast ditferent 
from that of West coast and opines that moM90n varia-
tion is the key factor influencing such seasonal 
difterences. Pre-monsoon and post-monsoon conditions 
• 
are generally agreed to be more favourable tor breeC1ing 
• 
activities in penaeids ' by several other workers 
(Pillai and Nair, 1971; Ramamoorthy et al., 1976; 
-- . 
Rao, 1977; Kutty!!!!., 1977; Cheng,!!!!., 1981). 
But, George et ale (1966) have noted lOod pI'Qport1on 
--
, I 
of breeders in monsoon Ushery during Jun ... Ausuat 
along west coast ot India. No monsoon t1sh,ry ~xif!s 
" there except the sporadic shoallng or strande<l popula-
tlons as 'mud bank I fishery, supported by very heavy, 
purse seine catches occaslonally. Moat or 8uch rare 
monsoon catches are comprised of older specimens and 
many or them are noted breedlng during the period. jut 
these populatiOns are very small, as compared to the. 
seasonal fishery, when even stl1l smaller proportiQn 
of populatlons may be cumulatively more productlve 'of 
eggs. However, Menon (19~1) has observed only llm1ted 
hatChing vlabl11ty of eggs of thls species collecte<l 
during turbid and stonny rainy conditions. Hence, ' 
monsoon ls not the suitable season for breedins, even 
if the population do occur. 
Normally, reproductive seasons in ariimaLJ ~re 80 
timed that they avail, the best use of time, space 'a~ 
food for the breeders and the larvae. The pre-lIIQn800n 
• 
and the post-monsoon breedlng activit1es 1n peneeids 
" 
, 
'1 
may 'oe assumed to 'oe mainly associated with. w1d.er-
acope of survival on enlarged l1ving spec. Qt nursery 
waters and the a'oundance of food meeting all phases or 
lire consequent on monsoon floods and flUAJhe8. sa~J!. 
:,", 
view is also suggested by Karmar (1978) that the '~ 
reproductive seasonality is mainly controlled by a4~lt 
or juvenile food availabil1ty. Ajmal Khan!!!!. • . 
(1977) correlate the peak 'oreeding season ot the crab. 
CfU'oanarius 10ngitaraUAJ and the 'oloom ot phytoplanktona 
during post-monsoon a easons • The breeding acti vi ties 
during moderate environmental conditions may also be 
explained with opinion of Giesel (1976) that reprod~ctive 
timing may be thought as a means to reduce the ettect. 
of environmental heterogeneity, which can otherwiae 
demand more budgeting and less possibil1ty tor fitness 
maximum on the part of the population. 
Multiple spawning in M. dobsoni, as evident frOm 
-
the seasonal size distributions of 'mature' females. 
and resorption and development of eggs in 'spent' 
ovaries, t.v. been noted. Resorption of esg8 after 
spawning has also been observed earlier in ~rMl.1.<1" 
• 
l)y King (1946), Crocos and Kerr (1963) and AQUAC(I) 
(1983) and repeated spawning has been po8itively 
proved by recent direct studies (Febo, 1979; primavera, 
1980; Beard and Wickens, 19t(); Brown et al •• 1980; 
--
AQUACAP, 1982; Joshi and NagabhuShanam, 1962). 
penaeU$ dobson! is traced to spawn averagely three 
: 
times within a single breeding season and some ot the 
broods continue actively participating in the suc~.ed1ng 
breeding season with .• break of few montha. Since, 
large number of tema.les live upto 110 DIll 81;e (1 yftar 
old). they may be assumed to see two breed1118 seasons, 
so that they would spawn about 6 times. But, specimens 
• 
upto 1?5 mm .ize, wQ1ch are occasionally noted. in 
catches, may be presumed to participate about 4-·5 
breeding seasons, raising the number of ,pawning to 
about 12-15 times. Rao (1967) and Mohamecl (196;) h.Ilve 
suggested only about ; time spawning in lite time ot 
this species. This is a very low estimate compared to 
direct observations on later studies ·on other penae~s. 
as noted 9-10 times in Penaeus styl1rostr.18 (Brown !! 
!d., 1900) - Several other studies report Blore nUII~l"S1 j 
of spawnings even within a Single inter-lDo~lt perioci, 
wQ1ch may be considered lasting not Blore than one 
breeding season. Penaeus kerathurus repeats spawning 
l 
-, 
99 
8 times (Febo, 1979)~ t. monodon spawns 1-6 times, with 
an average of 3-4 times (Beard and Wickena (198:» and 
parapenaeopsis styllfera lays 2-3 batche' of egg. 
(Joshi and Nagabnushanam, 1982) within one inter-moult 
period. Penseus indicus has been estimated to require 
averagely 11 days and E. styllrostr1s b Qay. in between 
successive spawnings (AQUACOP, 1983). 
The duration of maturation for the fresh broods 
since entry into inshore grounds is traced in th.1.a 
study to Oe about 30 days in~. dobsoni. However, 
maturation period is reported widely varying for th~: . 
same species, as noted that P. kerathurua (FebO, 197'9) 
- . 
needs 10-69 days and E. indicus and E. strllrostr1a . 
take 2-14 days. This time differences may De attri-
buted to the seasonal variations 01: the enviroraental 
conditions or the maturity state of those fresh broods, 
since sub-adults way sometimes be forced to leave the 
nursery waters under distressed conditions like floOdirik 
or pollution. 
The two broods of this species present on the 
sam,e area may not synchronise spawning. This supports 
the view ot Stephen et al. (1973) that ov.nan development 
--
• 
• 
Table 3: A comparison of earlier estimates of ~ge and growth of Metapenaeus dobsoni with the 
present estimates • 
• 
Age in months 
6 
12 
18 
24 
Maximum (Loe ) 
• 
Present 0 
Observation 
F M 
82.3 :76.2 
109.9 100,.7 
122.0 108.1 
126.2 111. 6 
129.2 112.9 
Banerji and 
George (1967) 
M & F 
67.2 
96.3 
108.8 
114.2 
118.3 
Author(s) and size 1n mm 
Kurup and 
Rao l1974) 
F M 
72.8 58.1 
115.4 97.1 
131.5 113. 1 
138.1 122.5 
144.6 128.9 
Panikkar and 
Menon (1956) 
F M 
75.8 70.0 
100.0- .90.0-
105.0 95.0 
120.0 110.0 
Ramamoorthy 
~~. (1976) 
F M 
95.0 135.0 
120.0 105.0 
120.9 109.1 
100 
in the rock shrimp, Sciyonia brevirostrit is antogenic 
in small females, but seasonal in larger Ilhrimpa. 
Oistri'Dution of breeders also reveals that clitterent 
broods may utilize different depths. Larger ~rol,lp 
moves deeper waters. 
Females grow taster, reach higher sizes at ages 
and live longer life compared to males. The asymptote 
size computed for female is 129.20 rom as against 
112.93 mm, which are more closer to the largest speci-
mens actually observed in catches; 121-125 mm for . 
female and 106-110 DIm tor male in the present studies; 
124 mm and 111 rom respectively (Menon, 19~5) and 
125-130 DIll size class tor females in trawl catche. ott 
Cochin (George et al., 1968). Size at age by von 
--
aertalanf1'y growth equation has been compute<l tor this 
species by Banerji and George (1967) and K~rup and Rac 
.. ' 
.. 
(1974) and Menon (19~!I) has approximated the aue at 
age trom the size trequency distributio~. The lencth 
for ages, especially at advanced ages, calQl,llated by 
them ditfer considerably from the present e.timate. 
(Table 3) • 
• Banerji and George (1967) have merged both sexes 
and obtained a common asymptote, which appears to be a 
,I 
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compromised value between temales and malea. Kurup 
and Rao (1974) have arrived at the possible maximum 
size as 144.6 mm tor temales and 128.9 am t9r males. 
which leave larger size gap between the actual speci-
mens recorded and the estimates. f'lenon (1955) hU ..... 
:,' '. 
.1 
however, worked out shorter sizes tor respective agtts. 
as he computes 75-60 mm (female) and 70 _ (male) in 
one year compared to 109.f16 mm and 100.66 am respectively 
in this study. The recent tield observations tav9ur 
larger size at ages. as indirectly indicatee! that 
f.. mergu1ensiS breeds in 6 months, (Beard .t al •• 1977) 
and ~. vaMame1 in 6-8 monthS (AQUOCCP. 19e2). 80 that 
M. dobsoni in the size range ot 65-75 I11III. when IIOst 
- ' 
ot this mature may also be in that order ot age. 
Females are estimated to live little over 3 years. 
whereas males sllghtly less than that. However. most 
ot the pOpulations live just for a year and only a 
traction exiSt beyond 2 years (over 120 lID ·siZe in 
remale., and 100 mm in males). Similarly. Geor'Je !! !.! .• 
(1968) have pointed out that only two year croups torm 
the tiShery. LongeVity or 1-2 years has been sUSlested 
for' TrachIpenseus cur1SrostriS. MetapenaeoJ)!u barbata. 
11. ,ccllvis. fenseus ;lapanicua and Metapena..a IDOnoceros 
Table 4: • comparlaon ot tecundlty ot ~. dobsoni wltb t .. other 
penae1c1. and the same .pecles by others. 
Specle. Vecundlty .:llzel.am) Raterene .. 
!!. dODlon1 'Zl,QOO..1,34,200 6a.112 pr .. ent .tl,lllJ 
M. dobeonl 34,~00-1,60,OOO 
~ 
70-120 RIo (19fJ7 ) 
11· dob.onl 50,OOO(epawned ) Tho .... t .1. ( 19711) 
!!. attini. 88,000-3,63,000 95-160 Rao (19&7) 
7,00,000 200 1t.Id1na,a (19462) 
t· rs llOdQn wild 
population) 5,OO,OOO} priaaven. (19~) (ablated) 3,00,000 . 
t· IDOllOdon 19,000-4,60,000 BeaN .114 VloUllol (19~) • 
t· elll1suloatua 51,600-6,60,000 Tho ... ( 1974) 
t· sllRiaulcatus 2,00,000 160-100 Ha •• an (191;12 ) 
t· llat1sulclltua 1,05,000 123} 
6,50,000 217 Penn (19eo) 
Ii 
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(Takeo Dnai, 1977). Penaeus vannamei haa Qeen note<! 
to live in the laboratory itse!! more than 30 months 
and attaina maturity in 6-8 monthS (AQUAC(l>, 19e2). 
Kubo (1955) is ot the view that most or the indiviaua~ 
of M. mQnoceros live one year or a ' littl, more in 
- . 
warm waters and still more in cold-water zones and 
Garcia and Le Reste (1981) consider the maximum lite 
ot penaeids is in the order of 2-3 yean. 
The tecundity ot M. dobson! is widely e.timated 
between 27,600 and 1~34,2oo with a positive linear 
relationahip againat size in the torm ot a compurt% . 
curve. though curvilinear structure i.e allo aliSht1y 
less tit. This agrees to l"Iauchline (1977) who h.a 
suggested curvilinear tonns of linear relationship 
for penaelds 1n general. Wide variationa ot egg numbers 
are tound common in penaeids (Table 4) ancl larger 
species generally lay more maximum number ot "sa, es 
recorded th/lt t. japonicus lays approximately 7,00,000 
eggs (Hud1naga. 1942). ~. semisulcatus upto 6.60.904 
eggs (Hassan. 1962) and 6.50.000 eggs (Tho ... , 1974:);-.. 
Fecundity ot~. dobsoni estimated are more clo.er to 
th~se ot Rao (1967) (3~,~1,60,ooO eggs) and Thomes 
. n!!. (1974) have counted about 50.000 .ag. 8~wned. 
-. 
------.-
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Sex-ratiOlJ within the populations- ot!. dobeoni 
are variable and females frequently outnumber malee. 
Similar differences in sex-ratios have been 4eecribed 
in thilJ species earlier (Menon, 1955, 1957; George and 
Rao, 1967; George, 1970) and in other major Indian 
prawns (Menon, 1957; SheikmahIDed and Tambe, 1961; ---
George and Rao, 1967; Kunja, 1970; Kurup and Rao, 1974; 
Thomas, 197 4 ) • 
• The seasonal variations of sexes, sOd.times to 
significant levels, appear to be attributed to females 
J 
.. 
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migrating in larger numbers than males tovards tne 
deeper waters intentionally tor breeding purpo .... as 
it is evident trom the increase ot temale ratio against 
increasing depth. George and Rao (1967) nave analyseci 
the trawl catches ott Coctl1n tor ttl1s speci_ along . 
with other tew penaeids and suggested similar breeding 
migration as the major cause tor tne ditterential sex-
ratios at times. otfsnore catches comprising more ot 
temales nave also been not~d in P. setiterus (Isobel. 
-
1969). SUch partition ot nicnes between sexes may 
help expansion ot the total area ot occupation, curtail-
ing tne intersexual competition tor space and tood •. 
Rallis (1976) teela even to tne extent that sexual 
dimorpt11sm may otten arise primarily because ot the 
advantages ot decreased intersexual competition tor 
tood. 
Females are generally greater in populations 
primarily due to tneir increasing majority among l.a:r:ger 
sizes measuring over 85 DIDI. S1milar predoainance ot 
temales in larger slzes has been reported within specles 
by Menon (1957) and in Sc1yonla brevirostris (stepnen 
• 
~ !l .• 1973). 
" 
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This variation of' sex-ratio amon.g the larger slzes 
may be due to difference in longevity and/or growth-
rates or size at respective ages between the sexea. B~t, 
on consolidating th.eir numbers tor corresponding ages, 
the ratios do not vary much to indicate shorter Ute-
span of males is less consequential, tnoUgh protused 
mating of such polygamous species may be expected, ,~o 
cause exh.ausion deaths and th.us to tilt the sex-rat~o 
in tavour ot females among older groups. Hence, the 
major reason is only the differential growth ot sexes, 
the temales growing taster and larger compared to males. 
Preservation ot energy primarily tor the !unction of . 
generating lakhS of eggs during ensuing breeding season 
, I 
may also support temales as lite saving at adverIJe 
conditions, including scarcity ot tood, and hence it 
results in differential mortality between sexeS. Since , 
it i8 a polygamous species and female is aQle to spawn 
a few lakhs of eggs tor several times, elimination of 
older and functionally iteaker males by nature cannot 
be also ruled out. 
..... 
," 
., 
f • 
• 
Chapter 4 
.. , 
, 
1 
• 
Culture 
, 
" 
Result$ 
1. SPAWNING AND LARVAL DEVELOPMENT 
spawning takes place at night between 22.00 and ,I 
06.00 hrs. Of the five experimental 'mature' temales, 
three specimens spawned under the condition$ with 
32:'34"- salinity and 25-31·C( +PC) temperature and 
, - . 
\ 
two kept in 23~. salinity and 25-31·C(+1·C) temperature , 
. -, 
tailed to spawn and died. Among the successful spaw- I 
ners, two died the next day and another one, which 
survived upto five days, rematured upto stage III, " 
'late mature', at the time of death. 
The larval Ufe of this speCies comprises 6 
naupllar, 3 proto2:oeaic and 3 mysid stages and the~ 
j f~ 
descriptions of the SUb-stages follow ttle geQerel 
pattern of the penaeids. The chronology or the larval 
. . . 
,~ 
/ phases ... illustrated in the figure 18. Detailed 
descriptions of the larval phase of this species have 
been given and adequately illustrated earlier (Menon. 
1951; Rao, 197~; Thomas et a1 •• 1974; Thomas'and 
--
Kath1rvel. 1976; Muthu .!! !l ... 1978) and hence. only 
the salient features are projected in this theSis. ' 
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Egg 
Viable eggs are spherical, greenish cream in 
colour and lightly translucent. Af't~r being spawned, 
the size of the eggs increases until hatching, measur-
ing 0.22-0.37 mm on release and 0.33-0.45 mm with 
embryo. The mean hatching time since spawning i$ 
13 hra. 
Naupliar stages (Pig. 19) 
The larvae are non-feeding, highly phototactic 
and include six sub-stages lasting about 50 hra. 
NI : Mean-length, O.V DUll; mean-width, 0.13 rom. ,I 
The antennules uniramous; antennae and 
mandibles biramous; antennae with 5 setae; 
ocellus present at the anterior end; the 
furcal spine fonnula is 1+1; the antennules 
and antennae are used for swimming with the 
support of the mandibles; duration 3 hrs. 
Major naupliar changes Otl Hch moult 
to next sub-stage are the difference in 
setatlon; furcal spines and shape of the 
posterior region of the body. 'llle CUret.! 
~ J \. -;. \. 
1 ( 1 ( 
V 
-J \. 
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-
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Fig. 19. Salient features of naupliar stages. 
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spines also increase in numbers and tne 
body elongate's posteriorly. 
NIl : Mean-length, 0.28 rom; mean-width. 0.14 DIll; 
the duration of this sUb-stage is '" hrs. 
The exopod Of the 'antennae biturcate, wq1ch 
is the characteristic of NIl t9 NyI • 
NIII::Mean-length, 0.30 mm; mean-width, 0.16 rom; 
furc,,\l setae 3+ 3; antennal setae increase 
from 5 to 6; duration 6 nrs. 
NIy : Mean-length. 0 .. 32 mm; mean-width, 0.17 rom;' 
furcal formula becomes 4+4; antennules 
develop segmentation and 1 or 2 setae ~QQed. 
mandible witn slignt swelling at the base; 
duration 4 hrs. 
Ny : Mean-length. 0.34 mm; mean-width, 0.17 DIll; 
furcal formula 6+6; frontal organ present~ 
antennules with 9 setae; swelling .t the ' 
base of mandibles becoming obvious; duration 
14 hrs. 
NYI : Mean-length. 0.35 mm; mean-width, 0.17 mm; 
furcal formula 7+7; antennules with 9 setae; 
., 
p. 
I P .. III p.. II 
Fig. 20. Salient features of protozoeaic steges. 
.. 
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basal swell1ng ot the mandi\)les lIIOre promi-
nently spherical, duration 22 hra. 
Protozoeaic stages (Fig. 20) 
The 6th naupl1us moults into protozoeaic phase, 
which has undergone radical changes from that of pre-
vious stages. Feeding commences as a tilter (eeder 
ot phytoplanktons and hence they seem to Oe more 
critical stages. Disparity of developmental time bet-
ween individuals appears to be more widening since 
these stages. The body elongates more pronouncingly 
and is divisible into two distin~t parts, carapace 
anteriorly and segmented thorax and unsegmented abdQmen 
posteriorly. Feeding appendages develop. Thi8 phese 
consiSts of 3 sub-stages and the characteristics ot' 
each sub-stage are, 
• 
PI: Mean total length (MTL), 0.74 mm; melm 
carapace length (MeL), 0.32 mm; teecU.r16 
• appendages appear to be functionel; caudal 
spines are further prominently developed; 
the simple eye-spot present in NVl is s~ill 
Slightly visible; telson with 7 4'etae on 
each furcal lobe; duration 42 hra. 01 
I 
t 
M· , M·· II M··· .. 
rfi 
.. 
Fig. 21. Salient features of mysld stages. 
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: MTL • . 1.25 mm; MCL. 0.43 mm; the sub-stage 
• 
has developed a pair of compound eyes for 
the first time; one rostral and two supra-
orbital spines have appeared; eQdomen 
fUrther elongates and antennae tilts ante-
riorly; telaon bears 7 setae on eaeb ~ide; 
duration 55 hrs. 
PIlI: HTL. 1.57 mm; MCL. 0.54 mm; rostl'UlD extenels 
prominently; supra-orbital spines aUeed 
down in size; abdominal segments (1-5) with 
postero-dorsal spines and 5th segment a~o 
with po.tero-lateral spines. Uropods make 
their appearance; telson with 7 setae on 
each fUrcal lobe; duration 48 hrs. 
Mysid stages (Fig. 21) 
The 3rd protozoeaie moults to mysid phase. wb1eh 
is more closer to adult form. Swim head down position 
in zig-·zcag pattern; feeding habits grad~lly changes 
trom phytoplankton1.c to zooplankton1.c. 
HI : MTL. 1.95 ~; MCL. 0.75 mm; carap'ce tita 
to the abdomen covering almost all the 
·1 
• 
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6 thoracic somites; dorsal abdominal spines 
present only on 5th and 6th segments; 
rostrum mayor may not beer a tooth; pereo-
pods with brush-11ke exopoda and no pleopods 
present; telaon with 1+1 setae; the uropod 
is developed and consisting ot protopod. 
endopod and exppod; telaon is cleft deeply 
behind; duration 31 hrs. 
MIl : MTL. 2.15 IIIID; MCL. 0.64 mm; distinguishing 
feature of the sub-stage is the appearange 
or the rudimentary and uniramoua pleopods 
on the ventral surface ot the abdolll1nal 
segment~; duration 54 hrs. 
MIll: MTL. 2.45 mm; fJICL. 0.71 mm; cbara~terist1cs 
of this sub-stage 1s the development of ·the 
. , 
pleopods with two segments, which bear setae 
at the tip; two rostral spines present; 
telaon almost truncate; duration 56 bra. 
Poat-larvae 
Main features ot the adults are attained and " 
1\Irther developments are the rostral teeth and geni-
taUa. 
• 
. I 
·1 
Table 6: The observed mean-size lit age ot post-le-rne ,I 
and juveniles ot M. dobsoni reared in the 
laboratory 
Size in mm 
Age in months 
IFast • 'Slow • 'Pooled • 
1 month 16.00 b.50 12.50 
2 months ~.75 29.25 :53.00 
'5 months 52.25 43.75 47.00 
, 
4 months 61.75 52.75 57.00 
5 months 67.25 57.00 62.50 
..... 
6 monthS 70.50 ', .. 65.00", 
• 
1 
1-12 
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: MTL, 2.55 mm; MeL, 0.73 DlID; rostNID bl~t 
with 2-3 dorsal spines; 5th abclolliinal segment 
with spine; chromatophor~ on tbe uropode 
. 1 
.arranged in a semicircular arc position, 
which is characteristic of this poat-larwl 
from other species. 
2. GROWTH OF POST-LARVAE AND JUVENILES 
'. 
a. Age and Growth 
• 
Unear growth in post-larvae of !:!. dobSoni, as 
. 
general in crustacea, takes place principally at moulting 
and thus, a truely descriptive growth curve of an indi-
. .... 
vidual is stepwise. However, the Ismoothe4-out l a~ 
of several individuals gives a. logistic 1'01"111 ot C\lrve 
if plotted against tile age showing the slow-tast-$low 
pattern of growth. (Table 6). The mean siZe ot ~\lven1leIJ 
including of both sexes reared in similar conditions 
over 6 months could be thus fit to the popular von 
Bertalantty growth equation: 
Lt • L _ [ 1 _ .-K (t - t.)] 
.. ~' •••••• ( 3 •. 1) 
• 
• 
11'3 
where. Lt • the size at time t, 
L ... • the maximum size that Lt can reach. 
K • growth coefficient at which Lt reaches 
L .... and 
t. - . t when Lt is zero. 
The three basic parameters 0 f the equation 2.1 vi~ •• 
-L", K and t., for the post-larvae throUSh ~qle8cents 
. 
are computed trom the mean monthly size increment 
aga1n8t age tollowing the metbod susgestecl by Retail 
(1973) as tollows: 
Equation 3.1 oan be put as, 
Loge (dLt/dt) • A Kt .......... ( '.1,.1 ) 
. , . 
. :. 
where, 
A • loge K ... loge 1.- ... Kt. •••••••••• (3_.1 .2) 
Equation 3.1.1 is a straight-line relationshiP, between 
the natural 10gritbms of growth increment per month, 
loge (dLt/dt) and age, t, as the independent v.ri.t •• 
with a slope. as a measure or the parameter K. The , 
calculated equation Or least square metbod i" 
• loge (dLt/dt) • 3.6387 - 0.4816 t, 
in which K· 0.4816. :. ek - 1.6190 
.' 
·1 
, 
Derived from equation 3.1, 
-1 n l?t 
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•••...•.. (3.1.3) 
(n-1) (e~1) 
Substituting appropriately the values of ,k obtained 
by 3.1.1 and the cumulative totals of Lt frpm Table .5 
in the Eq. 3.1.3. 
(1.6190 x 265) - 212 
Lee • 
(6-1) (1.6190-1) 
• 70.12 IDDI 
Replacing with the values of ~ and K in tq. 3.1.~. 
• 
3.8387 ,. -0.7308 + 4.2501 + Kt 
. 0 
••• Kto • 3.8387 - (-0.7300 + 4.2501) 
• 0.3194 
t _ 0.3194 
o K 
-0.6632 
0.3194 
-0.4816 
. . 
., 
\ 
• 
LOC-70'12 
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Fig. 22. Age and growth of juveniles (pooled). 
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Hence. the von Bertalanf1'/ growth equation ,.1 calcu-
lated for the young M.' dobsoni common to both sexes ls, 
-
Lt • 70.12 [~ e~0.4816 (t + 0.6632)] •..• (3.1.~) 
where, 
L- • 70.12, 
K • -0.4816, and 
to • -0.6632 
The age-for-size estimated by the Eq. 3.1,.4 1. prMented 
in figure 22, trom which it i8 apparent tMt the aa.x1m\all 
size increase is attained dl.lring second month ot lJ.,:~. 
, " 
and then sradually decreased with age till tbe zero 
grQwth i8 noted at 70.12 mm in about 9.5 montha. 
The post-larvae are computed to reach 56.06 .. 1n 
4 months and require another 5.5 months to ISrQW turther 
about 14 mm for the asymptote length ot 70.12 l1li. 
About 60 mm Size, around which the speCies lenerally 
'" 
migrate to the sea or harvested in culture operations, 
is attained in 4.5-5.0 months ot 11te, lncluaive ot 
about 0.5-1.0 month for larval phase at sea • 
• 
\ 
The rate or growth' of the post-larv .. e can be 
calculated trom the equation: 
.. ~ .... 
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where, ~ and 12 are the lens~h at succ8 •• 1ve IIOntba, 
t1 and t2 respectively and t- and K are the .. t1 .. t~ 
parametera or Eq. 2.1.4. The calculate<1 lrovth rat •• 
" . 
. .' 
are presented along with growth curve tor Eq. 3.1.4' 
in figure 22, wnich 1ndicates an early .harp 1nc""'8 
and gradual decrea •• atter a peak. 
The nighest growtl\-rate ot 23.22 DIll/month 18 
recorded ,tor the second monttl ot life and JDa1nt~ned 
above 10 mm/month u."lt11 the larvn are 3 lIIQnths old. 
oj 
Atter 5 months the growth-rate declines below 5 1liii/month 
and ot the age of 6 months, when the juvenile. attain 
the size of emigration in nature, the rate ot ,rowth 
1& about 2.5 mm/month. 
• 
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b. Moulting and Growth 
" , 
, " 
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Length increases only at moulting in crust.cea 
and thus, growth curve is step-wise. Moulting in-
volves two principal processes, which jointly impose 
growth at a given period. They are the inter-aoult 
period, which is the time interval between auccessive 
moults, and moult-increase, which is expressed as 
Growth-factor, the percentage moult-increase upon the 
pre-moult body length. Both these fa.;tora show Unear 
relationship against body size. 
The moult-history, noted for several po.t-~rv.e· 
.... from 15 DUll through 50 DIDI, reveals that inter-lIIOult .:';:' .. 
" 
period has the positive relationship, increasing 
logrlthmically, when plotted against body length. The 
regression calculation from the mean inter-moult 
period 'against pre-moult length is, 
,I 
log IP • 0.4201 + 0.0090 L •....•.... ( ,. 3) 
where, If is the inter-moult period and L is the corres-
ponding length in mm. The estimated inter-moult 
pe~iod8 against length. which are presented in the 
figure 23. reveal that the inter-moult per10d of abQut 
l L ___ ~.-----~. 
~ 
, 
" 
, . 
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3.5 days at 15 DIm size gradually extends to 5 days 
arol,lld 30-35 DIm an4 7.4 days at 50 mID lenctha. Further 
extrapolation or inter-moult perioqs over 5Q ~ 8i~e 
18 not attempted considering the non.-1ncl.utlon ot 
larger individuals than 60 mID size, when the .aturity 
18 onset, disrupting the moulting periodioity. 
On the contrary to inter-moult period. ,~b.;.:~. 
factor of moulting, decreases logrithmioally when 
plotted against body length. The regression eq~tion 
calculated for the post-larva. of the size renge bet-
ween 15 IIII\l and 50 _ 18, 
log GF • 1.516~- 0.0173 L ..•..... (3.") 
, I 
where, GF is the growth-factor and L is the length ot 
the post-larva in DIDI. The growth-factor est1mate<J tor 
the size upto 50 mID (Fig. 22) shows that the percen.-
tac. increase at moulting upon pre-moult size cre4ually 
decreases from 22.07" at 10 II1II size to 14.82" at 20 _; 
9.95" at 30 DIDI; 6.6~ at 40 DIm; and 4.48J' at 50 .. II 
body length and thus moult increment does not chang, 
prpportionate to the bocly length throughout. HellQe., 
the decrease in growth-rate, as the animal growe o:lcier 
.... 
:,. " 
',J, 
- --~--
.' . 
. . ' 
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is mainly due to increase in inter-moult period. b~t ., 
not much to the size increase at moult. 
c. Inheritance of Growth 
Size of individuals produced by the same mother 
at a single spawning varies considerably at any ase. 
eventhough they are reared under identical rearingan4 
reeding conditions throughout. That is. the indiv1duala 
are found to grow at different pace though majority 
of them closely synchronize. Gradual widening of the 
range of developmental durations tor successive larval 
phases (Fig. 18) appears to indirectly indicate d1~" 
rential accelerations ot growth among iudividuals. Hence. 
the first post-larval stage is attained over a .~ of 
12-18 days after spawning by different individU$ls 
resulting in a maximUID difference of 6 days' growth. 
Size disparity. which is likely influenced by ,genetics. 
is turther illustrated by comparing the widely varying 
size groups ot individuals referred as 'fast I and 'slow' 
groups. 
On the 24th day of age, the 'fast· gr9uP measuree 12-
1 ~ lIIIII length and the 'slow' group measures 5-9 lID and they 
• 
increase to the mean size of 16.0 mm and e.5 mm (Table 6) 
• 
• 
Table 7: Estimated size-for-age of 'fast' and 's1ow' 
groups of juveniles of ~. dobson! and th,ir 
differences , ' 
Size in mm DiUerenc. 
's low' group in_ 
Age in monthS 
1.00 month 
2.00 months 
"3.00 months 
4.00 months 
5.00 months 
6.00 months 
7.00 months 
9.50 months 
9.64 months 
L-
'fast' group 
14. fJ/ 
"57.94 
52.26 
61.16 
66.16 
70.16 
72.16 
75. a:> 
7.30 
29.75 
43.47 
51. a, 
57.05 
60.02 
62.14 
65~20} 
7.57 
&.19 
frj.19 
.... 
9~'~9 
9.67 
9.96 
10.15 
10.60 
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Fig. 24. Age and size of 'fast' and 'slow' groups. 
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respectively by the end or the first month. Pollow1ng 
rapid growth in second month, the 'tast' group re4chell 
52.25 DIll and 'slow' group attains 43.75 _ .t the end 
of thiro month, and subsequently both croup' ~pp,ar to 
slow down their growth progressively. The 'tut' 
group, thus, reaches 61.75 mm in 4 months and 67.~ Em 
in 5 months, whereas, the 'slow' group attainJ 52.75 Em 
and 57.00 mm in corresponding periods. The yon Berta-
lantty growth equations 3.1 computed tor lx>tb groups 
are, 
'Fast' , Lt • 75.80 [1 _ e-0•1I758 (t + 0.5414)j~ :(4.1) 
'Slow' : Lt • 65.20 [1 _ .-0.4901 (t + O.75eo)h. (4.2) 
From which, it is estimated that the 'fast' croup can 
reach the asymptotic length ot 75.00 DIID at the rate ot 
chang. ot increment at 0.4758 in 9.64 montu, compared 
to the corresponding values ot 65.20 mm at 0.4901 . in 
9.5 months tor the 'slow' group. The calcu~te4 lIue 
.t age ot both groups and their ditterences are given .1 
in TaDle 7. 
It is, thus, evident trom the calculated values 
• 
that the most advantage in growth is gained by the 
'last' croup during the tirst month of 11te, when thi.$ 
I 
~ 
. . 
Table 8: EStimated gro .... th-rate of Ifast I and . IS 10 .... I 
groups ot juveniles ot M. dobson! and their 
differences 
•• 
Grwotb-rate in mm/month t)1tCerence Age in months 
ICast I group Islo .... I group . in II\ID 
-
b ' , 4 
1st month 32.50 30.16 2.34 
2nd month 23.50 22. f:f/ 0.63 
3rd month 14.61 14.01 O. t?a 
4th month 9.08 8.59 :", 0.49 
5th month 5.64 5.26 0.36 
6th month 3.50 3.22 Q.26 
• 
, 
I 
t 
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group reaches 14. S7 l1li. against 7.30 DIIII by tbe 'slow' 
group, leaving a ditterence 01' 7.57 mm in between the 
groups. Hencetorth, the ditterence progressively 
increases to cross 10 mm around the ag. Qt 7 months. 
Arter rapid growth during the first two months, the 
':ta*t' group is estimated to reach 52.26 lID ancl the 
'slow' group 43.47 II1II at the end ot 3 montba. Alao , 
the 'slow' group attains 51.139 mm in 4 months. wn1ch 
1& still less thsn the size attained in 3 months \)y 
the 'tast' group. At the age ot 5 months, when the. 
juveniles normally emigrate to the sea in nature. 
(oona1der1ng the average size tor both groupa be1~.;: 
61.89 mm) the 'tut' group grows to 66.72 IIIlI sin aid' 
. , 
'slow' group to 57.05 mm and beyond 6 month. the Il"OWttl 
is very slow betore reaChing the asymptote 75.80 lID 
in 9.64 monthS 'crt the tormer and 65.20 am in 9.5 IIIqnthlil 
by the latter. 
The growtn-rates calculated by Eq. 3.2 end es 
, ,I 
given in Table 6, tu.rther show that the maxi.JIII rate 
is eat1mated tor the first month and progressively . 
diminishes later aga1nst age. The growth-rate, which 
1s estimated at 32.50 mm/month for the '.test' ancl 
30: 16 lID/month for the 'slow' group 1n one month, 
• 
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decreases by 9 mm to 23.50 mm/montb by the tormer an;i 
by 7.29 mm to 22.Si' mm/Jllonth by the latter in the 200 
month and hence, the ditference in rate at 2.3I.t mal .in 
the tirst month 1s reduced sharpely to 0~~3 DIID in the 
secooo month. From third month onwards the growth.-
rates ot the groups are closer, though the 'ta,t' ,roup 
is maintaining the marginal advantage throUChout • 
• 
Hence, the difterence ot growth-rates are l •• s than , 
0.5 mm between the groups for 4th month aOO aoave, ¥,hen 
the growth-rates are meantime declining below 10 .i 
month. 
The atudiee on moult-history of ind1VidtUlls ot 
both 'fast' and 'slow' groups of the size range ot 
15-50 mm, reveal linear relationships between the 
inter-moult period and the growth-factor, w~ch is the 
moult-increment upon pre-moult size expressed in per-
centage, on the one hand and the body length on the 
other hand. As explained in the previous chepter, 
,I 
the inter-moult period increases logrithmically in both 
groups, but at obviously di££erent rateS. The regres-
sion calculated tor them are, 
• 'Fast' : Log IP • 0.2535 + 0.0127 L 
'Slow' , Log IP • 0.4929 + 0.0075 L 
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:/p (AW' "'IIEl. 
where, IP is the inter-moult period!am./L i$ the 
length in mm. The inter-moult periods calc\J~ted tor 
the size series from the equations and presented in 
figure 25, which reveals that the inter-Jlloult days : ': 
increaSe relatively quicker from 2.76 days at 15 _ . 
size to 7.76 days a·t 50 rom length for the 'fast' 
group, as compared to 4.02-7.38 days at respective 
sizes tor 'slow' group. However, mOl'e than 1 day 
adv~ntage to 'fast' group at every moult upto 25 mm 
• 
size, which is generally the quick growth phase in 
lite, enables this group advanc1ng in size sooner as 
compared 'slow' group. Besides, a reversal ot inter .. 
moult days at 45 DDII in favour of 'slow' group is 
evident, but not enough to match the early di$psrlty 
favouring 'tast' group before 50 min size i. reached. 
Since, moult-history is not traced and 'included in 
calculations beyond 50 rom sizes, when drastic changes 
in trpnd of growth and migratory behaviour .in. nature 
occur, as noted in earlier chapter, further extrapola-
tion tor inter-moult t.ime against size is avoided tor 
• 
.... 
'" " I.,any comparis.ions between the grQups. 
. 1 
20 
0-0 LOG GF: LOG 1.555 -LOCi .0181 l 
• __ ._. LOG GF = LOG 1.533 -LCXi .OI73L 
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Fig. 26. Growth-factor (GF) of 'fast' and 'slow' groups. 
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On the contrary to inter-moult period. growth-
factor decreases logrithmically against size in both 
groups without significant variations as much the 
inter-lllOUlt periQ(i has for the. correspondinS ~i,es. 
The equations estimated by least square method tor 
the post-larvae measuring 15-50 m size are. 
'Fast' : GF • 1.5313 - 0.0173 L. 
'Slow' : GF • 1.5550 - 0.0161 L, 
where, GF is the growth-factor ot moulting and L is 
the 1ensth 1n Mm. The values or constants in the 
equations and the growth-factors calculated tor the 
size series (Fig. 26) show that the ditfe~nce between 
the groups is marginal and does not exceed 1" at any 
lJize. Growth-factor appears to favour eith,r groulI8 
alternatively during tne course of growth upto 50 .. 
size. The 'fast' leads upto 25 mm siz'e and remaining 
near equa! till 30 mm length. it trails behind the 
'slow' group subsequently. Hence, gr(jwth-tactor does 
not seem to influence much disparity on lJ'Qwth between 
the groups under compar1sions, though it compensates' 
• 
.1 
sUghtly on growth tor 'low' . group when it 18 reI ... 
tively in disadvantage ot inter-moult periods. 
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Besides, the mean daily growth-rate, which is 
calculated from inter-n~ult period and respective 
moult-increment, torms a single peak polygon (Fig.Z7), 
with their modes at 20~35 mm size tor both 'fast I and 
IS low' groups. The highest growth rate ot o. ~3 mm/day 
at 2b.5 mm size and 0.78 mm/day at 22.5 mm size for 
the respective groups are noted and the widest dis-
parity of 0.18 mm/day prevails at 28.5 DUD si~e in 
tav~ur ot 'tast I group. Also the daily growth.-rate · ,I 
is in clear advantage to Ifas.t I group until 40 mm size, 
when it tilts, but with negligiole margin, in tavour 
ot 'slow' group. 
d. Eyestalk-ablation and Growth 
EYestalk-ablation accelerates moulting in post-
larvae and juveniles of this species and as a result, 
those ablated animals grow at a better rate than the 
non-ablated individuals. The moult-history ot animals 
in EXperiments I and II have been illustrated in t~re 
. ., 
28, from which the number ot moults involved, size 
increase at each moult and the time of eyest.lk-abla-
tiqn can be understood. The animal in EXperiment I 
progresses trom 24.75 mm size to 41.75 mm slze, with 
'. 
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Fig, 28. effect of eyestalk-ablation on growth of 
juv<,!niles. 
35 
l 
, , 
a net increase or 17.00 mm in 33 days involving 7 
moults, including 3 pr~blation moult., ab~tion­
moult and 3 post-ablation' moults. lnitiaily, the 
animal measures 24.75 DID and reaches 35 ... ~1ze at 1:he 
end or 3 pre-ablation moults in 14 days, with an 
average ot 4.67 days per: moult. The same animal then 
, . 
grows by 1 DID to 36 am size at ablation-moult in 4 (\aYIl 
and later increases to 41.75 rom atter 3 poat-ab~tion 
moults in 14 days, giving an average or 5 days per 
moult. 
.' 
The individual in Experiment II is sUghtly larg'r 
in size as it initially measures 30.00 IDDI. It increas~,1I 
to 39.00 rom Size atter 3 pre-ablation moults in 15 d~yj, 
with an average or 5 days per moult; improves by 1.50111m 
to 40.50 mm at ablation-moult and to 48.50 IIII!I later 
at the end ot 3 post-ablation moults in 15 days, avera-
ging 5 .days per moulting. 
As round in earlier chapter that inter-moult 
period increases with size and the growth-taQtor, the 
size increase upon pre-moult size expressed in per-
centage. decreases against length. the inter-moult 
periods and growth-factors for the correlfponding Ifi..,s 
~ r~ ' 
I 
\ 
, 
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at pre-ablation moults. ablation-moult ~nd post-
ablation moults have been calculated from the Eq.3.3 
and 3.4. co~puted tor the general pool ot post-larvae 
in the early chapter, and compared with the experi-' 
mental animals. , " 
Log lP • log 0.4201 + log 0.0090 L •••••• (3.3) 
Log GF· log1.5168+10g0.0173L •••••• (~.I.t) 
where, lP is the inter-moult period in daya, ' OF is the 
,rowth-factor and L 18 the pre-moult 8ize. The computed 
values along with the observed values tor the corres": -I 
ponding sizes and periods have been presented in 
Table 9. from which it is evident that the inter-moult 
period is 5% shorter in observation animala during pre-
ablation periods in .both experiments compared to the 
control aniaals (computed values from the equation) 
during pre-ablation periods and still shortens sherpely 
to be varying by 23.34% in Experiment I and 32.20% in 
Experiment II at the ablation-moult. These values. 
however. decline gradually to the mean ot 15.25% an4 
22.00~ rrespectively. during the 3 post-ablation ~lt8. 
. ., .. , 
The sudden fall in inter-moult period on ablation a~ 
.' 
Table 9: Particulars giving effects of eye-stalk ablation on inter-moult period, growth-
faGtor and growth-rate of experimental animals, as compared to computed values for 
the general pool of post-larvae in Chapter 4.2. 
Experimental 
period 
EXPERIMENT I: 
Pre-ablation 
(3 moults) 
Ablation 
Post-ablation 
(3 moults) 
EXPERIMENT II: 
Pre-abla tion 
(3 moult.) 
Ablation 
POI.t-ablation 
(3 moult.) 
Mean-
size 
in mm 
Mean inter-moult 
period (days) Mean growth-factor Growth-rate (mm/day) , 
Compo Obs. Oif. 
in % 
Compo Obs. 
31.13 4.88 
35.50 5.43 
40.29 5.90 
34.61 5.21 
39.15 5.90 
44.59 6.41 
4.61 
4.00 
5.00 
- 4.30 19.09 9.64 
-23.34 8.15 2.86 
-15.25 1.00 1.32 
5.00 - 4.03 8.81 8.94 
4.~ -32.20 6.95 3.85 
5.00 -22.00 5.89 6.19 
-
OiL 
in % 
Compo Obs. OH. 
in % 
- 4.46 0.630 0.626 - 1.28 
-64.90 0.556 0.250 -55.02 
4.57 · 0.479 0.585 22.13 
1.44 
-44.60 
5.09 
0.570 0.603 5.79 
0.488 0.315 -23.08 
0.410 0.552 34.63 
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gradual incre~e 1a turther clear trom the tact that 
the 4 daya at ablation-moult reaches greadually 6 4ays 
on the 2nd post-ablation moult in Experiment I and 
I , ' I 1 .. 
3rd in Experiment II. 
But, moult-increase, as express~ growth-tactor, 
ditfers inter-moult period in this expertaents in the 
manner that the recoverY trom the sharp tall at abla-
tion ot eye is quicker, from the very, suo.equent moult 
onwards,and maintains subsequently without signiticant 
ditterence trom tne control. It is evident thus t~t .1 
the mean GF estimated respectively at pre-ablation 
moults, ablation-moult and post-a~ion moults are 
9.64". 2.86" and 7.32" tor Experiment I and ~.94~. 
3.85" and 6.19" tor Experiment II an1I11&~. Since. the 
GF decreases gradually with Size, a comp'rision has 
been made with the control values as estimated trom 
Eq. 3.4 and tne measure of deviations have been exp~essed 
' in percentage (Table 9). The difference in GF valuelJ 
ot observed trom control respectively at pre-ablation 
moult. ablation-moult and post-ablation moult are 
.... 
-4.46". 64.90" and 4.57" in Experiment . :" ., laneS 1 ... 4";,~ 
-44.60" and 5.09" in Experiment II and hence the fa11 
at ablation-moult is very sharp, but regained ·to be 
slightly advantageous during subsequent ,moults • 
• 
, 
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The growth i. the product of moult-interval and 
size increase at moult and both these factors are not 
round above in aimilar manner. at poat-ablation per'i:oda 
and the specUic growth-rate o'r the 1nc1iv14~al$ 1n . 
ExperimentlJ I and II have been calculated trOll the 8i~e 
dirrerence divided by moult-intervals and compared 
with controls estimated from Eq. 3.2 'in earlier 
chapter. The deviation from the control value is 
expressed in percentage. which shows that the obJerved,1 
value is different bf. -1.28~. -55.02~ and 22.13~ in 
Experiment I and 5.79~. -23.08~ and ,34.6,,, in Exper1-
ment II respectively at pre-ablation. ablation and 
post-ablation moults. Hence. the d1sadvantage or growth 
at ablation-moult 1s being made up and surpassed to 
advantage cumulat1vely through subsequent .everal 
moults. Considering the percentage of Size differences 
at tne three durations and number or moults 1nvolved. 
an average overall advantage of about 15" aDd ~3" in 
Experiments I and II have been estimated' for growth-
.... 
rate due to ablation. A comparision between the t.~· 
, , 
experimental animals also shows tnat the pr .... b!et1on 
advantage in growth 1s reflected with lesser fall at 
• 
ablation-moult and better growth at post-ablation 
moults. 
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Fig. 29. Sexual difference in growth. 
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e. Sexual Difference in Growth 
Laooratory rp.aring of larval through juvenile" 
stages of !1' doosoni reveals that ooth female and male 
follow the general pattern of slow-fast-slow growth. 
However. the age-specific size ot either sex (Fig. "29) 
shows that the growth is almost similar upto 2 mont"tuI 
initially. when they reach about 34 mm size arw thence-
forth. disparity develops in growth-rate in favour of 
female. thOugh reared under identical conditions. Aleo. 
the difference. which is 3 mm at the end of 3 mont~. 
increases to 5 mm at the end of '+ monthS an4 tinally. 
the tema le~ reaches 55 mm as against 50 Drn in 124 dayll, 
when the experiment ends. Hence. the sexual-difference 
in size widens as they grow with age. 
f. Starvation and Growth 
Short-time Effects: 
• 
Two experiments conducted reveal that the sharf:" 
time starvations affe.;:t the g ro~th immediately. extend-
ing tbe moult-interval and reducing size increase at 
moult and tne recovery ot growtb from tbe erfects is 
a~o gradual thougb well fed again. Eacb animal in 
separate experiment is ~raced for 9 moults,and during the 
,I 
• 
, 
, 
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PiC."'. Btteet et ... n-t ..... unaUoa _ IIwtb et 
.,.teal1ea. 
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interval ot 5 or 6th mOult the animals are cOlDl'letely 
.. ' 
dellrived ot tood. Details ot moult-hl.tory ,11(1 dun.-
tion or starvation are lIresented in tigure 30. 
,. 
In Experiment I, the animal grows trom 16.5 .. 
size to 31.25 mm size in 17 days involving 4.oult,. 
Atter complete starvation during the next, 5th inter~ 
moult period, it moults again on the 25th ~r1mental 
.1 day, increasing in size to 32 mm. Later the animal 
attains 43.75 mm size on tne 44tn day, 'moulting 4 IDOIle 
times. Similarly, in Experiment II, the animal increa, .. 
in length from 19.75 mm to 35.00 mm in 20 days, involv-
ing 5 moults and :it moults again atter 'starvation on 
the 32nd day or experiments. Later on reeding, the. 
animal grows to 45.5 mm size on the 49th day atter 3 
more moults. 
Analysing the details ot inter-moult periods and 
Size-increase at moult, whlcn are jointly retlecting 
-. 
the magnitude ot growth, it is evident that in Exp~ 
ment I, the moult-interval extends trom 5 days in the 
preceding moult to 8 days at starvation-moult. regu-
tering thus an increase ot 60~ and also returns to 
normal gradually, involving 3 post-starvation moults. 
• 
• 
Table 10: Ditterenee ot growth-rates on atarvation during the entire 
inhr-lIOult period as cospared to tha estimates tor the 
,eneral pool ot· ted pelt-larvae 
Growth-rate.sm/day O1tttr tf\:elroa 
SXperiaental Size-range Days COD r" 
~atloD in. Taken Control Observed Size 
" 
Qt!!rlllent II 
pre-starv~tion 20.00-31.25 13 (3I1OUlt, 0.714 0.665 +0.151 +21.51 
starvatioD 31.25-32.00 8 0.618 0.094 -0.524 -84.79 
,olt-Itarvatlon 
(3 lDOult8) 32.00-41.50 16 0.546 0.594 +0.05' +1.0.112 
Exi>er1aent II I 
Pre-starvation (3 _oult,) 25.50-:".00 13 0.640 0.731 +0.091 +14.22 
Starvation 33.00-36.00 12 0.556 0.003 -0.473 -~.(l7 
POlt-ltarvatlon 36.00-45.00 17 (3 moult,) 0.476 0.529 +0.053 .11.13 
·1 
• 
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Si~e increase at moult is also atfected ~ the ' 
short-time starvation. In Experiment I. the lIIOult-
increment decreases t~om ,3.00 mm in the p~eceding 
moult to 0.75 mm at starvation-moult and 1n , ~er1ment 
II, it reduce. trom 3.00 mm to 1.00 Mm. However, the 
recovery trom starvation effects is immediate, trom 
the very next moult onwards as for moult-increase. 
-, 
The daily growtn-rates against the mean-size ot 
pre-starvation, starvation and post-starvation periods. , 
calculated arithmatica1.1y for the experimental animals 
(Table 10). show strik1ng reduction at st.rvat1on 
periods. Further, in view ot the tact that growtn-rate 
decreases as the animal increases in size. the growth-
rates tor the corresponding lengthS have been esti-eted 
tor the control animals using the Eq. 3.2 ,and then 
compared w1th that ot exper1mental animals. It 1s",,-
~,. " 
, thuS. ev1dent that the gro-'"'tn-rates are tar l"8er Itq 
the extent ot e5~ at starvation moults, 1n experimental 
animals, compared to the control animals, thQUSh 
sl1ghtl¥ better thBn them dur1ng normal teeding 
periods • 
• 
.' 
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g. Stunted Growth and Rehabilitation 
Deleberate restrictions of nutrition result in 
stuntPd II:ro..,th in the Juveniles of M. dobSoni. lieri~:"e. 
- 0 
the animals in the 'stunted group', in whicn the food 
is completely deprived ell'tor the tirst 19 experi-. 
mental days and ted regularly as in the other 'control 
group r till the experiments terminated atter 71 days, 
trail in growth largely during the starvation periods 
compared to the control animals and tne difterence ~n 
size between them remain virtua 11y the same during the 
post-starvation or post-stunted periods. Details ot . 
sizes attained by both 'stunted' and 'control' groups 
are presented in figure 31, from which it is Seen that 
thp animals in 'stunted gr9uP' grow from 22.5 mm to 
. , 
24.0 ann size compared to 22.5 mm to 36.0 mm length in 
'control group' 1n 19 days, during which the tormer 
group is starved and thus the starved animals are 
shorter by 12'.0 mm than the ted animals by ttleD. ThenC9-
forth, animals in both groups grow steadily reaching 
53.0 lUI and 41.0 mm respectively by 'control' and ~ 
" t!t' 
'stunted' groups in '11 days, when 1I1e experiment is 
• terminated, Showing thus the difference in Size attll 
remains at 11.9 rom uetween the groups. Significantly. 
, 
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Fig. 31. Stuntedness on long-term starvation and the 
pattern of growth on rehabilitation of 
juveniles. 
, 
tne stze-curve ot both groups are almost parallel 
witn the 4i!ference or 12.0 mm during tne POst-
starvation periods, though they are ot same age and 
hence the length lost at starvation is not regaine4 
or compensated in stunted animals on reteading. The 
growth-rates are 0.71 mm/day and 0.08 mm/daY respec~ 
tively tor the 'control' and 'stunted' groups during 
the !1rst 19 days, when the latter 1s starvea. HQw-
ever, there is a jerk in growth for a shortwhlle 
among the stunted animals on reteeding, as, it is 
noted that these anima is have the growt~rat' or 
0.70 mm/day compared to 0.53 mm/day by tne ·control' 
animals on 23rd day, 4 days after termination Qt 
starvation. However, the growth-rates between the 
groups do not vary much thereafter, as the cUtterenc,e 
has reduced to a nominal 0.02 11m/day throughout. _ 
',' " 
'" 
The lIi~e-spec1tlc growth-rates (Fig. 31) can be' 
further illustrated that the stunted anim .. 'lJ do riot 
grow at a pace of the control animals even at rehabi-
litation periods. The estimated growth-rates at a 
,I 
fw sizes for a compar1sion during the rehal»:ll,1tati.on -
per".1.ods are: 
I 
Size 1n mm 
Growth-rate in 
Icontrol
' 
group 
in mm 
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,Growth.-rate in 
'stunted l group 
in am 
i 
.1 
0.53 0.29 
41 0.21 
48 o.v 
-
53 0.23 
-
It is. thus, clear that the growtn-rate ot the control 
animals i8 almost double that ot stunted an1maU at 
V.O mm size though then the rearing conc11tiona ar. 
same tor both groups. Also. considering the tact that 
..... 
the growth-rate decreases gradually as the .,.n,1JIIals :~~ .. 
grow in Size, the stunted animals measuring 41 \DIll Size 
increase by 0.21 mm/day. which is still lower than that 
ot control animals measuring 53 mm length. Hence. the 
growth-rate speci1'1c to the size is not .. !nta1ned 
among the stunted animals though they are reared under 
optiDIWII conditions. In other words. growth becomes 
age-specific dur~ rehabilitation period in stunted 
anima ls. It also emphasises adequate nourisbDent/ii at 
young ages tor normal growth. 
... 
, I 
Table 11: ECtect or salinity gradients on growth 01: ~. 40b$9ni 
reared in the laboratory 
Sa Unity Size in mID Increase 'Time lapsed 
". Initial Final in size . in day. 
5 '0.75 41-.00 13.25 67 
5* 26.00 39.75 13.25 63 
10 25.50 42.00 16.50 65 
18 22.50 45.50 23.00 60 
181t* 26.00 46.00 20.00 46 
24 25.50 40.50 15.00 40 
28 26.50 44.25 . 17.75 56 
33 24.00 41.00 17.00 58 
* water temperature 2.5-3.0·C more than other. 
** Provided with sand substratum 
• 
• 
. 
Growth-rate 
in flJD/day 
0.198 
0.218 
0.254 
0.383 
0.4"-': 
" 0.375 
0.317 . 
0.293 
I 
h. Salinity. Substrate and Growth 
The growth-rate (Table 11) of juveniles of 
M. c:ioDSOni reared under the serial or sal,1.nity 
gradients ranging between 59(,.and 33'4reveal that 
moc:ierate salinities are favourable tor growth. The 
estimated growtn-rates vary oetween 0.196 mm/day in 
5~and 0.3B3 rtUfJ/day in 17'jkamong those kept witnout" , 
«-
~ - -
a'lrf substratum and hence tne maximum growtn-rate i8' 
almost double of the minimum. Also. it is seen that, 
the growth-rate does nQt vary mucn oetween the maxiJlll,UIl 
in 1~. (O.3b3 mm/day) and in 23~. (0.375 mm/day) 
and beyond this range of salinity there is oDviow; 
decrease in growtn-rate. Hence. it may De considered 
tnat the optimum salinities for growth of jl,lveniles ' -I 
of this species are around 1 b-24~ under natural tem-
peratures that fluctuate between 25·C and 32·C. It 
is also noted that the growth-rates are sharply 
decreased towards lower salinities than towards higher 
salinities from the optiDium ranges. Thus. the growtn-
rate in 33%. is recorded ~t 0.29' rom/day as against 
0.218 mm/day in 10%..and 0.198 mm/dav in 5",",sal1n1ties • 
• 
• 
• 
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It is turther obaerved a specimen kept in tresh water 
(well water) has moulted once, though <lies subSe-
quently. 
Sand suostratum, which enables the burrow1nc 
habits of the' animals, seems · to assist better srovth. 
The animals kept in the pot with substrat\lll in 17"-
salinity have the better growth-rate 01' 0.435 mm/<lay 
compare<l to 0.363 mm/day by the animals kept withol,lt 
substratum in the same salinity, thereby" registering 
an advantage 01' 14~ by the former upon the latter. 
A marginal ditterence (2.0-3.0·C) ot temperature' 
in the rearill6 me<lium appears to influence obviol,lS~ 
.;; 
the growth in the juveniles. The animals reare4 in . 
, I 
5~ salinity but with 2-3·C temperature d1tterencea 
reveal that the specimen at higher temperature has 
recorde<l with the growtn-rate of 0.216 mm/c1ay ",8 .ge~t 
0.198 _/day by the other animal kept in lower tempe-
rature. Hence. an advantage ot 1~ is eat1.mated in 
growth by an increase ot 2.0-3.0:C in temperature ot 
the medium. It may be recalled here another part ot 
this study that the post-larvae are not in normal 
• 
habits and eVentually died in temperature rusing Qver 
J4.0·C and decreas1ng below 1S·c. Irivar1ably deaths 
happen 1n a short-time below 10·C and over 35·C 
temperature. Hence, the advantage or growth in h1gher 
temperature applies only within the range or tolerance. 
3. UURRQWING HABITS OF'JUVENILES 
The Juveniles or tl. dobsoni (25-50 _ TL) are: ;' 
active at night and inactive (buried) at day time. ' 
Light appears to be a major factor influencing such 
nocturnal habits, as 1t is positively evident tro. the 
tact that most animals deburrow under. darkness durinS 
day time and bury at night against artit1c1al illuai-
nations. Transit times of the day-night cycle ot 
burying habits are recorded to be co1nCiding witn IJI,/Jl-
, I 
set and sunriae under natural light conditions,. How-
ever, the time lag 'between the sunset and total activ~ 
nesS or animals varies depending upon the prevailing 
intensity ot light. 
The aquarium tanks in the shed and in the ver<mdClh 
receive slightly difterent light intensity at any day 
t1llle and as such all the animals in the shed elDerge 
o 
within 5 minutes after sunset, whereas, those in the 
..... :,. " 
I.~ 
Table 12: Percentage rrequency or deburrowed animals 
at dirterent times around sun-set 
Time or observation 
(P .M.) 
4.30 
5.00 
5.30 
6.00 
6.30 (SUn-set at 6.36 P.M.) 
6.40 . 
7.00 
• 
c· 
% or animals emerged 
in Shed 1n Veranclah 
5 nil 
26 :3 
33 6 
40 13 .... " ' , 
, , 
89 ~5 
100 44 
100 100 
.) 
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verandah come out atter 26 minutes on the SaDIe clear 
day. Also the sign or transition, as 1ncUcated Qy the 
number or individuals emerged" j.~ f!'4dent~aOout 1.30 
,I 
brs earlier than the scheduled sunset 1n the sh8\i, all 
against just~5 min~tes in the verandah. The percentage , 
ot animals deburrowed around sunset (6.36 P.M.) on 'a 
clear day in the shed and verandah respectively ere 
given 1n Table 12. 
Similar dUterences have been appropriately noted 
during sunrise, when the animals in the ehed bury _ter 
:" " 
. '
than thoee in the verandah. "!, 
NUJ!lber ot animals emerged during 4ay tille incr.-ses 
on cloudy or rainy days in both tanks. OVer 50" ot 
animals in the shed are emerged at any tille, where;ls, 
1t 1s not more ' than 15" 1n the verand_h on such cl.Qu4y 
days. However, 100" emergence occurs only .!ter sunset 
always. 
Response to light-darkness stimull1 appears to 
I , 
vary between the size classes or juvenile.. $ll8ller 
animals emerge earlier at dusk and bury later at dawn, 
beSides torming bulk ot those emerging at day tim. 
under any disruptive circumstances. Ant.a18 below ~5mm 
.r 
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length have the negative response to light and hence 
do not burrow, as the larger specimens behave. Animals 
in the tank without any substrate rest qUietly at day 
time and move aoout freely at night, convincing the 
diel rhytl'lll ot activity. In a tank with partly sani1 
substratum and partly without it, animals are found 
, " 
pretering the substratum 19 times out ot 20 observa~ 
tions at day time. 
t 
a. F~illg and Burrowing Habits 
Availtbillty ot food disrupts and nor.al burrowi!ll 
habits, animals, which are otherwise burrowed, eIDer,. 
if tood is placed into the aquarium'tank. The time 
lag between feeding and emergence extends over 1 .. 30 
minutes for different individuals. Smaller animals 
usually de burrow earlier and stay longer consum1~ the 
tood betore reburrowing beneath the sUbstrat'e and the 
time ot consumption is noted to De extending upto 
, I 
1 • '50 hra. The animal's reaction to food is more visibly 
observed in the tank'without substratum, in which they 
start moving about erratically in search of tood trom 
a near still condition. 
.... 
'1' ", I. .. ,. 
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l>. Temperature and Burrowing Habit$ 
Temperature obviously disrupts burying behaviour 
of the juveniles beyond certain limits. $and subetr~ 
tum and sea water (17". salinity) in a glaas trough 
exposed to direct sun rays, are recorded with d1!ter~ht 
temperatures upto 3·C variations owing to their varying 
conductivity ot heat. No visible changes are noticed 
in the behaviour ot the animals released into the 
trough until the temperature crosses 32·C around 1I14day_ 
When the temperature exceeds 32·C the aninlals bury 
deeper than in lower temperatures; but 
sub-aoil temperature also increases to 
emerge as the. 
"'·C, though . 
• .1 
the water temperature is 3·C more than that then. The 
emerged animals swim restlessly, while the vater temp_ 
rature reaches 3S·C and the sub-soil temperature still 
more at 39·.c and later rest quietly upon the tb.in and 
tade ahadow ot the vertical glass wall ot the trough 
around 2 P.M., when the temperature ot the water is 
recorded at 35·C and sub-soil at 36·c. However,:if' 
the animals are then released into a trougb with l •• a 
than 32·C, they behave tne normal burrowing pattern. 
Fu~her, it the animals trom lower temperature (28-",.C) 
.,; 
• 
• 
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are suddenly released into the trough with water 
temperature at 34·C and sub-soil temperature at ~.C;. 
they illlDediately bury in spite ·ot the temperature 
". ' 
/beneath the substrate J:J~gher and emerge to the l,~er 
-
water temperature after sometime. Then they swim 
restlessly and rest calmly as mentioned above. Like-
wise. animals emerge at temperature below 1e·c even 
against strong tight. On lowering ~ the temp~rature 
the juveniles are noticed to fallon their sides and 
drifted along the currents when the temperature drops 
below 15·C. Exposure of the animals to leas than 10·C" 
tor more than 10 minutes invariably caUSes irreversib~e 
damages and eventually the death for post-larvae of 
20-25 mm size. 
c. Salinity and Burrowing Habits 
Salinity does not seem to be an effective tact.or. 
as temperature is. controlling the burrowing behaviour 
ot the juveniles. Animals do bUrrow in 100" sea 
water and fresh water. though the frequency of aevia-
... 
tiona trom normal habits increases against extremei~'· 
ullnities. About 5o" ot the specimens emerle witl'l1n 
15 minutes since salinity is changed beyond 10-30"-· 
• 
-- ~ 
---" 
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and reburrow atter less than an hour. LarSe number Qt 
aniJDalli are noted to emerge end actively awi. when 
tresh Sea water (17"- salinity) is cbangid Wld1Bturbed 
and settle to the normal rhythm after about 30 minutes • . 
. '. 
, I 
• , . 
-
.,", 
'~ 
• 
~-.-
• 
Discussion 
, " Commercial marine prawn tarming, which haS 
gathered much momentum in most part of the world i~ 
volved in fishing industry. has a wide scope or expan-
sion not far in future. A surging demand tor _eed , 
prawn (post-larvae) or the choicest s~ecies could be. 
thus. a racing problem'. Hence. a great ent~iaam in 
this field of research is recently evident. The 
, I 
hatchery technique. spawning and rearing ot esgs tlU'ough 
post-larvae. 1ntrOduced by Hudinaga (1942) on Pe~eus 
• 
japlnicus haa been attempted with var1e4 degree ot 
succeSs rapidly in a long list or species all over the 
countries (Cook. 1967: Liao and Huang. 1972: Fielder 
et al •• 1975: Beard et al •• 1977; Motoh, 1979: Moton 
,....- --
and Buri, 1979; primavera, 1960; Ceccallll, 1982: Kana-
1;awa !! !.! .• 1982: K1tani and Alvarado. 1982: Ganapathy, 
1963). In Ind1a, where the prawn fiShery 1s well 
established. but aquatarm1ng is at take ott stage tr~ 
.... 
experimentations, virtually all the commerc1al spect~'es 
have been reared and authentic illustrations ot the 
larval history or them are available (Bull. 2a, CMFRI, 
• 
India, 1978). 
~ ~(~~; 
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The larval stages or M. dobson! have Qeen adequately 
-
described 'earlier both trom planktonic collectiona 
(Menon, 1951; Rao, 1974) and laboratory rearinc (~ 
and Kath1i've1, 1973; Tho~S II ~., 1974; .Muthu !1 U., 
1978) and most ot these accounts do not lfi,n.Uicantly 
vary trom the present descriptions. Menon (1951) ~ 
observed 3 naupllar sub-stages, while Rao (1974) haa 
added 2 more, making it 5 SUb-stages. HQwever, 6 ~up­
liar sub-stages have been noticed in the present st~y, 
agreeing to Thomas!! !.!. (1974) and Muthu .!l !!.(1978). 
Menon (1951) haS not included naupl1ar sub-stag.s HIlI 
and N1V and clubbed HI and NIl as NI and similarly Rao 
(1974) has merged HI and NIl as Nr 
The ~ protozoeaic SUb-stages are common in all 
observations inc 1uding this study. Silllilarly tne 3 .1 
mysid sub-stages. ~bicn are marked 80t present. have 
been reported in 8011, but Muthu et al. (1978) have addi-
--
tion8olly recorded two intermediate stages Qetore tne 
tirst post-l8orva. These authors identity tne inter-
mediate stages based on tne characteristi~s a) lengtn 
ot tne pleopods, b) the size ot the larvae, and c) the 
number ot the setae on tbe scaphocerite and eXQpod ot 
Mx21 but it is not clear whetner these stages 80re seq"en-
tial to the 3 mysid sub-stages. or tne products ot varia-
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bi1ity of developments,. Disparity in grQWth UIOng the 
individual larvae commenc~from protozoee onwards. 
which coincide with the beginning of feeding. The 
'I1IC0!tJ" 
variability in larval gro .... th Q"Jli~ the inQ1vidl,lal..1J 
• 
reared even in the same aquarium is cOllllon (Ze1n-E141n. 
1963). HubsctDan and Rose (1969) ~ *" 1n pala~ 
monid that the moulting or developnent "ynchrO~1n:",:' 
first larval phase and variat10n ,in moulting tr'eq\,lency 
appears in the later stages of development. Kence,it 
can be explained that the developnent of early phas ... 
the non-feeding naupliar sub-stages. is inherent. though 
later on it is largely influenced by extr1ns1Q tactors. 
, . 
This supports pr1mavera (1900) who ' cla"s1ti.- the 
" 
-\ 
penae1d eggs based on stuffed yolk materiala ' 1nto five 
types, which are likely to influence difterent growth-
rates at least among naupllar stages ..... hich depem only 
on yolk 'tooci. 
The mean ,d\,lratioD of larval development in !!,.d2QSOni 
hOC' dl1<f11\f'lS t 
dilter bet .... een~uthors. While the present record and. 
Muthu !!!.!. (1978) compare closely. ThoQS ~ !!.(1974) 
d1ffer w1dely. Naupl1ar stages. which are completed in 
66 hours 1n this study 1s ,closer to 64 hours by Muttw 
!!!.1. (1978). but much higher than 43.30 hours by ..... 
:,. ' j 
ThomaS!!!l. (1974). Simllarly. 242 hours are reqi4rec1 
• , , 
in this o'oservation to· reach mysis I as against 23~ .. 
hours (Muthu !! !,!., 1978) and 178.30 hours (Tnomas .!! 
al., 1974). Such temporal d11'terences ot l$rwl develop-
-
ment have also 'oeen noted'tor ! : laffinis 18 Muthu !!. 
ale (1978) and Thomas et al., (1974) as they record 239 
_I -- . 
hours and 170.30 hours to reach mysis I respectively. 
Disparity in developmental duration among the 
o'oservations by ditterent authors may be largely attri-
'outed to temperature variations on space an4 time, when 
the experiments were conducted, since a difterence of 
2.5-C in temperature has 'oeen reported to have caused 
a disparity ot 102 days in developmental duration trom 
12 mm to 15 mm size·in Penaeus azetecus (Zein-Eldin 
and Grattith, 1965). 
Repeated spawning without remating is also not1clld 
in other penae:1cls. Beard and Wickens (1960) have 
recorded 1-6 (mostlY' 3-4) spawnings within one inter-
moult period in t. monodon.· Joshi and Nage.bhUShanam 
(1962) have also observed: in the Indian spec1.es. Para-
penaeopa.t.s stylltera 2-3 spawnings successively laat1.ns 
over a month without turther 'mating. Hence, the sP.~ 
depoSited I.n a single mating are alive tor such a long 
period and are released in batches at eaen spawning • 
. '
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Growth is a gradual increase with time in si~e. 
" " 
mass or some kind or a living unit and rate or it i8 
uaually characteristic or the animal's age. Though 
the pattern or growth is inher~ted " rrom the parents, 
it j,Jsue:l:ly'-t:ollOws the general pattern that the specilic 
growth rate 1$ slow at the earliest stages, rast at 
the intermediate stages and slow again at the lateet 
Itages or the animal's lite. But tl. 40b8~~ appeai's 
to be a minor exception. This species is 8IIph,ibiot"ic, 
having post-larval through adolescent Ute at estuaries 
and adult and larval Ure at Sea and it changes its 
habitats at appropriate times under normal circumst~ce8. 
This complex lite-cycle makes it very Wllikely t'-t the 
growth-rates ot all" lite stages in two bio-fystems 
coul(i be combined into a single growth-curve. Growth 
or poat-larvae and juveniles in estuary continues in 
adults at S8a. Any late emigration could. tbua atrect 
the otherwise normal growth-curve. It is evi4ent in 
L ~ 
the laboratory experiments that the slow-rast-al.ew " 
growth-pattern or posT.-larvae through juveni.le beaci. 
on ror an asymptotic size as they are cont~lUleO reeiing 
in estuarine conditions • 
• 
. 1 
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EStimates ot Bertaianfry Growth ~quation reveal 
that the juvenile could reach a maximUII leOfth of 
70.12 mm in 9.5 monthS with the steepest increase in 
size ot 22.6 mm durinc t~,e secprq lI\onth of ute I,mlSer 
estuarine conditions. Age at size of .1uven;1.1ea in the 
present laboratory studies agree closely to o~her e~ti- ­
mates -from wild populations. The size ot 64.7 l1li in 
6 months in this studies is thus more comparable to' 
, . 
67.0 rom calculated by Banerji and George (1967) and 
56.1 mm for male and 72.6 mm for temale by Kurup ancl 
Rao (1974). Menon (1955) states that a vast mJjority 
ot the estuarine populatiOns ot this species do not 
grow beyond , 60-65 II1II size and migrate to ... around. 
this length and it is substantiated by Baner.1i and 
George (1967), from large abundance ot those size-ranges 
in marine catches. But, specimens measuring 20-30 am 
, 
more than such emigration si~e-range have ~een wi~ely 
'recorded in natural estuarine populations; 'eo _ trom 
backwaters of callcut (Menon, 1951) and 75 II1II in cnilka 
Lake (Kemp, as mentioned by Menon, '1951); 66-90 mm :,:~' 
(Menon and Raman, 1961) and 66-70 mm (Geor,., 1975) 'in 
Cochin backwaters; 88 mm in Manakkudy estuary (SUSeelan, 
1975) and 84 mm among thoSe population entrapped tor 
. ' 
a prolonged period in Cove long backwater under the 
, I 
• 
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present study. However, these maximum sues are tar 
abOrter compared 'to asymptotes estimated tor adultll ' 
at .. a: 117 DIll (aanerji and George, 1907) and 1Z7 DID 
tor males and 145 DIll tor females (Kurup and Rao, 1974). 
Hence, it is reasonable to conclude that the juvenilell 
have a size ceiling it it were to remain in .. tuarine 
conditiona and turther growth proceeds only at .... 
One ot the reasons for specimens occurring upto the 
, 
ceil.inJ siz .. in nureery waters may be over .... tay, as, 
stated by Garcia and Le Reste (1981) lunder.some parti-
cular hydrolog,-cal conditions the shrimp' can stay in 
the estuary until an abnormally advanced ale I. straild~ng 
in remote spaces, ot extensively larger backwater, and. 
impoundments in seasonal estuaries, the bar-lllO\Jth ot 
which closes tor certain periods, cou14 toree over .... tay 
in DUrse~ water •• 
. Size-ceiling ot young prawns ot this species in 
" " 
estuarine phase is turther evident trom the steep . "~ 
decrease in growth-rates as the animals grow older. ' 
The post-larvae reach 56.06 mID in the first 4 months. 
but they take another 5.5 months to grow turther abo.ut 
14 !DID to attain the aSYllp~ote. Menon', (1951) alao cal-
• 
culated this species ,row~ng in the laboratory trom 
3.5 !DID to 44.0 DIll in sO days (0.506 DIll/day); but to , 
, I 
• 
, , 
," 
1.51 
increase by 5 mm trom 60 lDID to 65 DIm it needs 40 .ore 
days (0.125 IIID/day) and one or the reasons, thJt he 
. 
suggests, ' is thJt the inadequacy or space in the aqua-
rium tank could impede growth as ,the animal grows in 
size, though he agrees to Pearlson thJt la limitatit)n 
in maxlllum growth occ~ed quit.. independently ot the 
period or continement or the amount ot tood cODSumeO I. 
Growth-rates and longevity or estuarine phase ot 
penseids are primarily concerned to plan the tenure ot 
crops tor optimum yields in culture operations. The 
normal emigration size ot M. dobson! has been mentioned 
- " 
at 60-65 1IIlD by Menon (1~5) and Banerji and George 
(1967) ano thiS Size-range is estimated in the present 
studies to be attained in 5-6 IIIOnthB, 1nclu81ve ot 
larval' stages extending over a month at sea in natu~e. 
But. this juvenile lire span is reported widely varying 
, " 
tor wild populations: 5-6 months {~air and Ku~ty, 19'ao) , 
, 
6-7 months (Kunju, 1977) and 9-10 months (Menon, 1955; 
George, 1959). Theae variations may have been largely 
influenced by the rate of growth and the size at tliUg-
ration considere<i by the authors. The mean Irowtb-rate 
haa been calculated thus tor natural populatioAS at 
• 
6.7 mm/month (Menon, 1951), 11.2 mm/month (George,1909,) 
and 5-15 mm/month (PauUnose et al •• 19&1). The siu 
--
.' 
. , 
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" '. 
, " , , 
at emigration in nature could also vary, .ince 'young 
, , 
shrimps are introQuced into the bay tunary as a 
tunction ot tne time ot year' (Grant and oriffin,1979) • 
• Besides, growth in labora.tory rearing is slower than 
. J. 
in nature, as George (1969) has noted a p'Qwth-rate ot 
this s~ecie. at 11.16 mm/month in culture fields, as 
• 
against 9.75 mm/month in experimental an1lllals. Hence"t 
considering all these findings, it may be generalized 
that the juvenile life of ~. dobsoni lasts 4-5 mont~ 
exclusive of tne larval life of about a month at .... 
Similarly. Hudinaga (1942) has obtained the narvestable 
size or 8:>-100 mm or Penaeus jlaf!n1cus in 5 IIOnt~ ~f 
rear1n,. B .. rd!! !!" (1977) have found t~~ [. aerlw.-
ensu breeds in the laboratory in 6 montha ot age and. 
AQUACCP (1983) e~er1ments on P. vanname1 anow that" tne 
---
species requires 6-8 months of growth in POM8 to become 
breeders. 
-
The process ot 'moult1ng, which effects growth 1n 
crustacea, bas been descr1bed by Passano (1960) and , the 
dynam1cS of it analysed by Mauchline (1977). The act 
ot moulting has been reported 1ri t. eSculentua (liassen-
berg and Hill, 1984), Palaemonetes var1ana (Jetteriea, 
- -
19(4), the apiny lobSter, Jasus lalande (Fielder,1964) 
-- -
\ 
and Pall.ll1rus argus (Travis,1954; L1pc1us and Hrmnk1rd,1982) • 
. '
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Nocturnal habits Df moulting, as noted in this 
study in juveniles ot !. dobsoni, have been widely 
reported in crustaceans: Metapena~ sp. (Dtll. 19~5), 
Penapus durorarum (B14hoP. and Kernnk1nd. 1976). t.~ 
. ' . 
don (&1 Hag. 1984) •. P. , esculantus (Wassenberg and. Hill. 
- --,:"0 \ • • 
1984) and the spiny lobster. panulll'U4 are (Trav1-a. 
1954;Lipcius and Kerrnklnd, 1982). Kowever. 81ahop 
and Kerrnkind (1976) have found moulting being re$ttiictec1 
between 12 and 24 hrs, if P. d uorarum is exposed to' 
00:24 LD regimes. Jetteries (1964) has notec1 moulting 
in larvae ot palaemone~ sp. taking place at day ancS 
n1Itlt, where •• Huouscman (1963) reportec1 the moulting 
. . 
of adults at night in the same species. Fielder (190~) 
has observed in the lobster JB~ lalandei that aoulting 
·1 
takes place late at night or during the early hour's ~ 
morning. Hence, moulting at night appears to be a 
general phenomenon in crustacea and an oDvious advantag. 
ot nocturnal habits ot moulting could be the better 
escaping chances from the predators under darkness tor 
those Ereshly moult animals, which are then more vulner-
able tor predation. 
Growth in ~. dobsoni is found primarily to b. the 
. . 
product of moulting frequency of inter-moult periQd and 
size increase at moult, which is usually ~pressed...ts 
, .. : 
~ .\ 
growth-factor, the percentage size incr ... e ~pon pre-
moult length. The linear relationsh.1p of these two ' 
factors, moulting-rrequency and growth-factor. against 
body length agree. to ·the general law or mqulting in 
crustacea as described by ;Mauchl1ne (1977) thet 1) lo~ 
. inter-moult period (day) on a measurement of body length 
or on successive moult numbers. and 2) log .rowth-t~Qtor 
(~) Qn a measurement of body length or on succesaive 
moult numbers. " 
Mauchline (1980) quotes Mechintosh having calc~lated 
similar logrithlllic linear relationship for 1I0ulting-
frequency alainat length in Euphaus~ sp. ' 4nd the c~ 
efficient (b) is quite the same at 0.009 aa estimate4 ,I 
here for the juveniles of M. ~2!!!. though the other 
constant (a) slightly varies between them. The inter-
moult periods worked-out tor the pOst-lar.,.. of this 
species 'are also more closely comparable to other records. 
It is. thus. estimated that the post-lArvae with the 
mean-size of 15 mm have thE! inter-moult per1Qd ot 3.5 days 
in~. dobson! 1n this study compared to 2-3 days tor. 
early post-larvae and 3-4 days as they sUghtly grow 1n 
~. monoceros. and Parapenaeopsis styUfera (Rao. 1973); 
, 
4-5- daya in the early po"t-larvae of pala~onetes &Ii; 
(Jerferies. 1964); mean of 2.3-2,.5 days. but not e~eding 
• 
5 days -in the post-larvae or palaemonetes 91Q (HUbscn.. 
man, 1903) and 2.1-3.6 days 1n larvae ot t. vulgaris 
, ;. 
( Broad, 1957). 
Similar logrithmic linear relationship oetween 
moult-interval against age has oeen used in the crab, 
Oissodactylus primitivus, by Pohle and TeUord (1982) 
and they have so estimated b.6 days ot inter-moult days 
tor instar 7, increasing to 49.6 days tor instar 27. 
, I 
However, Motah (1981) has used the regression ot inter-
moult period against the cubes or length in y~ung and 
adults or P. monodon. In any case. the inter-moult 
periods ot adults 1n crustaceans are tar w1der than tnat 
of post-larvae and juveniles. Thus. the moult-interval 
of adults has been estimated at 2-4 weeKS ,in Meta£enaeus 
sp. (oall. 1965) and at 27 days in PenaeuB mergue1nsi' 
i 
(crocos and Kerr. 1983). Still extremely. F1elder 
(1964) has observed that the spiny lobster, Jasus lal.4lnd11, 
DIOults in captivity at the DlXimum interval or 281 days 
and Flint (1975) has noted that the cr~Ci.Sh pacira4cl,ls 
. ~ ~ 
sp. greater than 30 mm CL does not moult more than once 
in a year. Further, Farmer (1975) .nas reported that the 
lobSter. Nephrops ~rveg1cus. may sometimes l1ve-ror 
upt'o 3 years without moulting. Periodicity ot moulting 
at adult stages in crustaceans is not progressively 
changing as smoothly as 1n juveniles. Since the repr,oduc-
, 
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tive cycle, during which the animal does not moult, 
inteavenes at times. Jefferies (1904) na. thUS poin~ed 
out that adults of Palaemonetes sp. moult in 3 annu/ill 
spella (seasons), the num?er ~f mpulta Qe~ng, however, 
I 
, 
reduced during auccessi.ve seasons. Hence, it ia sater 
that the law of linear relationships of moult-inter~l 
against length be restricted within adolescent stages 
and be used as a measure of growth efr1c1,ncy a10ns w1th 
other parameters tor a system analysis. 
Growth in crustacea does not necess~1ly aCQompeny 
moulting (traviS, 1954; Fielder, 1964), hence size ;' ,: 
lnoreas. at moult has to be essentially Qonsldered al?ng 
with moulting frequency. Growth-factor, which is an 
expression of moult-lncrease in percental' upon pre-
moult slze, has widely been ll!ported. to b, reducing with 
body length in crustacea. Mauchline (19to) ~ used 
8~lar logrithm1c relationship for E2haua11d ap., ~s 
.1 
in the present one, and calculated the coefticient (b) 
at 0.0109, which is closer to 0.0173 tor !1. dop!oni 
estimated here. Also, the values of growth-factor, 
which have been computed at· 20.1 % at 10 !lID negatively 
reduclng to 4.5~ at 50 am are comparable to other 
reports: 3.87-51.31~ 1n M. dobsoni, 4.47-76.96" 1n 
- ' 
parspanseopsls stylltera and 4.25-25.27" in!. monocerOB 
. ' 
J 
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(Rao. 1913); Q-14" in early 1nstars or the crab. 
D1ssodactylus pr1m1tius (Pohle and Teltord. 1ge~), 6.1-
21.2" for first post-larva to adult measuring 50 mm C~ 
in Nephrop! norvegicus (Farmer. 1975) and 2.5-8.9" for \ 
the animals measuring 4O-li9 lIIIII to al-e9 _ in the 
spinY lobster. panuUrus argus (Travis. 1954). In all • 
. 
it is clear that the growth-factor varies with siZe ot 
the crustacean. The gradual decrease ot lI'QWtb.-tactor 
as the individual grows in length reveals the tact that 
. : ;: 
the juveniles ot ~. dobsoni maintains similar Size . 
increase at successive moults and the same' has been 
interred 'cy Fielder (1964) in JasuS lalanc1U and Travis 
(1954) in ~l1rus ,argus. 
Reay (1979) comments that the indivi4U4l1 siu c1it-
ferences occur even among the siblings 8nq th1s can be 
a problem in aquaculture. because in many .peeies Size .1 
heirarcbies develop, resulting in inter-size competi-
tions, which can lead to casuallties, includinc cafUl.bo-
11sm, but he is not certain whether the ca~e of this 
early growth advantage is genetic or enviroraent.l. 
Hence. the size heirarchf seen among the sibl1ncs ot 
M. dobsoni here agrees to his general observations. 
- . 
While a few animals. 'fast' group, here reach 10.0 IDID 
size. another 'slow' group grows to 6.5 mm 8ize. at the 
..... 
. :,' " , . 
.. ~ 
1.56 
end of' one month and the l'espective grou~ requires 
4.0 and 6.5 months to attain about 62 mm, the usual 
size of emigration in nature and also c~n be the opti-
mum size of narvesting in cult~re Qperat1Qn8. It m~y 
be mentioned here that a d11'terenee of ~.5 months in 
harveat time ot a crop 1s of' a great eonc .. n to c~ltlJ­
rists, considering the possibility ot genetic men1pu-
lations and pure culture of the 'fast' grQUp to reduCe 
the operational cost and increase the number ot cro~. 
Zein-Eldin (1963) has also observed in Penaf!s ap. that 
h¢ , 
the growtB-rate ot post-larvae varies co~1derably 
amone individuals within tile same aQ.uar14 and he has 
measured that the animals ranging between 6.5-1Q.0 1111\ 
size increase after 29 days to 17.0-36.5 mill . size. ' 
indicating that.:.:the ~mallest has increased by 10.5· ~ 
·1 
size compared to the largest by 26.5 mm .1Z8 during the 
same period. The occurrence of' immature apecillens whiCh 
are evident ot newly entered in marine catches, measure 
between ~ mm and .El6 mm size, the latter oeing 4UO 
supported by their records in the brackishwater catches 
(Menon and Raman, 1961; Suseelan, 1<P5). &leh wide 
variations of size presuming all belong to same age. while 
entering the sea,may also be indicating tile e~stence of 
• 
size heirarcqy or size variations among the wIld popu~ 
tions of' this species. 
..... 
• ' ,. t , 
l" 
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Travis (1954) and Fielder (1964) inter that i~ 
normal pattern ot: cr~staccan growth. the inter-mo~lt 
period is si~e-specific, but the size increase ~t moult 
under similar conditions does not much vary against 
size of the animal. Thls is being partially contr$dicted. 
it the 'taste and 'slow' groups of the present obse~, 
tions in M. dobsoni were to oe compared. The 't~st' 
-
group has relatively sh.)rter moult-interval complJr~:' to 
'slow' group at a given length, b~t both groups 40 not 
show significant difference in size increase at the 
moult then. Rearing conditions being identic,l to Qoth 
groups, factors of endogenous origin may be. thu8, ' coos i-
del'Ad to be the causeS of dHferential growth among 
them. One ot: such factors, \ .. hlch have intluenced ",pid. 
'I 
growth in 'fast' group, may be related to larger amounts 
of yolk contents in those eggs. In that caSe. initial 
advantage of growth at early larval phase or those pro-
geny is possible, as Primavera (1960) has pointed out 
that 5 types of eggs on the baSis of yolk contents are 
discharged by a penaeid, Penae~ monodon. each type ' 
having ditferent influence on hatChing and I'lealth CQndi-
tions of the larvae. possibility of variations 1.n yolk 
contents among eggs may De supported by the evidence or 
resorption and rematuration of undischarged oocytes as 
.... i"'; 
,." 
.' 
..... 
'\60 
reported by K.1ng(1948) and Joshi and Nqabtwahanam . 
(1982). It looKs qUit"e reasonable that the yolk mate-
r1ala in the eggs could tavour good health ot those 
non-feeding naupliar stages and even mey be possible 
tracingly through the entire larval pha... But it is 
unlikely that th1.s initial advantage ot growth is being 
carried oVer through the entire post-larval anl1 juv"enile 
phases and the size at age differs throughout between 
individuals considerably. lienee, it could be logical to 
infer that such size disparity between "" the 'voupa' "or 
aize heirarctty among the Siblings attributes to ,enetic 
origine or inheritance. 
Inheritence of growth.-rate among the larvae baa, bee 
also noted by Iiartnoll and Dalley (1981) in palaemoQ 
< 
elegana, in which the individual larvae grow at cl1fterent 
pace and are checked at particular inatarai that too " 
upto certain instar, beyond which the indiv1duals sr.ow 
at their own pace, irrespective ot other external factors. 
. ~. ,~' 
Similarly, ditterent indiVidual growth-rate, among the 
larvae ot ~obrach1UD1 rosenbergii bas been noted by 
Nathan (19b1) and an isochronal development upto instar 5 
and 10 .. or it beyond that has been observecl in Balanu. 
" ( 
1mpr3.v3.u. by Lang and IIlarey ~ 19f12). '1'emporal diUerenoe 
ot larval growth in cruatac .. due to rea.ona other than 
,I 
• • 
- , 
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of exogenous factors is still more clear from Childress 
and price (1978) who have noted that in the larval :,, ' 
development of the mysid, Gnathophausia iggius, the'13 
ins tar is covered in 166 days by the earliest compared 
to 25~ days by the oldest. Such wide diSparity in 
developmental time might not have been simply attributed 
only to extrinsic factors. It is likely that the 41&-
parity wou14 continue resulting in size-be1rarcby. , 
,I 
,. 
Difference in growth pattern between the 'fast' and 
'slow' groups, indicating thus the inheritence or growth, 
is further emphaSized by their moult-history. Tbe regre~ 
aion analysis reveals that inter-moult periods vary signi-
. .. 
ficantly, but not the size increase at moult, between 
the groups. The moult-interval for a post-larva me,suring 
15 mm size is estimated at 2.7b days for 'fast' gro~p, 
as against 4.02 days for 'slow' group and the advan~ge 
or more than one day in each inter-moult duration is kept 
up till 25 mm by the 'fast' group. BeSides, the ~heat 
',' " daily growth-rate is estimated at o. ~3 mm/day for 'tast' , 
group and 0.70 mm/day tor 'slow' group and they are 
attained respectively at 28.5 mm and 22.5 mm size, indi-
cating better growtb-rate till longer Size-range,. is .ma1.n-
tained by 'fast' group compared to 'slow' group. In all 
characteristics ot growth thus both groups are distinct. 
supporting the view that growth among siblings are 
inherited. 
One of the possibilities of genetic variations 
among the Siblings is the mixed-up fertilintions by 
sperms of different males. The possibility is the 
multiple mating within the saule-inter-lIIQ\Jlt period or 
retention of some sperms deposited earlier even after 
moulting to be mixed up with fresh stock Of sperms on 
next mating. Multiple mating and mixing up Qf sp~rm. 
have been noted in insects (counterpart of crustac~ . on 
land) by Parker (1970), who comments 'though aome loss 
ot receptivity for a time after insemination appears to 
be the rule in insects, further mating of the .ame 
female and mixing up of sperms have been fO\.lnd in innlr 
merable species I. There is no reason to ,eject lI\Jltlple 
mating happening on a few cases similarly in penfl.id.~. 
Relevantly,Racek (1972) views that several me.les are 
usually involved in fertilization of eggs ot one rem$le 
in ~!penaeu! sp. It may also be per~inent here to 
mention that although the sp,ermatophore i8 \1$ually present 
as one block attached. to the thelycum of the female, it 
is noted sometimes as more than one mass, \Jnconnecte4 to 
eacn other, in a few females. Those blocks or sperms " 
having been depOSited by more than one male m.y not be 
ruled out. Sperms being potent enough to fertili~e 
2-3 spawnings lasting over a month naa been observed 
by Joshi and Nagabhushanam (1982) and even more times 
are reported by Beard and Wickens (19fO) in penaei<1s. 
Henc~the chance that residues of sperms of previous 
mating to mix up with next batch of sperma <1eposit~, 
on mating by another male is potentially poesiQle. 
But, '. some authors 11ke, Hudinaga (1942), Primavera 
(1979) and Crocos and Kerr (1983) observe that the' 
spermatophore deposited on tnelycum ia lost on moult~nJ' 
which is the prerequisit of next mating. 
Another possibility is the accident~l crQ8SinS o~er 
of sperms between pairs of mating in a $Warm, in wnicb 
svnchroni~ation of copulation is common, aa note4 in tne 
sample that as many as 90% females are sOIletimes 1mp.h~,­
nated. This is further possible because the ~ttacnment 
of sperms to thelycum is only external by a simple 
adhesive process. Also, the sperms in the ClpermatophQre ' 
are released at the time of spawning to etteet tertilize-
tion of the discharged eggs and hence some ot 'the millions 
ot free moving sperms may tind their ways to mix up ,with 
, I 
• the sperms ot another pair during the procels ot matins 
and deposition of spermatophore. Hence, it is likely 
that the sperms ot ditferent males may influence ditterent 
.. ' 
/ 
~--...,----~.~ ,- . -
growth characteristics. Genetic alter'$tioma in a tew 
gametes of the same father or Dlother prawn ~y also be 
another possibility tor such differences in growth. 
It can be agreed with Weatherly (197~). , who nae . 
stated that the studies on ~o .... th in penaeids cannot. 
neglect hormones; because they affect vowth; its extent, 
duration and intensity. Unilateral eyestalk~blation 
enhances the overall gro .... th-rate of the post larvae ot 
M. dobsoni tor ~ertain periods and returns to normalCY' 
- --
There is a general agreement that the neuro-secretory 
complex present in the eyestalk is the controllllli 
centre ot srowth in decapods and the specitic actiOn i. 
through inhibition ot moulting until appropriate t1a~ 
interval in regular course of life (Abr8DlOwit~ and :) 
Abramo .... it~, 1940; Smith, 194Q passano, 1960; Hubesc~n, 
1963; call, 1965; Costlow, 1966; Kleinho~, 1967; 
Nagabhushanam and Rao, 1967; Ponnuchamy et al., 19bO; 
--~reeman et !!., 1983; Radhakrishnan a.nd Vijayakumaranr 
1984). Invariably they have interred trom the tact t~t 
the inhibitory action is lost in eyesta~blated an1mals 
80 as increasing the moulting-rate and -thereby the gro~n­
rate increaSes during. the post-ablation periods • 
• 
I 
.-.------:~ 
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Growth-rate is the product of inter-~oult period 
(lp) and dze .increase at moult. expresse4 ItS grorth-
factor (OF). Both these factors are not dllli.larly 
altered by ablation of eyestalk,' Both If and OF <1e~rease 
sharply at ablation-moult, indicating po$$ibly the pre--
mature moulting and however. the latter fectqr resu.ea 
to near normalcy from the subsequent mQult onwards,' 
while the moult-frequency is noted to be returning to 
normalcy only gradually through several mQ~lta. Totel 
non-feeding on the day of ablation by the an1mel it,selt 
and the possible loss ot blood on ablation have to ,be 
also considered for the steep fall in growth-rate at 
ablstion-moult. Dall (1965) has noted inducecS .oul~tnc 
by eyestalk-ablation in I~etapena!!!! sp. and o~erve~ 
that the extrinsic factors and the rutritional "ta1;e are 
to be optimal for better response. Smith' (19(jQ) hM 
recorded in the crayfish. Cambarus cfark11, as in the 
present studies, that the removal of ' both eyestel.ka are 
always fatal and the average moulting-rate in animals 
with single eyestalk is almost half that ot normal '1 
animals. But, Ponnuchamy ~ !.!. (1960) have succee~hl(i 
in bilateral eyestalk-ablation in the palaemon specie •• 
Macrobrachium lanchesteri, and estimated the growth 
. -- -.~ : 
increase being little over double that of unilateral 
7 
. . 
. '. 
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ablated animals. 
frequency gradually after few moults after one eye~ : . 
stalk-ablatlon in ~. dobsoni points out that the 
inhibitory action is slowly built up by the compensat~ 
secretions of the hormones from the rema1ni~ neuro-
secretory complex. Decrease in inter-moult p,ri04s" 
without corresponding decrease in size increase during 
post-ablation moults may also indicate extra enersy 'th$n 
in normal are being available for body uuild up. r'reeman 
~'!l' (196~) state this that eyestalk restricts water 
uptake at ecdysis and expansion of cuticle. Hence. , a 
loose restriction in uptake of water and expansion of 
cllt1cle may have also lead to full increafSe , at moult,' 
in ablated animals, though moult-interval if$ ahorteoed. 
starvation seems to have quick effects on growth 
of juveniles in ~. dobso~. Deprival Of foo4 during 
inter-moult periods delflYs moulting and drasticallY "cuts 
the size increase at mO.ulting. This result cQntirms 
the observation of Dall (1965) that lack of foo4 aQveruly 
affects moult-rate in Metapenaeu! sp. and reserve ene~ 
is very limited and rapidly depleted by starvation. ' 
Broad (1957) has made it further clear that the mou:l~­
frequency of palae~ pugio and ~. vulgaris depends,upqn 
the availability of food quantity. Teshima and Kanaz8wa 
. 
. 
• 
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(1963) have observed poorer growth-rates in larv~e or 
Pen.e~ ~_ni~ when red once a day cOlllpareQ to twice 
reeding daily and Bordner and Conklin (1961) have noted 
that daily reeding is required to sustain maximum gr.owth 
in juvenile lobsters, meaning that failure to reed daily 
would result in poorer growth. Extended moult-interv~la 
and retarded growth owing to starvation have also been 
noted by Nagabhushanam and Rao (1907) in the ~rap, ' 
QcyE,Oda ~~!!! and by lkada and Dixon (19a2) in tne 
ephausiid, Ephausia ~~r~. 
Even on complete starvation since a moult the 
juvenile moults again, though delayed and the lJize 
increase is nominal. Travis (1954) has noted it e~rlier 
in lobster, panul.!!:!:!! argus, that growth 40(111 not nece-
ssarily occur with moulting and these cases are vi~u­
ally recorded with poor' living conditions. PonnuQhamy 
!! al. (1983) have viewed in the Similar cQntext that 
moulting is a metabolic necessity for the p~wns. 
Macrobrachium lanchestri and Caridina weber1, and occurs 
even at the expense or organic reserves or the atarj,ing 
~ .. ~ 
prawns. 
Long-term starvation obviously leads to stunted 
• 
growth in the juveniles or ~. dobsoni and rehabilitation 
·1 
is also possible with resumed feeding. Hqw~ver, reco-
very is not effective enough to compensat~ the size 
that might have otherwise increased at the IJtunted .' 
periods. That is, during the reha ilitat1Qn periods 
the growth-rates become age-specific comp~~ to the 
normal animals. Though the stunted animalS ,.re relatively 
very smaller. their growth-rates on rereading are more 
comparable to slight ly advanced age and the Size-IJPeci-
ficity in growth-rate is lost. Hence, the atunted 
animals remain shorter, at least, througho~t j~venile 
lire compared to normal individuals, though rehabiUtated 
with normal conditions. Weatnerly (1972) has relevantly 
atated that under carefully controlled ~xper1mental. • 
conditions animals can Oe made to remain atunted tor a 
long period by no other means than Severe Qiet$rf restric-
tions and when fed fully these artificially deprived 
animals can grow to tull-si2:e normal adulttlopd. Kurata 
and Shigueno (1979) have pointed out that accumulations 
of pollutants at the media of the culture ponda lead to 
, . 
serious retardation of growth in E. ~~. COl~ 
and Waugh (195&) have hignl1ghted the stunted growth 
in large populations of oysters in naturaf beds or 
. British waters and they have suggested among other 
• 
reasons that a low level of nutritions during early Ufe 
,I 
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may lead to permanent stunting. To be mQre vr ecisely, 
they state 'bad start cannot be recovered later and 
leaves after effects, which will remain througho~t the 
animal's life. This appears to be in agreement wit~ 
the present results in M. dobsoni, in which early 
retardation of growth on prolonged starvationa is not 
compensated at least until late juvenile stage. 
st~nted growth seems to be indirectly evident 
from a few dwarf specimens with adult characteristics 
of either sex, measuring below 50 mm size, while vast 
majority over 60 mm lengthS, occurring among the marine 
populations. A small jerk of growth noted 10 the ,~ted 
animals during a ret days on feeding after prolp~ed 
starvation may be associated with a possible synchroni-
zation of moultings, which might have been hitherto 
arrested at premoult state. Even in normal moult cycle, 
premoult state is reported to be occupying maJor per.~ods 
'. 
in Metapenaeus sp. (naIl, 1995), indicating any acc~lera­
tion or inhibition of moulting being likely happened ' 
at this state. 
The dominant influence, that varying salinity 
conditions have on estuarine biota, is well documente4 
• 
(Kinne, 1971). There are opposing views, 'suostantiati~ 
and negating, that low salinity is a requirement for the 
-
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growth of post-iarval penaeids. In the present studies 
on the post-larvae of ~. dobsoni, within .. wide range 
ot moderate salinities the growth rates do not vary 
significantly and the optimum conditions appear to be 
about 50-70% (18-24%v salinity) sea water, though growth 
is recorded in all salinities ranging from 5~ to 3396 •• 
Lower salinities below 10%. is more unsuitable for growth 
compared to the other extreme, 33%. sal1n1ty. Hence, 
moderate to higher salinities promote better growth 
than lower salinities on tne post-larvae meeauring qver 
22.0 mm size. It can be assumed that animalJ are co~ 
fined to ideal conditions in their habitats. unless 
interrupted by any barriers, and growth there cfln be • 
expected to be better. Paullnose et ale (19e1) have 
--
thus recorded abundance of post-larvae of M. 4obaon1 1n 
-
higher salinities upto 25%.in natural gro\Ulds. Nai~' 
and Kutty (1975) have, however, observed that the young 
post-larvae of this species grow better in low:er aaU-
nities, whereas larger post-larvae juveniles prefer 
higher salinities. 
Gunter (1961) comments on the preference Qf penaei4s 
to wide range of salinities that 'salinity in broad· 
raftges is inconsequential to young prawns, as they are 
not killed or percluded by high salinity as it it were 
'I 
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poison'. spaagaren (19&0) does not find any phvsiolo-
gical necessity for the young anin.als of Cranao!! crangon 
to live in lower salinities, as he inferred trom the 
tact that many of such individuals are found remaining 
1n open sea. Zein-Eldin and Aldrich (1965) have not 
observed any significant variations ot influence on ' 
growth of young Penaeus ~~ by salini1;ies except 
the extreme values and the maximum is, however, 1ndicat~ 
with slight difference at 25%. salinity. Zein-E14in 
(1963) alSo endorses the same that under controlled ,' 
temperature, salinity does not have signitic'nt influence 
on the growth of post-larvae of P. aztecuIJ a~ Dall 
. ' --
(1965) has not noted any significant variation in growtb-
rat.s ot young Metapen!!~ sp. reared in aal1n1tiea ' . 
ranging between 10%, and 35%.. Hence, III9lJt ot thes~' 
early studies support the present results that salinity 
variation ££!: ~. not lower than 10%., doelil not pose 
signiticant problems on the growth of young M. dobsoni • 
. -
Salinity range of 11>-25%. is, hcwever" tound optim$l 
and outside this range higher salinities are relatively 
. , 
more preferable compared to lower salinities. 
.1 
Temperature is found a sensitive factor, which 
influences growth, higher the temperature resulting in 
better growth within the limits of 20-32·C. Responae to 
'. 
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temperature is also quicK, as the juvenile of 20 mOl 
size usually dies U exposed in temperature le~s than 
10·C for more than 10 minutes. Even the Variation of 
2-3·C in daily average temperature within the optimum 
range has influenced 10% growth dUterence among the 
post-larvae reared from 25 mm to 45 DIm size. Similarly, 
Zein-Eldin and Graffith (1965) have obs.erve<1 that the 
post-larvae of Penaeus aztecus require to develop f~om 
12 DIm to 15 mm size 260 days at 15·C, which is grad~lly 
decreased to 108 days at 17.5·C and 30 days .t 2O·C. 
But, the dUference in developmental dl,lration in t_pe-
rature over 20·C is insignificantly smaller and the . 
growth in lower temperature at 15"C, unlike in H. d~'gaOni 
- , 
may be attributed to acclimatization of P. aztecua in 
-
temperate conditions or be inherent. Hess (1941) 'has 
also observed that a rise of average ~peratl.ll'e by ~l)Out 
3.5·C leads to 22.1% decrease in moult-intervel, increas-
ing thereby the growth-rate in Crangon araiillatus. 
-
Temperatures prevailing in tropical estuaries,' .1 
barring one or t· .... o summer months, appear to be normally 
suitable for the optimum growth of most ~rustaoeans, 
which are cultured in marine farming. Lein-E141n and 
AlSrich (1965) have noted the maximum growth of young 
. 
, . 
113 
P. aztecus at 3O-32.5"C and no growth at 10·C and hence, 
-
the thermal limitations are only sligntly dU'terent . 
between the tropical and temperate species as tor growth. 
The thermal tolerance appears to influence the geog~a­
phical limits of distributions of the penae1<1s. Tl'lQugh 
the populations of ~. dobson! are very thick in southern 
region and subjected to heavy pressure ot dispersement$, 
the distribution ot this species is restricted to SOuth 
ot Bombay on the .west coast and Puri on the east coast 
ot India. The lower temperature limits in the northern 
latitudes may be thus the barrier of d1stritlutiona. The 
thin fishery during the most wet and hot periQds may, . 
alSo be attributed to the temperature etteQts. The same 
temperature ranges bave been reported suitable tor growth 
alSo in other crustaceans, as Travis (1954) haS not~ in 
f!~!:!:!! argus that no moulting occurs in t ,e,perature 
below 18·C and the maximum rates are reconJed at 28-3Q·C 
ranges. Hence, temperature in this region may not pose 
any problems except in mid-summer, when the temperature 
would normally rise over 34·C. 
substrate influence on growth in ~. dObson! i8 . 
obvious and the advantage of growth (14%) influenced by 
• 
substrate may De attributed to the burying habits against 
daylight. Being quite beneath the soil at day tilDe _y 
-I . 
• 
• 
, ' . 
. .. ~
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preserve considerable energy, which mav be used in 
constructions of body tissues. Dall (1965) h~S laso 
indirectly reported that inhibition ot moulting occurs'l 
on exposure to constant light in Metapenaeus s~. ~nd , 
Bishop and Herrnkind (1976) have noticed 'igniticant 
retardation of growth in t. ~orarurn lett to cOn$tant 
light. substrate preference in nature is commQn in 
penaeids, as soft muddy substratum is preterred by most 
young penaeids (Rajyalakshimi, 1973; Garcia end ~e Rest~ • 
1981). Such preferred substrata could enable cetter 
growth among these young penaeids. besides sheltering 
trom the predators and adverse conditions. Hence. the 
suitacle substratum in adequate depths is one ot t~ 
;" '.' 
major prerequisites in prawn culture tor o~timum yl~lds. 
It 1s generally agreed that most prawns bury beneath 
the substrate and emerge to be active at night (Fuss and 
Ogren. 1966; Hughes. 1968; Kutty and Murugapoopethy. 1966; 
Bis hop and Herrnkind, 1976; Aziz and Greenwo04. 1962; 
wassenberg and Hill, 1984). This Seems the underlying 
• 
fact that the prawn fishing is carried out around dawn 
before the animals are settling down from the noctw:nal 
activeness. Timings of transits, coinciding sunset and 
su~rise, have also been reported to be inherent (Fu$s 
and Ogren, 1966; Hughes, 1968; Kutty and MurUCapQopathy, 
• 
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1966). , However, certain exogenous ractore _lto have 
been noted to disrupt this day-night cycl,. 
Light intensity is one of the key tactor., whiCh 
disrupts the normal rhythm of burrowing habit' of prawns, 
as noted the total darkness in day time and h1gher illu-
minations at night reversing the then norael habit~. 
The transit timings of active-inactive phaae are _140 
not absolutely coinciding with sunset and aunriseibut 
a time lag between the transits of sun and 100~ emergence 
or the animals exists. The interval or, the time lag 
appears to be under the control of light intensity ze-
'.' .: 
valling at the habitat. Thus, all the anima1s in i .he. 
tank kept in the shadow shed emerge wittUn 4 minutes 
from sunset on a clear day, whereas, it delay. upto ' 26 
minutes in the tank at verandah. Such a time lag halJ 
been noted between 20 and 30 minutes Since aunaet tor 
P,enaeus duorarum (Hughs, 1968) and another pen&e1c1, 
-
P. semisulcatu~, has been observed to emerge at 1900 bra 
and bury at 0600 hrs at Mandapam in this same coast 
(Kutty and Murugapoopathy, 1968). Meantime it looks 
Significant that the 100~ emergence or individUlll.$ ~ccur 
around the same time (4-26 minutes after sunset) during 
both on a clear and cloudy or rainy days, though the 
light intensity varies. This seems to indicate inherent 
, -
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periodicity of burrowing habits. fersistjnce of noc-
turnal circadian activity pattern in penseids even on 
exposures to constant darkness and light tor longer 
durations than a day has been reported by .ever~l 
workers (Fuss and Ogren. 1966; call. 195e; 81snop and 
lierrnkind. 1976). call (195b) has foun4 Meta2enaeus 
; 
,I 
mastersii exhibiting a nocturnal activity pattern in 
constant darkness for at least seven days. Fuss and 
ogren (1966). have noted that !:. duorarum does not snow 
a diel periodicity under controlled dark conditlo~ 
, .;' 
but does show some pattern or activity under constant 
Ught conditions. Bishop and lierrnk1.~ (1976) have . 
observed a circadian burying rhytl'lll tor P. 4~rarum 
-
kept in continuous white Ught; out no' 8ucn rl1ytl1D tor 
the same kept in continuous darkness or UV light. 
Hence, it is suggested that this dark-ligbt qycle is 
being controlled by the hormon~s of X-organ and Sinus--
gland complex present in the eyes, which can be act~vated 
by Ught (Fuss and Ogren, "'966; Bishop and Herrrudn4, 
1976) • 
Feeding not alone disrupts the normal burrowine 
cycle, but also it can create its 'own 'reeding rhythm' 
if 'fed at regular time for a rew days (Hughs, 1968; 
Kutty and Murugapoopathy. 1968). Since variations with 
-177 1,1 
regard to burrowing response ha~also been noted r" 
'-ril-Hug~ (1966), which agrees ~. the present ob'ervations, 
that smaller animals emerge or burrow earUer and 
later respectively than larger individuals on transits 
trom one phase to another, P..e is of the opinion ttWt 
smaller animals are relatively lesser reglJlate.d ,>y 
inherent factors and thus are more sensitive to the 
external stimulii. This view is endorsed W lar,.~ 
. l',,: 
proportion ot smaller specimens being actively on 
movements during cloudy day time and emerginc earUer 
, . 
when tood is made available. It can also 08 assumed 
trom the negative response to the light and darkn .... 
by the post-larvae of less than 25 mm length that the 
circadian burying rhythm is gradually built ~p as t~ 
young prawn grows. Fuss and Ogren (1966) have sill1larly 
tound that the specimens less than 55 mm sue ot th, 
larger species, ~. duorarum, are active lnon-burried), 
instead of ourrowing like the larger animals, when they 
are exposed to oright light. This may Oe one ot the · 
reasons that after entering the estuarieS the post-
larvae concentrate in shallow areas of less than one 
meter ~h and as they grow, migrate towards the deeper 
zones, where the light intensity is gradually red.ucec1 
(Garcia and Le Reste,1961; Da11, 1956; WilUam" 1956; 
2 
.- . 
\ 
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Gunter et al., 1964). Shy of glaring day l,1Jh~ rOr'.::the 
- --
larger individuals is also indicated fro~ the taot that 
they rest quietly over the black. border ot ttle tralUl-
parent glass aquarium tank avoiding ttle transparent . 
bottom in day time and simi larly take shelter un(ier 
the thin and llght shadow of the trough with nne auo-
stratum exposed to extremely high midday aunl1gtlt a~ 
'. temperature. Wa~senberg and Hill (1964) have found 
extended period of burrowing during moulting day in 
P enael,lS esculentus. 
The estuarine distribution or prawns is also marked 
by eoneW.raele time and space variations. Concent"-tion 
of populations are reported to be aSSOCiated wittl the 
nature of substrate);). strong concentrationa suitaole 
for exploitation are found above sort sediment, wit~ a 
content of rich silt and organic matter. H\>wever • . pre-
ference of substrate combinations varies for ditte~t 
;,1 ::; 
species (Garcia and Le Reste, 19&1). Azi~ and GreeawoQO 
(1982) have found that Metapenaeus bunnettae preters 
silt and fine sand substrates among the gradient, Of 
substrate particle Sizes and they quote Ruello whQ has 
suggested that the particle size is more important than 
foOd in the substratum in determining the prawn di'tr1-
butiolUl. 
-
• 
119 
, " 
Response to burrowing habits is found disrupted 
beyond the temperature range of 18-32·C in M. dooson1 
- i 
and similar range has been noted at 14-33·,C for 
P. duorarum (Fuss and Ogren. 1966). ?ut 1n botb obser-
-
vat10ns the point of irreversible changes is noted at 
10·C. Tnese temperature ranges may guide to choQae tne. 
season suitable for tne crops in culture operations 'and 
also the management of water depths in ponds to avoid 
extreme temperatures at the substratum level$. Activitv 
of the juveniles is largely reduced below 1 e·C and even 
tney fallon sides and drifted along the currents on 
'sudden drop in temperatures lower than 15·C. Tnes'., 
taot. _y be tbe underlying behind why the POpulatio~ 
disappear en mass on rain floods which may be as cb.tll 
as the lower range and also the distributions being not 
extended to northern latitudes of India. wnere the 
minimum temperatures are normally very low. in spit.. ot 
i~: ... 
~" population pressure in the southern regions. 
salinity does not have impressive ettects, as the 
temperature haS, on burrowing habits of ttUa species. , 
Burrowing and emergence are seen even at 100~ ... water 
and fresn water, though incidence of change trom the 
normal pattern is increaSingly more beyond the rang'. ot 
• 
10-Z7".. Similarly, Fuss and Ogren (1960) have found 
I 
--- .-.  
.. 
1~ 
an increasing activity, though insignifioently. beyond 
the range ot 16.7-35.~. salinity inP. 
Paulinose et al. (19b1) suggest .that M. 
-- -
41,lQrarum. , ; 
tolerate higher salinities as deduced trom its a~ndance 
'I during February-March, when the salinity ilJ very high. 
Gunter (1961) also does not find higher nlinities having 
any consequences on juvenile distrlbu~1.ons ot penae1cia. 
Zein-Eldin (1963) finds from his growth experiment, on 
t. aetiterus that salinity tolerance per !!May not play 
a direct role in the growth and survival ot juveniles 
in the estuarine environments. 
Burrowing and orientation facing the water currents 
. 
by the juveniles of M. dobsoni is probably an a4aptation 
giving more resistance to avoid drifting aLQng wii~the 
'1' OJ 
currents. luss and Ogren (1966) have also noted 1"'~' 
E,. duorarum that burylng shrimps show a POsl~lve rl\8O-
taxis in water current at velocities about 0.2/s&O.· and 
the burying angle to the current axis decreaSes against 
the increasing current. 
The obvious advantage being active at night and to 
some extent on cloudy day times is the better escaping 
chances trom the predators on poor sights. T~S 4181 
• 
cycle also helps conservation of energy by reduclng .the 
metabolic activities to near minimum during normal day 
• 
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time. High temperatures, which can disrupt the normal 
behaviour of the prawns; have been amo~ the maJor 
problems in tropical w~"ters for culture operations "lind 
some of the measures to tackle these diftic"lties c~n 
be indicated out ot this studies. provision ot suitable 
substrate can support enough as a shelter from mo~erately 
higher temperatures in certain seasuns an<1 excavation 
of ditcnes over the ponds deep enough to give thermocline 
effects may save Substantially from highly <1i.ru~tive 
temperatures of the hot summer months. Provision of 
large shadows not only reduces the temper~tures, " ~t alao 
shelters trom the glaring sun light. Inter-size clina-
bolism, which has been the problem in stOCKing in culture 
ponds" with different sizes, can be consi<1erably reduced 
by a sloping of depths, so that larger an1aale, which 
are more sensitive to light, disperse towards deeper 
waters, while smaller individuals can utilize the 
, " 
", .. ~' 
lilhallow areas • 
-I 
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Chapter 5 
Fishery · 
• 
• 
Results 
1. FISHERY OF METAPENAEUS DOBSONIMIE~S OFF MADRAS 
a. Seasonal Abundance 
The seasonal fluctuations of catch rates. which 
re1'.lect the abundance. for both total penaeids and 
~. dobsoni along with environmental parameters have beeu 
prpsented 1n Table 13 and Figure 32 for the two year 
period under this study. The fiShery. it' spl1tted i ·nto 
calender year. is bimodal in 19~ and trimod .. l in 1982. 
Hence. the fishery seasons are uot necessary to be the 
same in each year. However. the fishery in the beginning 
of the year is only the extension of the fishery that' 
occurs towards the end of the previous year. Hence. the 
fishery has actually one protracted season commencing fro. 
OCtober/November to end with March and another •• all wave 
may also appear in July-August during some years. 
Early in 1981. February records the highes'~ 
rate of 3.21 kg/hr of the Season and maintainS 
moderately at 2.75 kg/hr in March and slumps to O.~ kg/hr 
in April. A' wide trough tollows upto August. the 
dismal minimum being 0.22 kg/hr in July. The next 
Season then commences from September and steadily 
improves to reach the year IS maximum of 3.41 kg/hr in 
'. 
-~-'. 
·1 
Tabl • ., 3i MontblJ c:atell-rat. (q/llr) 01 '-tal. prawlll and !!.. 40~n.1; 
. perc.ntqa o! l!' 40**' ill total pravllI allCl env1ro __ ~ ,ar.. 
.etare - raWan. MUII1" Md t_p.ratura (liean of .17tt •• 
e.3O A.M. and 5.30 P.M.) ' 
• 
catcll-rata Catcll-rate " or t ..... 
Montha ot total or M. dob801l1 Rainfall Salinity .. ~awM M. dob8oni -in pravn ( IlIr) - (1Ii/6P) catch (_) (".) (~C) 
1981 \ January 2.83 O.~ 12.0 61.9 32.24 25.(11 23.2 
February 12.~ 3.21 25.2 32.26 23.70 22.0.,. 
Marc;:h e.21 2.75 33.5 2.7 33.20 28.60 19.7.',;" 
24.6 
,~ 
April '.42 0.E14 34.22 31.2e 9 .... 
May 1.~ 0.32 17.6 39.6 33.76 32.95 14., 
Jun. 1.64 0.2~ 15.9 12.7 33.24 33.40 8.5 
July 2.12 0.22 10.4 224.3 30.64 31.05 14.6 
Auauat 2.50 0.6& 27.2 12b.3 30.72 30.13 19.6 
S.pt_b.r 4.40 1.30 29.5 Hi'\. , 30.36 29.28 '7.'\ 
October 6.20 ".04 49.0 271.4 27.68 '28.50 26.2 
Nov_b.r e.52 '.41 40.0 126.7 2b.42 26.63 12. ... 
Oec;:_b.r 4.62 2.78 38.5 136.6 29.70 25.40 • 10., 
1982 
January 5.18 2.68 51.7 1.1 33.68 25.30 25.3 
February 6.62 2.20 3'.2 • 32.96 26.8) 17.0 : 
March 10.14 '1.95 '9.0 32.66 28. a> 'ZI.9 
April ,.12 0.75 2'.4 1.2 34.48 
" .13 ~." 
May 1.10 0.30 V., 0., 34.1:$ 32.50 14.6 
Jun. 2.24 0.06 2.7 ({l.~ 33.44 32.9' .,8 
July ,.86 1.96 50.8 52.1 32.90 30.18 12.8 
AUCuat 1t.20 1.62 38.6 138.0 31.36 30.70 ·42.9 
S.~ .. ber 1.44 0.12 8.3 82.4 31.48 30.58 26.1 
October 2.20 0.1t! 19.1 11$.4 30.12 29.05 24.' , 
Nove.ber 2.62 1.64 70.2 219.0 29.92 21.'0 14., 
Oec;: .. ber 5.40 1.92 31.9 .' 20.9 3D. btl 26.05 11.0 
• 
.1 
1981 
10 . 
• 
1982 
I 
6 
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, 
Novem~er and slightly reduces in December betore im-
proving and extending further into next year. The 
succeeding year, 1982, presents a slightly ~itterent 
picture. The previous year season prolong. till rea~h1nC 
" " 
the highest rate of 3.95 kg/hr in March and a atee4y 
decline follows to end with the lowest or 0.06 kg/or in 
June. In contradiction to the previous year, ' 19e1, , 
July-August of 1902 has registered better tUbery jJ.S an 
intermediate wave in annual fishery, as September-
October reveals low catches. However, November-Qec~ber 
shows better rishery as in the previous year. 
The percentage composition or this species among 
the pen.eids reveals considerable influence on tbe over-
all prawn prOductions of this centre. It contributes 
10.4" to 49.0" with an average of V.O" in 19e1 and 
. , .;' .,' 
dominates well over 25" during February-April. and again 
, 
a long spell. during August-Decemoer or the year. The 
percentage distribution ranges between 2.7" and 70.2", 
with an average of 33.0% in 1982 and at least, iq thr,e 
months, January, July and November, the species snares 
more than hal! of p,enaeid catenes during this year. Except 
in two months, \~hen the fishery is very poor, tbe spec!"s 
contributes more than 20" of the landings • 
• 
, 
, 
.' . 
. . ' 
' . 
• 
b. Rainfall and FisheYy 
The monthly catch of this species and the rainfall 
appear to have some .indirect positive relationships as 
seen from Table 13. The increased raintallJa are 
followed by enhanced fishery with a gap ot one or two 
.j 
months. The long spell of north-east monsoon rains 
from July through Dec emoer 19t11 , with the highest rain-
fall of 271.4 mm in October, is associated with a 
protracted fishery from September through ~rch, 19S2. 
Similarly, some rainfall (97.4 mm) in June 19e2 18 
followed by moderate !ishery in July-Auguat, when the-
corresponding montns in the previous year have meagre 
rains and dull fiShery. Again regular north-east 
monsoon rains from August onwards are followed bY S'Ib-
stantial fishery .from November till the end of DecemQer, 
when the observations end. .. ',.0', 
( oil 
It can also be put otherwise that the dry spell 
from February through June appears to be followed bY 
poor fishery from April · through August in 19l:l1. S1.mi-
larly scarcity of rains from January through May ,is 
followed by thin fiShery from April through June, 19.62. 
" " I , ,~ 
Co Salinity and Fishery 
The two small rivers, which are near the pla~e or 
eampling of salinity. are Adyar and Coovum. They ar,e 
mostly rain-fed and as Such tlleir influences on salinity 
fluctuations are limited and most events of fall in 
salln1ty are caused by local rain floods. The Dleon , 
monthly salinity (Table 1:3) varies between ZT.6f$. in 
01 
October and 34.22%.. in April duz:ing 1981. SUch minor 
variations of sal1n1ty do not seem to have any relation-
ship to productions of prawns and a:lllo th1$ species .. 
However, salinity below 30')6. during October-December 
appears to coincide with higher catches. But, anotti~~ 
peak in fiShery during February-March of this year Occurs 
when the salinity is Il!ocl'<:lrate around 32-33"-. 
During 19b2, the sallnity ranges between 29.92". 
in November and 34.C9~. in May, lower ranges or les~ 
t~ 
than 'O~ being in OctOber-December and nigher over 34~. 
in April-May. Abudnance or fishery appears to be 
associated with moderate or lo",'er ranges or salinity. 
In otherwords, higner salinity over 33%.dces not stem to 
be productive or this species. 
• 
d. Temperature and Fishery 
, , 
" . '~ 
The monthly mean temperature (Table 13) does not 
vary much, as it ranges bet,~een 23.7"(; in February and 
33.4·C in June during 1981 and between 25.3·C in January 
and 32.9·C in June during the suc~eeding year. Tempe-' I 
rature lower than 29·C is associated with favourable 
fishery and over 31·C coincides with poor ti$hery on 
most occasions in both years. It is noted, thus, that 
the fishery in April-July 19b1 has been very low. when 
the ' temperature is consistently higher at 31.0-32.9·C. 
The temperature then drops gradually to reach 25.3·C 
in January 19b2, and remains below 30.0·C until March 
1982. during which the fishery has been good. 
e. Breeding Season and Fishery 
... 
~, .. ; 
Most of the populations of this speCies 
, , 
r,." 
harvested 
from the coastal waters belong to "0" year group and in 
particular dominated by the new recruits. which are 8Qout 
5-6 month old. Henl!e, a9undance of fishery dependa ,upon 
the strength ot new recruits. wl'lich in turn is largely 
influenced by intensity ana extent of corresponding, 
breeding populations, though survival through larval ~nd 
• juvenile phases in brackishwater nurseries is also .-
vital. The oreeding stocks and their products which 
·1 
Table 14: Deptb.wiBe distribution or M. dobson! ort Cochin 
Dept~ 
Period <10 M 15 M )20 M 
- -
kg/hr 
" 
kg/hr 
" 
kill\!' 
" - -
November, 1978 1.03 79.2 0.25 19.2 0.02 1.5 
December, 1978 3.43 67.5 1.05 20.7 0.60 11.8 
January, 1979 5.00 76.7 1.30 20.5 0.05 o.a 
February, 1979 0.25 15.4 1.35 83.3 0.02 ~2 
February, 19a1 1.45 57.5 1.05 " " 41.7 0.02 (hS 
• May, 19a1 2.05 78.8 0.50 19.2 0.05 1.9 
Mean 2.20 67.7 0.92 28.3 0.13 4.0 
• 
enter the catches later could Oe fairly identified in 
fahery from the chronology of events.. It 1s olJviol.lS 
from the percentage of 'mature I individual.$ aPlong 
females in t'ishery (Table 13) that the local popula- .1 
tions nave apparently two peaK breeding seasons in 
January-March and August-Octooer. Kence, the products 
of the former season are liKely to form the chore of 
fishery in September-December and of latter se<lson ulay 
contribute largely to fishery in January-March. Kowever, 
,the abundant .f'1shery in July-August (1902) may have il 
link to intensive breeding noted earlier ' in January.., 
March of the same year, 1902. 
2. nATHYMETIHC DISTRIBUTION OF 
. ,.. ." ...... __ .. - - . .. -
DOBSONI MIERS 
MEfAPENAEUS 
... 
:1' ", f.., 
The catch rate and the distribution of ~. 4oosoni 
in relation to depths nave been presented in Table 14, 
for a few months representing a cross section of po~t­
monsoon through pre-monsoon seasons. The overall 
picture reveals a negative relationship oetween the 
abundance of tne species and depth within the range of 
distributions. whicil extends upto '35 lol, though oc.;urrence 
of ,them are negligibly scarce beyond 25 M depth. The 
mean ,catCh rates for the b months, wnich are given ,in " 
the Table 14 work out at 2.20 kg/hr, forming 67.7~ in • 
_ ... - .0:," I 
~ .... 
-
:::mr.'n"'~ ,#,. 
• 
Table 15: Deptb-wise distribution or M. dobson! or! Cochin i.n relat1.on to 
surrace water tetllperature and sallnity 
Period 
November, 1918 
December, 1978 
January. 1979 
February. 1979 
(10 M 
-
·c 
29.7 
28.7 
29.4 
26.4 
.. , -1; 
. -r.: f 
~ 
23.3 
30.0 
31.3 
31.0 
kg/hr ·c 
1.03 30.0 
3.43 28.8 . 
5.00 29.3 
0.25 29.6 
.- .~ ••.• y .. 
Depth 
15 M ~20 M 
~ kg/hr ·C ~ kg/hr 
, 
25.4 0.25 30.2 26.0 0.02 
32.4 1.05 28.9 33.6 0.60 
33.1 1.30 29.1 33.6 0.05 
32.4 1.35 29.-8 33.5 0.02 
--~~- -_ .... *-,...------. 
~10 M depths; 0.92 kg/hr, sharing 2b.3~ in 15 M depth 
and 0.13 kg/hr, contributing 4.0~ in ~20 M depths and 
the range of concentrations are 0.25-5.00 kC/hr. 0.25-
1.35 kg/hr and .O.02-0.60 kg/hr in the respective dep,th 
zones. Slight bathymetric shifting of the fishery 4t 
times is however apparent. About 65-~ of the tishery 
is recorded at ~10 M depths in all months, except in 
?ebruary of both 1W9 and 1900, when considerable 
fishery has shifted towards 15 M depth, as noted 83.3~ 
and 41.7~ of the cat~he~ in respective year.. The 
deepest ,round at ~20 M depths are poorly recorded ~1tb 
less than 2.0'11\ ot the catch in all montha, except 1n -
December 1W8, when it is estimated at 11.89' of th& ', \,.~ 
landings. 
The values of surface water temperature anc1 aal,1-
nity (Table 15) against the catch collected trom the 
three depth zones do not show any obvious relationahip. 
However, a slow increaSe in salinity of sballQW grol.ln4s 
is coincided with the gradual deepward shifting ot , 
sizable populations. But, heavy congregation ot the 
populations at 15 M depth to the extent of 83.3~ in 
February 1979 is not found with any drastic chenges 'of 
these tactors correspondingly_ 
.1 
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3. JUVENILE FISHERY OF METAPENAEUS DonSONI MIERS 
IN ADYAR ESTUARY OF.:' MADRAS 
a. Description of Adyar Estuary 
It is a small seasonal estuary (Fig. 33). t~t 
forms the fag end 'of Adyar River. which runs through 
southern out-skirts of Madras city. The oar-mouth is 
narrow and opens only durin~ northeast monsoon mont~ 
and the estuarine conditions exist upto 6 km trom the 
bar-mouth during the peak rains and floods. The main 
area of the estuary is the vast expansion in tront of ., 
... 
th~ bar-mouth and the areas above Thiru. Vi. Ka. b~~ge 
are in tracks under normal flowing conditions, though· 
small troughs are present here and tnere. Two wajor 
features, which may be considered ecologically important 
on the life of this estuary, are the addition of city 
sewage by Buckingham canal on either Side ~lbout 2 lUll 
above the bar-mouth and the presence of one of ~he City 's 
major 'Dbobighanas' ('i&sherman 's washing site), where 
, 
larger number of washermen are used to w8:;1h clothes'" 
releasing huge quantities of detergents from just ahead 
the estuarine limits. 
The large baCKwater and the adjoining mud-flat near 
• 
. ./! 
the bar-mouth described by PanikKar and Aivyar (19J7) are 1 
now left as an relDeniscent on encroachments by Ur\);in 
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Housing Schp.mp.s and the ~ish rarm managed by Government ;' > 
Department. A small island situating i .n the middle' of 
the vast expansion of estuary in tront ot the bar-mouth 
and the dense trees on the southern boundary of the 
same area around Theosophical ~ociety have been the 
asylum for migratory 'oirds during monsoQn period, which 
is also the active fishery season here. 
, I 
b. Fishing Method and Season 
The major gear which is used for fi~hing in this 
estuary is the cast-net, numbering ·10-35 units, wi~h an 
average of about 20 units daily. Other fishing metho~s 
hpre are angling and crab-traps, being found occasi9natly 
here and there. Most of the cast-net operations are 
seen around the margins ot the large expansion and the 
island present at the foot of the estuary, though at 
times extend little beyoM Thiru. Vi. Ka. bridge. Cast-
net operations are normally noted 
upto 9 A.M. and again arouM noon, 
and more profitable. 
in the early ho~ 
r. f, 
if the catch is good 
Fishing season a8sociates with northeast monsoon 
months, September-February, during ~/h1ch the river flows 
• 
keep the bar-mouth open. Thus, the end of the season 
.-
" 
" . 
Table 16: Estimated monthly· weights of total catch. p~wns 
and M. dobaoni, tor cast-net operations in Adyer 
Estuary at Madras during the fishery seasons ot 
1983-84 
catch in kC 
Period !·s. <lObe2# 
Total catcb Total prawns -
catcb 
October, 1983 620 140 45 
November, 1983 3,420 750 190 
December, 1983 3,720 TIS "512 
January, 1964 2.790 930 310 
February, 1964 1.993 1,400 720 
March, 1964 2,325 730 248 
April, 1964 3,020 620 64 
May, 1964 640 210 60 
Total 18,728 5,558 2,029 
proportion or prawns in total catch 
proportion or M. dobsoni in. prawns 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• 
" 
32.1 
Z5 •. 3 
41.$J 
',", 
3;Z3 
51.4' 
33.9 
13.6 
28.6 
36.5 
, I 
, 
" 
depends upon the intensity and extend 01' the monsoon 
and this year it extended till the end or May. 
c. Fishery 
The fishery, as landed by cast-net catches, includes 
mainly fishes, prawns and craos, which are mostly th,e 
juvenile torms 01' marine origins. The total catch is 
estimated at 1b.7 tonnes (Table 16) tor this year season, 
which extends from October 19b3," through May 19S4, co~ 
inc1ding ~ith the northeast monsoon. Fishing activ~ties 
are seen throughout except on heavy floods. The monthly 
catch is calculated to vary between ,, 6qO kg in May aM 
"5720 kg in December and the tishery is relatively better 
during November-January and again Marcb-April. with ,s 
slight dip in ~ebruary. The catch in the beginning" opt 
' , ' 
thQ Season Sharply increases from 020 kg in October 'to 
3420 kg in November itself, as it similarly decreases 
at the end trom 3020 kg in April to 640 kg in Y.ey. Among 
flahes, mullets, perches, Tilapia and eat,-fishes torm 
bulK ot the catches and Scylla seratta and Neptunus 
~ela6icus are the major craos pr~sent in fiShery. 
,I 
• Prawns are estimated ' at 5.5 tonnes, which f'orm 
about 29.7~ of the total catch during the season and 
its fishery shows gradual increase and decrease. A DI'ere 
• 
192.' 
140 kg in Octooer steadily improves to reach the 
season's maximum ot 1400 kg in February and reduces .·to 
about half in next two months before declining further 
down to 210 Kg in May. After bar-mouth closure in . 
early June, the fishery is noted to be negligible and 
eventually fishing is stopped June it~elf. But, inte-
restingly, after about a month since bar-mQuth closure, 
an unseasonal rain is noted to flood the estu~ry without 
beaking open the oarrier at bar and the resumed tishery 
then comprises good amount ot Macroorachium spp. tor' a 
---
nearly a month before feasing out. The catch of prawns 
is mainly contributed by Metapenaeus monoc~, ~.d9baoni 
and Penaeus indicus and other species occurring in c~tche' 
------
are P. monodon, t. ~sulca~, P. camallcl,ll¥t\l8, 
!. !!!!uienS1s, M. afCinis, M. ~enroad11, !. ~~ 
~rgii and ~. idell!_ ~~pena~ mofl9cergs is the most , 
abundant species sharing averagely about ~lt ot the 
catches; !i. dob~! contrioutes 400ut 36'lC and P. UlIUCUS 
. ' , . 
about 10% and rest by other species. , .. ~ 
~etapenaeus dobson1 is estimated at aoout 2.0 tonnes, 
that torms about 36.5'lC oC the total prawns in cast-net 
catclles during the season. This secopd most abUndant 
sp~cies next to M. monocef£! forms a fishery througho~t 
the season, though higher concentrations are noted only 
• 1 
, 
• 
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during December-March. The monthly catch ,varies bet-
ween 45 kg in Octooer and 720 kg in Feoruary, the two 
months on either end of the season being recorded ~th 
i\:' 
relatively poor catches, indicating gradual increa$'e 
and decrease of the fishery. The species shares abOut 
5'1~ in February, when its catch is at maximum and about 
4~ in December. Except in April, wnen it contribute$ 
only '13.5~ of prawns, more than one-fourth of the prawn 
catch is supported by this species in all months during 
the season. 
d. Population Characteristics 
The sexes can easi~y be identitied aboVe 30 mui 
size and the sex-ratio among those analysed does not 
deviate much from 1 :1. The overall sex-ratio of Juv:eniles 
of this species is estimated at 52:4~ in favour of ' 
females and in no months the ratio is recorded deviating 
more than 5~ in favour of any Sex. No specimens with 
mature gonads is noted for either sex, though ext~rnal 
genitalia, petasma in males and thelycum 1n females; 
have been tound tully developed. 
• The size distribution of M. d"obsoni 1n cast-net 
---
catches here ranges between 25-65 mm, with distinct 
size modes in both Sexes. The bulk of the catches are 
• 
, , 
.< 
.1 
Table 171 prove .. 1on of ,1%e IIIOde. and growth pattern of !!. 4o~on1 in 
Adyar Eltuary 
Per10d 
october 20, 1983 
Nov .. ber 17, 1983 
Dec_ber 14, 1983 
January 21, 1964 
February 12, 1984 
March 
Aprll 
Mey 
15,' 1984 
13, 1984 
26, 1984 
Da11y crowth-rate 
Averace daily growth rate 
Averag. IIIODthly growth-rate 
• 
I 
2& 
36 
50 
59 
Moda 1 siz e ( .. ) and. the1r progre .. 1od 
F ... les 
II 
-
III IV 
23 -
35 
47 26 
I 
26 
38 
47 
56 
II 
32 
41 
50 
56 
, . 
III IV 
23 
,., 
.". 
44 26 
- ....... 
0.366 o. 31 ~ 0.324 0.333 0.~3 0.2~3 
- 0.333 .. /day 
10.000 _/month 
,", 
~------------~-V:~.-~ ... 
" 
~ 
represented oy 30-55 mm sizes and in particular s~ecimens 
over 60 mm are very rarely Seen in catches. Further, 
analysis of size compositions shows that the population 
is mostly unimodal or bimodal structures. Jan.1ary~_ 
February catch is relatively more complex. Dominant 
length-modes have been identified and their progression' 
through successive periods is given in ~ble 17. from 
which it can be noted that the earliest prQlll1nent b,rood 
with its modal-size at 26- mm for both sexes enters the 
fishery in late Novemba~ and progresses in size to 59 ~ 
by temale and 56 mm by male towards late January. a~ter 
which this group is not impressive as a mode. thereby 
indicating emigrations during the course Qt tollQwing-
month. 
Meantime, another group, with its modal Size at 32 JIII!I 
for ooth sexes, is noted in the middle of l)ecember abd 
later followed to attain 61 mm by female and 56 mm by 
male in the middle Of March and disappear from next month~ 
catch. In its place. however, another fresh oroed. with 
its modal-length at 23 mID for both sexeS. appeara domi-
nating the catch from middle of March and -continues sO 
till ~he end of May. when it has grown to the size of 
47 .mill by female and 44 mID by male_ A small and last 
·1 
group appears at the end of May and perishes as the bar-
-----~-,--.--,., . .,. ... 
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mouth closes and fishing. activities in this· estuary .'cQm~ 
to an end, for the season in June. 
It is, thus, clear that at least three prominent 
broods have entered the f~shery each at the interval Qr 
about two months and each arood lasts· about tour months 
as a clear mode. Hence, considering the u.re-.~n : 
betore entering the tishery, the species can be assumed 
to return· to the sea at the age of aQQut 5-6 mqnths •. 
From increase in modal-size and the corresponding tima 
lapse, the daily growth rate is estimated at 0.366 mm/dey, 
0.318 mm/daY, and 0.324 IIID1/day for female, and 0.333. _/ 
day, 0.263 mm/day and 0.2b3 mm/day for male for the,' 
respective broods mentioned above. It ~ives an .veraSe 
ot 0.336 rrrm/day and 10.08 10m/month for temele and 
0.293 mria/day and 6.89 10m/month for male. 
Samller specimens measuring ·Oelow 30 rom are observe4 
, . 
to prefer shallow waters along the margin and in patti-
cular they congregate in small creeks and ditchea aiang 
the fringe areas. Larger specimens on the other hand 
are caU3ht in abundance from middle and deeper part .. ot 
the estuary not far away from the ba~-mouth • 
• 
'. 
4. FISHERY AND DISTRIBUTION OF MEI'APENAEUS 
DOBSON/MIERS IN INDIAN WATERS 
a. General Status of the Species in Indian Prawn Fishery 
Prawns form a valuable fishery, substaln1ng ~n 
industrial fishing around Indian coasts. The status of 
present day exploitations and prospects of f~ture expan-
~lons are bping continuously assessed to stem the manage-
~ent programmes in order to maintain a sustainable yield, 
if not to improve upon the existing ones. Hence, ~ 
array of informations are available from the proceedings 
of symposia and reports of special projects on the subject, 
, . 
besides individual publications. Among other literature$, 
proceedings of 'Symposium on Crustacea' beld at Cochin 
in 1965, 'The World M(~eting on the Biology and F1Shery 
of Prawns and Shrimps' held by FAO at Mexico in 1967. 
'Symposlum on the Living Resources of Seas around India' 
held at Cochin in 1900, 'Indo~acific Fisherles Research 
Council, FAO', 'irawn Fishery of India' (Bull. 14, 1969) 
of leAR Institute, the report of the 'All India CO-Qrdi-
nated Research Project for ~tudies on' M.arine prawn 
Biology and Resources, 1971-74' oy ICAR Istitute, and 
the books on ifrawn l."iSheries of India' ~ur1an and Se~lI­
tian. , 1975) are the major documents giving the consoli- I • 
, 
Tabl. 18: Specieswise break-up' ot All India prawn la~ing. and 
percentage during 1976 and 1900 
Species \ 
P enaeus 1ndicus 
; 
p,naeus lIonodon 
Penaeus sem1sulcatus 
; 
Penaeus lIerguiensis 
Metapenaeus dobson! 
Metapenaeus atfin!s 
Metapenaeu. monocero. 
Metapenaeus brevicQrnis 
4 
Parapenaeopsia s~l1tera , 
paraRenaeopsi! hardwickk1i 
Acetes 1.ndieus 
HiRP2l¥smata ensiroatria 
Palaenaon tenupes 
Selenocera crassicornis 
Others 
Total 
Sources: WIS. 10 & 35 
1978 
, I 198) 
: e 
Totaa. landings " Total land.!nJ4I " 
i~ tonnes in tonne. 
18,085 
1,014 
6,029 
1,179 
21,969 
20,704 
16, 41fT 
1,124 
30,306 
240 
39,002 
2,533 
6,078 
3,019 
12,127 
1,79,856 
10.1 
0.6 
3.3 
0.7 
12.2 
11.5 
9.1 
0.6 
16.9 
0.1 
21.7 
1.4 
.3.4 
1.7 
6.7 
100.0 
10,298 
2,656 
1,713 
496 
18,998 
7,232 
5,608 
836 
50,829 
2,214 
41,282 
3,092 
12,654 
6,389 
6,442 
1,70,7Yl 
. ' . 
; ; 
6.0 
1.6 
~.o 
Q.3 
11.1 
4.2 
. 3.' 
0.5 
29.8 
1.3 
24.2 
1.8 
" 3.7 
3.8 
100.0 
• 
--..,...--. 
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dated ~icture of Indian prawn fishery and its develop-
ments through recent years. 
India rankS second, sharing 13% of the world pr/ilwn 
productions, as estimated for the year 1967. The p'ra~m 
landings in India has been estimated at an /ilnnual /ilverage 
of 61,699 tonnes, forming 10.5% of the total marine fish 
catches in ten year period of 1959-1968 and substantial 
increase has been recorded later, as known .from the 
figures available for a fEW years. The production ,has 
been estimated at 1,63,-849 tonnes in 1972 and at the 
maximum of 2,03,833 tonnes in 1973. Still later, the 
yield is calculated at 1,79,856 tonnes in 19'78 anll 
1,70,1'51 tonnes in 1900. Prawns, that sU~pOrt the 
fishery, are catagorised into penaeids and DQn-pona~14s 
which 'share apprOximately in the ratio 60 , 40~ end 'the 
, ' . 
. ~ :-
major species, which contribute to Indian flahery, bave 
been presented in Table 18. Penaeids are relatively, 
larger in size and commercially valuable, as compared " 
to non-penaeids, and among penaeids M. dob8oni tops,' by 
quantity next to parapena~psis styute!:!. The landings 
or~. dobson~ are estimated at 21,969 tonnes, sharing 
, ) 12.2~ or total prallins in 197& and at 1b,99f;' tonnes, ' 
contributing 11.19.' in 1960. The species sho\.1ld be 
furthermore abundant in numbers consi(iering the "maIler 
Table 19: Annual landings ot M. dobsoni and its percentase 
- - " 
to total penaeid prawns at major tiah1ng centr,. 
ot India during 1900 
• ,yatch ot !~.dobS2n1 Total 
Centres penaeids Annual p~rcentage catch-rate 
landing 
in tonnes in tonnes <kS/hr ) 
-
Veraval 1,590 
-... 
Bombay 6,431 traces 
-
*Goa 456 140 30.7 1.15 
Karwar 562 143 25.4 2.28 
Mangalore 900 484 49.4 3.40 
callout 355 92 25.8 1.75· 
Cochin 3,466 2,066 59.6 1.69 
Qullon 36,558 1,170 .. 3.2 1.38 
Tuticorin' 1,014 83 8.2 0.26 
*Portonovo-Caddalore a)0 190 22.7 O.$:> 
Madras 183 30 16.6 1.3e 
..... Kakk.1nada 1,972 252 12.8 1.'~5 
Puri 56 traces 
-
* Pertain to 1973-74 (Report on Co-ord1nated Prawn pro~eot, 
leAR, 1974) 
Source: .MFIS. 35, 1982 
r 
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Fig. 34. Abundance of M. dobsoni along "either coast 
of India. 
size as compared to most or the other Indian penaeids 
enlisted (Table 18). 
Metapen~ dobsoni is the species endemic to ' 
southern latitudes, supporting substantial fishery south , 
• 
or Goa till yuilon on the west coast and Kakkinada till 
Cauvery base on the east coast, though occurring upto 
Bombay and Puri on the north of respective coasts and 
Cape Comerine, the soutoern extreme, where both west' and 
east coasts merge. Intormations on distrib~tions and 
abundance or this species in major fisbing ' centres arQund 
Indian coasts, which are based on data extracted from 
~'IS (leAR) bulletins and other sources mentioned therein, 
. 
are presented in Table 19 and in Figure 34 for the year 
19W. It reveals that bulk or the country's prQQl.;lctioM 
come from south-west coast, particularly a narrow region 
of about 100 miles length o('tween Cochin and Quilon. ' 
Though the abundance of this fishery differs much between 
the coasts, parallel distrioutions on either coast are 
apparent. 
b. West Coast Fishery 
Goa is the centre at northern extreme on the west 
coast supporting f1shery ot th1s species and an averag~l 
• 
or 140 tonnes of it at th~ rate of 1.15 kg/hr, forming 
30.7" of total penaeids, has been estilJli1,ted for tne year 
' .. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
• 
Table 20: Seasonal occurrence (given in kg/hr) ot ~. dobsQrU. 
in selected centres of West and East Coasts of 
India during 1900 
west Coast !a,t Coast 
Months 
Karwar Cochin Cui Ion Madru Kakk1.n4l4, 
-
January 0.45 6.40 3.15 0.28 0.96 
February 2.64 7.74 0.00 1.08 1.73 
March 1.01 5.73 0.40 0.57 1.71 
April 0.12 10.82 0.63 0.23 0.81, 
May 5.25 9.90 2.20 0.27 0.04 
June 1.25 1.15 3.~ 0.54 0.27 • 
July 0.65 0.22 10.40 0.68 2.41 
August 1.54 0.20 1.00 0.70 '.30 
September 4.75 0.01 0.22 1.23 1 .0.8. 
, .. ~ 
October 1.02 0.01 0.48 2.93 1.19 
November 1.66 3.30 5.50 4.20 1.25 
December 6.84 7.45 5.00 2.49 2.10 
Source: Extract trom MFIS, 35. 1982 
.1 
1 
j 
, r 
~; 
• 
1973-74. Towarda aouth the neighbouring. Karwar centre 
has harvested 143 tonnes at the rate or ~.25 kg/h.r, 
which forms 25.4~ or total penaeids, in the year 19~. 
Also, the Table 20 for the seasonal abundance or ~he 
!ishery or this species ,in varioua centres shows that 
" • , • t " Karwar has intermittent spells of fiShery, with two 
major and two minor peaka. The highest getch rate of . 
6.84 kg/hr in Oecember, !ollowed by 5.25 kg/hi" in May. 
has been recorded for the year and Febl'\lsry and September 
are other monthS with slightly better fishery. 
.' 
Mangalore has still better fishery and it has 
landed 4E:J. tonnes of this species at the catch rate of 
3.40 kg/hr sharing about 50% of the total penae1dl 
landed during the year.· Sroradically purse seine 'o~er .... 
tions during monsoon month have fetchec1 more than:.~OO kg/ 
. , 
unit of! this centre, but such occasions last a rf/W dayS 
only (Nair ~ :8.. 1982). Calicut, snQther centre 
about a hundred miles away 1n south. ~ registere9 
slightly lesser catch • . This centre, is estimated to have 
harVested 92.0 tonnes at the rate or 1.75 kg/hr. th~t 
forms about one-fourth of the total penae1d catch. 
,I 
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The maximum concentration and quantity of landings 
of this species have been recorded at Coch1n. It haS 
fetched 2,066 tonnes at the rate or 7.69 kg/hr, that 
, 
forms about 6011& of the total penaeids during the year 
19£0. This centre, unlike the other northern centres 
mentioned above, shows only one protracted fishery .' 
season extending from November till May, with the highest 
catch rate of 10.(;2 kg/hr in April, followed by 9.90 kg/hr 
in May during the year. Southwest II)ODSOOn period, wbiQb 
is intensive and prolonged here in June-September, , 
appears to be associated with poor fishery. But, on a 
tf!!tl occasions during monsoon purse seine catches ~\ie 
, . 
been noted to Slightly exceed 4,500 kg/unit, though. 
they last a few days only. Quilon. which is less than 
a hundred miles away ,in south from Cochin, i' the most 
productive of penaeld prawns and it has landed 1,170 
tonnes of M. dobsoni at the ~ate of 1.36 kg/hr'!Qrming 
only 3.2~ of the total penaeids for the year. 'Mud. 
., 
Bank t fishery during the monsoon is the uniq\.le feature 
of this Cochin-Qul1on belt • 
• 
" 
2Q'\ 
• 
c. East Coast Fishery 
In general. prawn fishery, so also the fishery of 
!2. dobsoni, on the east coast ill in patohes, though 
the distrioution is contiguous. TUrning tow~ds nQrth 
from the soutnern tip, Tuticorin, compared to the most 
productive Quilon. wnich is almost lateral on the w~st 
coast to this centre, has landed contrastingly a far 
less quantity of 83 tonnes of tnis Species at the rate 
of 1.0 kg/hr forming a.2~ of the total pen&eids tor' the 
year. Portonovo-Cuddalore, the twin centres at toe ,base 
of Cauvery delta area, have recorded an annual catch ot 
190 tOMes of this speCies in 1973-1974 at the rate of' 
0.88 kg/hI', sharing 22.1~ of the total penaeiQs. 
About a hundred miles away in further north is 
Madras, which has the prawn fishery largely inrluen~k 
by the vast pullcat bacKwaters and moving populations. 
This centre has registered landing of 30 tonnes of 
this species, Sharing 16.6~ of total penaeids at the 
catch rate of 1.62 kg/hr in the correspon41ng year, 19&,). 
This species Seems then to have only one protracted 
fishery season from September through February, with a,1 
di~ in January. The maximum catch'rate recorded for the 
year is 4.20 kg/hr in November and the warm ApriI-May, 
mQnths are noted with poor fiShery. 
1 
4 
I 
I 
, ,' 
, . 
", ~ 
Kakkinada, which is at the base ot tertile Godav~ri 
delta, is the most productive tor prawns on the east 
coast and it has landed 252 tonnes of this ~pecies 
torming 12.~ of the total penaeids at the rate of 1.25 
kg/hr in 19EO. Two prominent fishery s •• sons in November-
,I 
December and July-August, with the highe.t catch rate 
ot 3.30 kg/hr in August, are recorded h.re. The warm 
season ot the year, March-June shows pOor tishery. with 
the lowest value in May. North of Kakkin.s. only meagre 
fishery ot this species has been sporadically obServed. 
A small fishery of !!. dobsoni nas been noted in May ,. 1~a 
at puri, though rare in other seasons • 
• 
• 
• , 
• 
Discussion 
The fact that the presence of only two minor river$ 
in the neighbourhood of Madras city, which are not more 
than drainage channels, must have considerable impor-
tance as far as life in the coastal waters is concerned, 
since not much of organic and inorganic tood material 
is brought down into the sea, nor is there such a drainage 
or freshwater into it as to make any great variation in 
the salinity (Menon, 1931). Since his days the city 
has enormously expanded gradually adding several mil~Qns 
of inhabitants to this date and the huge quantities of 
urban sewages, which are added into the neighbouring '. 
coastal waters may be thus expected to manure high ferti-
lizing effects to support substantial lite. This may 
be fairly true to record a fisnery of this species as 
good as or better than any other areas within tbis region 
including of fertile deltaic areas (Table 19) of south-
east coast. This view is furtner supported by the pre-
sence of good catches during the season adjoining t~e 
city, though the nearest nurseries, Fulicat Lake in the 
north and Covelong in the south are aoout 50 kill away 
from here. In otherwords, the perennial sewage flush 
of the city into the fore-grounds may form favouraule 
feeding grounds, attracting toe moving populations as far 
" 
away from Krishna and Cauvery deltaic areas, which form 
the major source of fresh stoCKS. Lopg dist~nce cOa$tal 
movements by penaeids have been substanti~teQ by mark-
recovery experiments (.&'ndf'!rson, 1,956; Ruel,lo, 197b; " 
Sila8 et al., 1981). Ruello (1975) points out t~t'new 
--
broods emigrating from the nurseries would miX up and 
move along the coasts and Garcia and Le Rest, (19e1) have 
found strong concentrations of penaeids above' sort ~edi­
ments with contents of silt and organic matters. wi1liams 
(1958) considers food and substrate types are paramQunt 
factors to shrimp distritutions. 
The seasonal and interannual variations are more 
common in penaeid stockS. Hence, July-AugWJt in 19C2 
record better catch rates to form a small wave, as 
compared to poor fishery during these months in the 
previous year, 1981. Garcia and Le Reste (1981) mention 
this tact that the seasonal pattern ot penaeid abundange 
may be different in successive years at tne same fishing 
site or at different sites during the same year, reasona 
being largely attributed to hydrobiolo~cal tactors. 
~penaeus dobS0D!, 11ke most ot penaeids, hae 
short lite-span and as such the catch abundance mostly 
• depends upon tIle strenth of 0-1 year classes 1n poPl,llationa 
.... 
' ,. "i 
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and in particular the share of new recruits is well 
pronounced. Thus, the local estuarine conditions, 
which are associated with output of tresh stockS of 
young prawns into the sea, are the major factors opera-
ting on the catch fluctuations in coastal waters. Tne 
dry conditions ot most of the estuaries with their bar-
mouth closed along this part of coast may be thua ~ttri­
buted to the dull fishery here during the sUIIIDer months, 
April-July and this view may be substantiated by th9 
fact that the fiShery ot this species is at maximum in 
Apri~May at Cochin (Kurup and Rao, 1974) a nellr pal'allel 
centre on the west coast, which tes, but, extensive ' 
stretches of deep backwaters with perennial Qonnections 
to the sea. prolonged dry weather has also been reported 
to affect tne prawn productions in Australian waters 
(Racek, , 1955; ' Ruello,1973). The severe scarcity ot 
fishery in summer may also De partly due to bathymetric 
m1grations of the older specimens, as B04deke (1976) 
opines that sexually mature shrimps are ~ore sensitive 
to temperature riSe. 
.j 
The higher fishery associated with wet seasons, as 
noted here tor this species, has been observed tor penseids 
in'seneral by several workers (Gunter and H1ldebrand,195~; 
Racek, 1955: Gunter and Edwards, 1969). Garcia llnd Le 
.,. 
. 
• 
.. 
Reste (1961) quote Gunter and Hilderbrand (1954) 
showed positive relationship between tisnery of Penaeu:-
. . ,. u ,_ 
setUerus and the raintall ot the previous two y"ra ~=--
(r • 0.66) or during the current and two previous YMra 
(r • 0.70). These autrtors suggest the 4esalination Ma¥ 
be the caUSe tor the time-lag between the raint",lllJ ,011 
• 
the productivity. Ruello (1973) substantiatee t~' 
time-lag that the sub-adults migrate!!!!!!!. on raW",l14 
and floods and such crowded populations may have b.~'iter 
reproductive potential and hence the spurt in catch'in 
corresponding tuture. Extension ,ot rains turtber en-
larges the nursery grounds enhanCing the chanoes ot . 
larval recruitments and their surviva'l, res\Jlting 1n 
corresponding increase in coastal £isrtery during the 
succeeding seasons. Though such annual correlation 1s 
o • 'l 
not possible from the present two year studies, a lorl4' 
and heavy spell of rains trom July 1981 through December, 
is obviously tollowed by better fisrtery trom September 
1981, through March 1982, leaving a time-lag at either 
end. Th1s short time-lag may be explained th$t · the 
local estuaries, \fhich are cut off from the $&8 and/9r 
stagnated with highly polluted uroan sewages for pr~loflled 
pe~iod prior to these monsoon rains. are not po.sib~e to 
, 
release any old stocks ot young prawns at the 1n1t1.al 
... 
• , . 'j {.fl' 
I 
1 
I 
• 
1 
I 
\ 
\ 
\ , 
months of rains though resumed the free ~nntct10n w1th 
the sea. Hence, bulk of the initial funery atter 'a 
gap ot two months since the onset of monsoon are likely 
the migratory populations attracted by the -.arban sewage 
sediments flushed into the fore-grounds. ,The tJJfhery\\ ~ \ I 
here is noted high even during the peak UIOnsOQn ra.i.~, 
while it is observed poor at Cuddalor~ortonovo at: the 
base ot Cauvery river systems (Author maru'9r1pt ).~.rxl 
at Cochin (Kurup and Rao, 1974) during S\l.ch ,easons. 
It may be explained that the absence of any b1g r1v,rs 
to discharge persistant floods during ~hese per10ds may 
• . ! 
keep the salinity relatively higher ~avour1ng better 
shelter tor the moving populations from the more di,tres-
singly diluted neighbouring deltaic areas. This conc~ -
, ,I 
regation of population may also be attri~ted to availa-
billty ot plenty ot larval food. the plankton meas, owing 
to high tertilizing effects of large sewage run-otf •. 
The expansions of estuarine areas, which were hitherto 
dried up or stagnated, on floodings since monsoon set 
in, may be also supporting higher concentrations or.. . 
juven1.le populations. wnich form later the chore ot the 
post-monsoon fiShery. 
salinity does not seem to have any effect on pro-
duet1.ons ot this species here. as the fluctuations are 
... 
'" .; if; 
• 
• 1 " 
: ?OS 
~ow and ttle catch rate has been fairly higher at the 
lowest (3.04 kg/hr at 27.6~. in October 19En) as ,well 
as towards the upper ranges (2.75 kg/br at 33.20"-in 
, 
March 1981). Observing many penaeili an,1 .. :U ramai'nill8 
in the open sea during summer time. spaa~r.n (1980) '11 11 
suggests no physiological necessity to live in lower 
salin1t~as. However, he feels that ~he ViaQOeity at 
the seawater is influenced b'J salinity and temperatlU'e 
. .. •• • f I 
and it is concerned. wittl Sinking rate. wtU.ch event'~lly 
transports the animals to typity the area with poP\ilation 
, ' 
density or segregation. 
population or environmental stress may aleQ add- ~ 
aeaward migrations ot juveniles at pre-mature age, 
resulting in enhanced catches in inshore waters. Tbe 
, .\ fishery ot M. dobsoni here commences around pre-monsQQn 
months, July-August, and extends tar late into poet-
monsoon periods, ~ebruary-March, with or without inter-
mittent taIls. Productions of penaeid tisnery in ra'1ny 
periods have been widely reported. Chang et al. (19~) 
--have observed higher occurrence of juveniles ot !. ,ensu 
in ,relation to oeavier rains and quote such relationship 
more common in penaeids,as noted that 
in Japan and IndoneSia show two peaks 
• 
Metapelle8Wl .pp., 
• , , 
in July and in 
.' 
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October, which col-ncide with the end and i)eginning or 
rainy season respectively. Glaister (19.70) hes a1$o 
recorded mass movement of' ~. macleayi into the ocean!" 
waters atter increased river discharges enhancing t~e 
density ot populations to be more susceptib~. tor 
ti.hing ott the mouth ot Clarence River. S1JI1W 
observations have been made by Racek (1959) and Ruello 
(1973), who explain the mass movements or 3\lvenilea 
trom nurseries in such conditions are due to sut.toea:.. 
tions on turbid tloods frequently. Gunter and aiw$l"4a 
(1969) have recorded a positive relationship b~we.n 
.. 
optimum river discharges and productions ot prawns in 
Texa. Loudens waters. Subramanyam (1964) ba4l 9~.rv~ 
in Indian waters a positive relationship between the 
higher catches of' P. monodon and. the Godavari river' 
-
discharges of' the previous year, but of' !. tunu1E'" 
. . 
and the discharges of' t he same year. Resumption ot . 
moderate salinity, in combination with moderate tellp~a­
ture,in pre-monsoon periods f'romthe extremely high' 
sUIIIDer conditions in 1ropics may also be assumed to hlave 
permuted the dispersed populations returri1.ng to no~l 
f'ishing grounds. pullen and Trenk (t969) observe thet 
peaks of' white Shrimp emigration are correlated closely 
with rapidly decreasing temperature and salinity. Hence, 
. 'I 
l' 
1 
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all these previous studies are confer inc the present 
observations of better fishery of this species during 
wet periods of the year. Existence of sl,l~h tishery 
in the abSence of eny persistent heavy river d1~Charges 
and larger nurseries ' enough to sustain a fiIJhary may be 
explained, however, that the enormous sewage .ec1ime,nts 
washed into the tore-grounds on mins frolll aU over this 
city with 6 million inhabitants and innWllerable live 
stock populations may be the major attractions to Pe 
the prawn populations trom neighbouring areas. 
Metapenaeus dobson! has also bee: n reported to 'pe • 
major species by several workers in adjoinlnr; areaa:~:, )lut~ 
(1973) in Madras, Ganapathy ancJ Subramanyam (1966) in Golia.- ' 
• 
vari estuarine system, Sudhakara Rao (1975) and Muthu et 
, -
al. (1975) in Kakkinada water, 
-
sundararaj !!!!. (1975) 
in Marakkanam estuary near Pondichery, Evangeline at a1. 
--(1975) in Klllal Backwaters and Author (ma~cript) in 
Portonovo-Cuddalore waters, both at the base ot cauvery 
delta, Rao and Durairaj (1973) in Gulf of Hannar ott -I 
Mandapam, Sj,valingam (1956) in Balapatya lagoon in 
northeast ';Ceylon coaat and Samarkoon and Raphael(1!pO) 
i~Negombo lagoon ot northwest coast ot Ceylon and 
Suseelan (197 ) in ~anakkudy estuary near Cape Comerin. 
, . 
21,1 
Tbe foregoing accounts thus reveal that !.4obSoni 
forma an integral part or southeast coast n,hery, ~ith 
. . 
two annual waves, coinciding moderate wet to mo.t wet 
conditions. Areas off Madras with urban '..",e aec!'i-
ments seem to attract better fishery of moving popule-
tions more obviously during the peak monsoon seasons', 
when normally other regions with heavy freehwater irtt~ 
record poor catches. 
Bathymetric distribution and in and offshore Dd..JI'a-
tions ot penaeid populations in space and time are ~ell 
known. Being a dioecious speCies waves or young cohorts 
may be expected to be pressed into inshore crO\md8 troa 
nursery waters during peak fishery season anQ bence 
. . 
dispercement of populations becomes a necea'ity or 'U--
vival under such swelling pressure or cOilpetitions ..... 
. .. ;
between the grown individuals. In an area or heterO-. 
. 
geneous fishery such species may be characteristically 
selective or its depth range of distribution, as it is 
noted in the present survey that most or the populations 
of !. dobsoni prefer ~15 M depths, and the thickest 
concentration 1s around ~10 M depths while that or 
t. ind!c!!!, and !1. &tUnis appear to concentrate at' ·f 
15':25 M depths. George.!!!.!. (1967) have alao similarly 
noted that M. dobsoni is more abundant in 12_15 Jot regicm 
• 
r---
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and M. afUnis and t. !!!dicus are dominant in 1 ~20' M 
regions ott Cochin. Kurup and Rao (1974) have reco~ed 
peak tishery or ~. ~~ in April-May, when the trawler 
operations, they mention," are more active-in 10-25 M 
depths ott Cochin. George (1969) has rePQrtad this 
species being distributed upto 20 fm in inshore' gro~s. 
preterably with muddy bottom,along Indian coasts and 
this limit contirms the highest depth of 35 M. at which 
a tffff specimens have been collected in the present 
cruises. 
Laevastu and I+!es (1981) explain such spatial pre-
ter.nc. of a species that 'cold-blooded an1Nlt Uk •• 
shrimps have the aoillty to perceive and select a limited 
thermal ranges, in which they tend to congregate and~ 
this is usually the opporutnity f 'or maximum expression 
of activity and is ultimately manifested' in their abUn-
dance and distribution'. Howard (1960) puts it ~im~ly 
that the individuals are genetically pre-dieposed to 
disperse. Anotner view is that those ind~v1dual., that 
avoU conta'ct and are aSOCial, are most likely to O.1s-
, ., 
perse (Garcia and Le Reste, 19~) and this.., alao be 
a reason why stray specimens are sometimes met with in 
• tar deeper waters (30-35 M) without any conta~ity of 
" 
" 
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distribution tor quite a long gap. This phenomenon is 
obServed in some other way by Grant and Griftin (197,9). 
who state that bulk ot shrimps remain in 1-1\9 M depths 
and assUll\e aQout 1" ot tqe popu~tions moye to the 
deeper 20-90 M ottshore areas each day. 
Several bfpotheses have been propose4 to elucidate 
prox1m~te and ultimate caUSes tor disperJ.l and distri-
bution. Garcia (1977) shows that the upper limit Qt 
distribution or P. notialls on the lieat Atri~ coasts 
is determined by the nature of sediments and that tbe 
. , ~. 
lower limit seems to be more associated with bfdroI9gical 
conditions. Temperature does not reveal much variations 
M ' t between depth ~ones as tarL surtace water 1S concernad 
and. it at all, salinity may have any influence on the 
. ' 
pattern ot distribution or the species oere. A alight 
inverse relationship between the .. catch a~ depth is 
noted on most ot the occasions. Generally. the lowest 
, .1 
salinity coincide~with highest catch rate; but a drastic 
shitting ot highest concentration or tishery to 15 M in 
February ot both 1979 and 1900. while hydrological condi-
tions remain the same pattern as in ot~e~ months. deserves 
much more explanations. Similarly, Sper~iC occurrence 
nO'ted in purse seine catches measuring over 1000 ki/Wlit 
.... 
;,"; 
I .10; 
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during lean season orr Co chin (Nair ~ !l., 19e2) 
attract several expIations. Such bathymetric $hifting 
is indicated by Linder and Cook (1970) that the abundance 
or penae~ds is maximal eilther at ,the cent~e or the' 
bathymetric distribution or towards the coa,t. Geo~ge 
et ale (1968) have observed the bathymetric lIovements 
--
or M. doosoni as a runction of season. The populationa, 
- , 
thE!"! SfrI, are closer to the shore in monsQon anc1 IIOre 
deeper zones after tainy Season. This view i. rurtber 
supported by the major share of th1~ specie. in mud"':'»ank 
, ;. 
" 
tishery along the south-west coast dur.i.ns 'monaoQn mOnths. 
Bathymetric distrioution may also be a runction 
or age and physiological status of the a~la. All 
explained !!~ supra a'positive relationabip between 
the size, remale ratio and proportion or mature remalea 
on the one hand and the depth zones on the other hand 
. . f' 
is quite evident. Laevastu and !-!yes (19~) explai.n tUs 
that larger and older specimens migrate to colder 
boundaries or the distribution areas or the s~ecies Que 
to physiological need. While smaller animals rema1n in 
the normal distribution areas. Boddeke (1970) has 
concluded that the migration in crangon Cr8250n is 
tr!ggered off py temperature fluctuations, the sexually 
mature shrimps being more sensitive than sexually 1m-
mature shrimps and the same is also viewed by Eldred 
, 
1 
j 
I 
I 
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et 81. (1961). Tuma (1967) has note4 4eepward m1gra-
--
t10ns ot f.. mergujens~ for mat1ng purpoaes, a41 he find, 
17~ ot the inseom1nated females available witQ1n 1-7 tm, 
as aga1nst 73" between 8-10 fm, while the <UatributJ,on 
, 
extends over 1-15 tm. Anderson (1956) tee18 that t .h\ll 
1nshore-oftshore movements of the penae14,·p. aet1terus 
. -
is largely due to temperature changes aDd spawning 
habits and the population would al$o wander. in seal-ch 
of tood. Tolerance to variations 1n Salinity or other 
associated tactors and turbidity on tloods may also be' 
.the causative tactors -tor deepward DIOvements ot popula-
tions (Garcia and Le Reste, 1981). CorUlidering all, . 
these tactors, the shift1ng ot fishery to 15 M depths 
from the normal ~10 M depths may be attempte4 to exp~in 
that as the f1shery Season advances since Oecember. the 
populations become more complex of old and young, iJl-
creasing the intra-specific compet1tions, upon which or 
on pbYsiological needs, specifically. breeding, which 
includes mating and spawning. substantl$l portion ot 
the populations may migrate towards deeper waters • . 
The dynamic nature ot the populations of this species 
. . .. ~ 
is also 1ndicated by George et al. (1968) trom the ' 
. ---,
fluctuations or mean size and abundance at depth ~ones. 
I, 
1 
-. ~-... -----r:- -.~ 
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~ud-bank' fishery and purse seine catches in 
larger quantities tor a tew days closer to the $hQre 
during monsoon, which is otherwise lean fishery season 
ot this species, may indicate erratic movements of those 
thin populations and centrifugatiOns under tne turb~lant 
monsoon currents. This is substantiated by the pre'enc, 
of all catagories of individuals, which would, othersise, 
have been distributed in a depthwise pattern as exp~1ned 
~ supra. 
The area under coastal aquaculture is tast expandinJ 
in recent years and every potential area is being con-
stantly explored in view of the very hieb protits with 
the culture produce, expecially ot,praWDf; thet can be 
reared with more assured Success, gaining 'knowledges 
from global researches on this subject. The estuaries 
in coromandel coast in southeast coast or India heve 
high potential, though not in practice even at the crude 
torm, as round in southwest coast and Gansetic ~eltfic 
regions. It has been · reported by panikkar (1951) tb4t 
'the marine lagoons and brackishwater impoundments, .• 0 
characteristics or the Coromandel coast or India, rofm 
the distinct zone of great potentiality for pisciculture 
operations, which could be developed 11ke the 'Thampaka I 
• 
ot IndoneSia, and these areas indicated by the surVey. 
'. 
----~l...-T· 
carried out in Chilka Lake. Madras backweter, etc •• 
have a higher biological productivity as shown by 
their rich tauna, both in numbers and species'. 
Panikksr and Aiyar (1937) have again eIIIp~sise<l it that 
Adyar EStuary with rich ~nd spec~al1sed t~una, shows 
interesting peculiarities both in mode ot lite and 
lite history. The have, however. recorded only :5 species 
ot prawns out ot the 92 species totally tor Invertebrates 
and in addition to those three speCies, nine \llQre prewn 
species have been observed in the course ot the ~resent 
studies. 
Domination ot M. monoceros. ~. dobSoni and ~.indicus 
- u • 
in prawn tishery have been also reported trom neiSh.-
bouring 'brackiahwaters, ' such as trom the neerl:ly . 
Covelong EStuary. Madras (Muthu, 1974), Marakkanam beck-
water (SUndararaJ !! !l., 
the base ot Cauvery delta 
1975), Killai backwaters at 
(Evangeline et .1., 1975; 
--
Palaniappan ~ !l., 1982). from Balapetya lespon on the 
northeast coast ot Ceylon facing the Bay ot Benp.~ :1 
(Sivalingam. 1950) and trom Kakklnada backwaters (SUdha-
ksra Rao, 1975). 
Though small in sl~e and connected with s" tor a 
short season, this estuary appears to suppprt rich tauna 
. , 
or prawns, few or which are in good conce~tratioml. The 
•• 
----------------~--~ .. -
, 
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active season is northeast monsoon through a few po'st-
monsoon months and in other seasons it is stagnant with 
fouling city sewage. The monsoon rains e.nd floods may 
initially wash off the sewage leaving a mat Of rich · silt 
,mic ll -:ould slIpp.)rt as nutritious dif!t to the dwelling 
juveniles. Aoundance of prawn fingerlings in soft .muddy 
substrate with rich silt has also been repOrted by 
Rajyalakshmi (19'13) and Garcia and I,.e Rellte (1991). 
Incidence of increased prawn fishery coinciding 
monsoon is a common phenomenon. As noted in the present 
studies, Nammalwar (1982) has observed ln the Adyar 
EStuary and nearby brackishwaters two peak breeding . 
seasons, as indicated Or larval abundance. in October-
December. Muthu (1974) has noted one of the two fishery 
modes recording in Oecember-February at nearbY Cov,long 
EStuary tor prawns in general and the other lIOde ls, 
pOinted out there when Adyar Estuary is dry on lts ber-
mouth closure. Sudhakara Rao (1975) h/ilS recordeQ t.~o 
annual peaks in fishery at distant Kakk1neda backwa~ers 
in the north during April-July and October-Decemoer.· 
Evangeline!!!l. (1975) have oOserved better tishery 
in September-March, the peak being i~ November and later 
the author (manuscript) has recorded the peak tishery in 
December-January for the Killai backwaters, abo~t a 
-, 
I 
I 
I 
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hundred miles south on the same coast. The post-mon-
soon pea~ tishery of prawns has also been obServed in 
December-January at CQchin Backwaters on the west coast 
ot India. sSmarkoon and 'Raphael (1970) hJve notec1 
higher abundance in juveniles of M. dobsoni d~ring 
- ; .... 
October-November at the neighbouring Negomllo lagoon".~n 
ceylon coast. Chang ~ !.!. (1981) have recorded higher. 
occurrence of M. ends in relation to enha~ce<l r~intall 
and also they mentioned that the MetapeMeus spp. have 
two peak fishery in July and October in Japtm and rooo-
nesian waters coinciding with the end and the beginning 
, 
or the rainy season respectively. Besides. relationship 
between prawn productions and freshwater di3charges has 
, . 
been reported by several authors (Racek, 1959; MenQ~ BOO 
Raman, 1961; Gunter and Edwards. 1969; Ra3Yala~himi, 
1973). 
The maximum size-ranges of this species obtaioeQ 
• 
in cast-net catches at this Adyar estuary i8 relatively 
lower than several other records in Indian Orackishw,ters. 
5pecimen measuring 61-63 mm. that t.o during a couple of 
monthS. January and fIoarch. are the largest size-group 
ever recorded during this study. But. suaeelan (1915) 
hali recorded the maximum length at sa mm in Menakkui1y 
estuary; Sudhakara Rao (1975) at EO DID in Kakkinada 
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backwaters; George (1975) at 66-70 !lID and. Menon aruj 
Raman (1961) at S6-90 mm in Cochin backwater,. The 
largest specimen is recorded at 00 !lID by' Menon (1951 ) 
in pulicat Lake and estuaries of callcut and. he a1$o 
mentions Kemp obtaining largest length in Chilk$ Lake 
at 75 IIUD, which is also the maximum Gize recorded by -I 
the author (manuscript) in Killsi backwaters. HOwever, 
Kutty and Nair (1900) have noted that a specimen 
measuring 59 IIUD is the largest in the .stuary of Goa 
and this size-range is mOl'e comparable to Adyar estuary. 
The ~ifference in size-ranges between these brackiah-
waters may be attributed to mostly the nature of hydro-
graphical conditions ot the nursery. Se1ng extensive 
and deeper, most of those nurseries may have lesser 
fluctuations of hydrological features and. hence the 
more sensitive larger 
grow to larger Size. 
specimens may remain longer iQ 
:" " , -. 
On the other hand. high concer\"l;ra-
tions of pollutants, especially the huge contents of 
detergents. ,.,hich are washed behind trom the 'Dhobi 
Ghana '. the was herman 's site at Saidapet, just above 
the estuarine limits in Adyar River, and. the city's 
sewages drained in by Buckingham Canals, may drive ott 
the sensitive sub-adults pre-matUrely. Having a13o. a 
.. 
good city market nearby over-fishing at pre~ture ~engths 
is also a reason •• 
The smaller specimens measuring 20-35 mm, whicn 
are about 1-2 months old and freshly recruited. troll 
the sea, are common throughout the season, OOt9ber-
June, when the bar-mouth is opened, though higher 
abundance is noted in October-March. Similar Qbeerva-
tion has been made by Menon (1951), who halt tOJ,ln4 the 
larvae ot this species in plankton collected trom 
Madras waters, inc1J,lding Adayar River mouth ar.~, 
.1 
present throughout the year, with maximum 1n $eptember-
March. Rao (1911) has also reported this species breed-
ing throughout the year, with two annual peaks in June-
August and November-December, the tormer peak talling 
in monaoon period as 1n the present studies. George 
(1962) and George, Raman and Nair (1966) have also 
• 
endor.ed the year-round breeding activities or tnie 
if.-
species in Cochin backwaters. fi:>wever, George (1961,), 
Menon (1955) andPaullnose et a1. (1981) have suggested 
---
one extended period ot spawning ot it trom their etl.Xlies 
in Cochin backwaters. It is also noted that the f'irst 
group ot this Season leaves the nursery .bY :t.te Jan\Ulry 
and thereaf'tcr one new brood in the middle ot March' and 
another small one in May are recorded in the catch. It 
may suggest that the early products or breeding &88'40n 
• may grow upto complete the estuarine life-phase and 
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participate spawning towards the later ~rt ot the 
seaSon itselt. The abundance of smaller s~es in May. 
the mid-suamer. shows that the sallnity. whi9h _y oe 
very high then. is not an inhibitive factor for th~' 
distribution or young prawns. This seasonalit,r i~ 
further substantiated by higher abund$nce ot t., ir21~~' 
during January-April in pul1cat near Ma4ras" (SUbramann~ 
and Rao. 19'66). Gunter (1961) also reports that ,.;1.1-
nity in broad ranges is inconsequential to young p~wna 
and ' he emphasises it 'small shrimps are not killed or 
precluded by high sallnity as it it were poison; they 
simply do not do well in it for reasons unknown '. 
The sex-ratio has been mostly found even, as in 
the present observations. with minor deviatiQns 1n 
favour of either sex on different occasions (George. -I 
1914. 1915; Suseelan. 1975; Paullnose et al •• 1961). 
~-
The difference of growth-rates between Sexes in Juve-
niles or this species have not been bighl1ghted Qy those 
who have studied growth in general. There is a difference 
of about 1.2 mm/month between the SexeS in tavour of 
females and earlier, Author (manuscript) 'has calculated 
0.2 mm/month difference between them. In obee~at~on 
the difference of growth-rate DecomeS visible when" they 
are about 35-40 mm Size. when they are agout 2.5" months 
• 
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old and similarly, Motan (1901) hall obaerve4 the .exual 
difference in ~rovth-rate of t. monodon comm~cing from 
.2.5 month old animals. But, Subramanyaa end Qanap~tby 
(1975) have noticeQ no sexual d1!terenQe in growth Qf 
juvenile. · t. monodon. 
Paul (1942) bas reported that many form. of aeden-.· 
tary animals, he studied in Madras waters, ahow repi4 
growth largely und er the influence ot tropical t emp~.,.ra-
' . 
ture here. It is true that the growth-rate estimated 
. . 
at about 10.0 mm/month tor female and b.8 DIIII/month tor 
male is somewhat comparable to the values tor highly 
productive backwaters. i'aullnose et ale (19~) have 
-.-
calculated the growth rate of this species in culture 
ponds varying between 5-15 mm/month; George (1969) ~t 
11.2 mm/mon~h; Mohamed 'and Rao (1971) at 9.8BDIIII/monttrl 
George (1975) at 10.5 mm/month; and Tambi et ale (197&) 
- ....... 
in the culture tields ot Cochin backwaters. St,!aeelan 
(1975} 'has computed a growth-rate of 10.0 mm/month tor 
both seXeS in Mankkudy estuary near Cape Comerio ~md 
Author (manuscript) has estimated at 10.5 mm/month tor 
female and 9.7 mm/month tor male in Killai backwatera. 
But, Menon (1951) has calculated a very low rate ot . 
6.1 mm/month tor juveniles meas~ing 1 S-65 aD in ttie 
It r 
, 
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laboratory rearing ,experiments and even in ~uch aquarium 
rearin~the species is recorded to grow at the rate of 
about 12.0 mm/montn for the size-range 20.55 mm in the 
present studies. Slight differences in these tield 
studies may be attributed to the sel~t10. ot length.-
modes,as the growth-rate is a function ot age .nQ s~e. 
thougb other tew biotic and abiotic tactors can 1IOQ.11'~ , 
as explained in the previous chapter. poor growth-rate 
" 
obtained Oy Menon (1951) may be due to leas .u1ta~l, 
rearing conditions and the maximum size (65 mm) upto' 
which he has reared that single animali. 
Seaward migration of sub-adults at the 'age ot 
about 5-6 montha has also been suggested by Achuthan 
Kutty and Nair (1900). But, Menon (1951, 1955) anQ ' 
.1 
George (1959, 1967) have suggested 9-10 months ot estu-
arine lite trom their field stUdies. However, recent 
direct experiments in the culture ponds and laboratory 
agree more to the present estimates. Garcia and Le 
Reste (19b1) point out Penaeus notia1is attaina Jge 
maturity in 7 months. AQUACCP's (1982) exper1ment$ "Show 
that p. vannamai requires about 6-6 months to breed, tor 
- , ' 
tirst time. But it ,cannot be ignored that the larger 
sizes occurring in such deeper backwaters and the poor 
growth-rate obtained in laboratory rearing by Menon( 1951) 
... i': .; 
.t •. " 
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.' 
may have influenced them to infer higher l1!e-span ,in 
estuary. 
Though Adayar estuary is a small one. it has 
several potential reasons to attract prawn farming ~nd 
major among them are, 
1. It has rich fauna of prawn species like, 
\:. indicu!, t. monodo!!,. \:. merguiensU, t. ~­
sulcatus, tl. monoceros and ~. QQbaoni, meny of 
which are highly demanded in culture operations; 
2. Considering the on-growing phlise ot those ' 
penaeids in general, one crop during post-mon-
soon monthS, December-March, is ensured and ' 
another crop in June-September i. alao possible 
it the thin bar-mouth can be manually kept ~pen; 
3. Being located in this metropolltan city ot 
Madras, financing tor the enterprenuers may not 
be a problem as faced in other remote areas; and 
4. properly treated sewage effluents can be converted 
into the nourished food for farming ani_le.· 
True to these facts, there is already a tish-t~rm 
in Adyar estuary itself under the management of tbe' 
Tamil Nadu Fisheries Department land another larger one, 
• 
,I 
-. 
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with main emphasis on prawn farming, is j~t in take-
ott stage at Muttkkadu about 20 km away 1'rQIII r.adras' ·in 
the south under the leAR Institute. 
Prawns in coastal waters of India have been trsdi-
~ tionally exploited by artisanal fisheriea over cen~~ries. ("" 
Mechanised fishings with more powerful cratts and grears 
stepped in during late 1950s and the attrictive int.er-
national markets for the Indian penaeids intens11'ie4 the 
fishing activities rapidly over the entire coasts since 
then. Extension ot such exploitations seems to be . 
reflected upon the enormous increase in penae1d ~~ings 
of India through all these years. Banerji (1969) h8a 
earlier analysed the trend in prawn catch over. ". de~ade 
ending 196b. He has estimated the average atuLlal lal¥1-
' ings of penaeids steadily increasing frQffi'27,o32 tonnes 
in 1959 to 68,102 tonnes in 1968, with rew minor ' fll,actua-
tions, giving an overall average of 47,538 tonnes. :He 
has also fitted the increasing trend to the qual¥1ratlc 
equation by the method of least squares, 
" Y • 29.6278 + 4.0913 t - O.OH$ t 2 , 
where, y is the annual production in thousand tonnes 
• 
and t . is the year, tne base year 1959 oelng:taken 
as, t • o. 
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At this stage, Mohamed (1969) has opined that the 
exploitation is at a level, trom where further increa~e 
may not be advisable. However, landi~S have steadily 
increased since then to manytolds in several centr~. C' 
" At least, the catch in 1980 (1,12,037 t) tor penaeid~ 
1.8 more than double that ot landed in 1960 'a, and no 
serious etfects on tishery has been anywhere reported. 
Splitting into species-wise, Banerji (1969) h$$ 
alao calculated at annual average 01' 16,072 tonnes Of 
M. dObsoni, which torms 18.9~ 01' total penaeids, topping 
all the species in abundance, during the periods. Hence, 
.' 
thiS sl'ecies has sUpped Slightly down to secon4 pOsitiQn 
. . 
of abundance in 1900, next to t. sty litera, though its 
. , 
catch has meantime increased to about 22,000 'tonnes" 
This reversion appears to Oe attributed specitic to 
enormous 'mud-bank' tishery 01' P. sty lit era ott Quilon 
- , . 
during the year, as can be noted ·trom the ' very low per-
centage 01' M. dobson! at this centre during that period 
in spite 01' large Q.uantity of annual landings.. He has 
again estimated 14,559 tonnes of this speCies being 
landed 1n Kerals a lone (90. 5~) out 01' 16,072 tonnelJ, tor 
entire country. This poSition has indeed changed much 
in·19EO mainly owing to developnent 01' fiShery outside 
the state, though Kerala still occupies a preeminent 
." 
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"~ 
position in production or penaeid pr~wns in Indi~. 
substantial fishery has been later developea along ~l 
" " 
Nadu and Andhra pradesh coasts, in particular the i1QprQved 
activities in centres 11ke, Cuddllore-fortoDOvO and 
Kakkinada, which are tound to be tertile tor th.ia apecies. 
The tishery 
been extensively 
aspects ot ~. d .... o~b_S..;;O_n.1._ nave hitherto 
studied only trom the r estrlcted r.~ona 
around Co chin on the southwest coast, where the fisQery 
-I 
is tar more flourishing compared to other area. Earlieat, 
Menon (1955, 1957), and later, George (1961, 1967), 
George !! !l. (1967) and Baner jl and Geor,. (1961), and 
further, Kurup and Rao (1974) have all dealt on marine 
fishery ot this species trom Cochin waters and SUb~nyam 
(1967) trom Malabar coasts and RamamoorthV et ale (1976) 
--from Mangalore are the important works on the fiShery 
or this species. 
In early periods or exploitations with the intro-
duction at mechanised fishings, the catch rates ha~ 
',. ,; 
been reported very high " (Banerjl and George, 1967)f~as 
compared to the present day fishery, of thia .pecies. 
Thev have worked out the catch trend for 5 fisnlng 
seasons from 195e..59 to 1962-63 and found the average 
rate varying between 13.27 q/hr and 41.63 q/hr. They 
have also noted the season generally extending frolll, 
\ 
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September through June, with the highest abundance 
around April-May. Besides, George et !!. (1967) b4ve 
noted a set pattern within the season of tisbery, 
~ to ~hich the fishery commences with s~ll 
percentage early in the season and incr .... s gradually 
to share well over 70~ or the prawn catch towards the 
, 
end, with one eXception in 1960-61, when the tuheN, 
unlike in other four years, has a dip in the mid41e.Qt 
the season. Later, Kurup and Rao (1974) have reported 
similar seasonal abundance, but with reducecl catch rat.s 
ott Ambalaphuzha, near l;ochin. They have esU_tecl the 
catch rate ranging between 0.61 kg/hr and 15.2 kg/hr, 
with the highest concentrations around Aprl~ and • 
have also noted considerable landings in June-August~ 
, . 
the peak southwest monsoon period, by artisanal fiSb~ry 
occasionally. Hence, all these early reports on aea,onal 
abundance of this species for Cochin regions conter to 
the recent records in 19to, though a reduction in con.. 
centrations is apparent. 
Earlier, Kuthal1ngam et !..!. (1966) have ~atu...ted 
• -I 
a catch of 433.8 tonnes in 1962-63 and 345.7 tonnea in 
1964-65 for ~. dobsonl, which forms about 50~ of the 
total prawns off Mansalore. The peak abundance 1s 
• 
recorded in February-March dur1ng 1962-6' and Mey 1n 
1964-65. But, Ramamoorthy et ale (1976) bave analysed 
the trend ln flshery of M. dobsonl off Mangalore d~lng 
- - . 
1962-71 and recorde4 blmodal annual seasoDS ln Merqb-
April and September-october. 
The fishery seasons on either coaets app_r to be 
generally antegonistlc, though common on a few monthS. 
March-June records higher flshery ln west coast, when 
lt is dismal in east coast, and December is normally 
recorded with better fishery in both coasts. Being 
within tropical reglon,the temperature may not have much 
impact on the seasonal abundance and thWJ the another 
major ecological factor, monsoon rains, is poSSible. to 
have larger influence on such temporal var1atlona. The 
" " 
',,; 
flshery season ln west coast is generally a sinsle 
protracted one, extending over the period omitting the 
peak monsoon months, June-September, and the east coast 
fishery, on the other hand, is in addition disrupted by 
peak summer months, Aprl1-¥lay. Nature 01' nurseries, 
which eventually supports the fishery of the .neighbouring 
coastal waters, vary considerably between the east and • 
. west coasts, in such ways that the former, wlth mostly 
shallow and seasonal estuarles, is likely to be larlely 
lnfluenced by warm summer temperature unUke the west . 
• 
coast, which is endowed wlth deep, extensive and ·perenniel 
--.~,.- -..,.. .---......,--------.... ;
, . 
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backwaters. The pre-monsoon weatoer and ocean condi-
tions prevailing in west coast may also be the maJor 
factor tor disparity in summer fishery. A' similsr co-
rrelation be~veen the wet periods and the pr04uction 
or prawns. in general, have been reported by Gunter 1 
and Edwards (1969) in lousiana wat ers ana between ri.ver I 
discharges and prawn productions by Racek (1955) in 
Australian waters and that ot lobster, another commercial 
crustacean, productions in Gulf of Lowrance by SUtcliffe 
(1972). 
The seasonal abundance of fishery amqng the centres 
within the same coast varies considerably on several 
occasions and it may again be attributed tQ the ett'ects 
ot monsoon, which onsets'and withdraws gr~ually tbrough 
north-south axis. ~wever, catch rate of 10.1:12 k&/~ 
and 5.73 kg/hr respectively in April and f>'IO;1rch at (;oohin 
are in quite contrast to mere 0.63 kg/hr and 0.40 kg/Dr 
correspondingly at the neighbouring Quilon, tho~h they 
are closer by, and linked with the net, work of extensive 
nursery waters. Such d1spar1ty may be explained in the 
line ot Ruello (1975), ' who reports that the swarms Gt _j 
penae1d stocks trom nurseries would emigrate to mix up 
ang move along the coastal waters. The moving po~la­
tions thus may converge in some areas leaving other ar~s 
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sparsely occupied within the region. Ukewise, Juiy-
August in 1900 records relatively low t1shery at M~<1ras, 
when it is highest at Kakkinada, which are the two 
distant fishing centres on the east cQast. The CQpio~~ 
deltaic water flows and variation in monsoon .rtects 
may be the major reasons for these differences. Sh04l 
formation and movements along the coast may a180 be 
considered for variations of fishery within the regiQn. 
Coastal migration of this species is subst.nt14ted ~y 
mark recovery experiments, in which the aniaal baS been 
recorded to have gone upto 60 km from the pl.$ce of 
release in 10 days (SilaS, et a1., 1981). 
--
Metapenaeus ~bson1 has also been reported as , . 
. . ' 
" 
dominant species in areas around south-east coast of. 
India and adjascent Ceylon coast by several authors; . 
sudhakara Rao (1979) in Kakkinada waters, RaQ .n4 Dora1-
raj (1973) 1n Gulf o~ Mannar, Suseelan (1975) in M4n.kkudy 
areas near Cape Comerin and S1valingam (1950) on the 
ceylon coast. Evangeline!!!.!. (1975) alii!' PalaniapJlan ~ 
!!. ("1981) 1n K1.1lU backwaters •. 
• 
. 
, 
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Summary and Conclusion 
" 
Summary and Conclusion 
Metapenaeus dobsoni Miers, a marine penaeicl, is 
dioecioUB, the young living in bracldshwaters aM the' 
adults in lnshorewaters. The heterosexual genitalia, 
petasma in male and thelycum in remale, are prominent 
in adults and they develop gradually througb sequences 
ot changes in shape and size t'rom the rudimentary struc-
tures, which are visible earliest around 20 .. lengt~s. 
Formation ot' adult t'eatures or genitalia and the tilt 
in the slope or length/weight relationship indicat'e the 
onset ot maturity around 50-55 mm size and this is sub-
stantiated by presence ot' spermatbeea in the tel'l\inal . 
ampules ot' vasdit'erentia and on the thelycal paQ, io41-
eating mating, in some or the impounded adolescents 
measuring 60-65 mm size in estuary itselt. However, 
completion ot' maturation needs Sea lire, as none ot the 
. impounded specimens are noted to carry developed ovary. 
Females are heaVier than males and older indivi-
duals are more plumper. '!'he regreSSion ot their leDJthl 
weight relationships are, 
Mal. : log III • -2.6550 + 2.7067 log L ·r .~. 
" 
• Female: log III • -2.6602 + 2.7341 log L 
-
" 
• 
· . 
The variations ot size-specific weight i~reaa. a,a1~t 
length. 'Mature I temales are the heaviest ot all 
categories. 
Sexual ditterence in size is obvious. Tbe cQmmerciJl 
catches ot Madras are most ly contributed by the popula-
tion ot 6-12 montb old, measuring about 75-100 _ leriltb 
in .. 1. and 8>-110 mID lengtb in female and the IIOntbly 
mean-aize varies trom 71.8-a:i.7 mm and 71,.7-~.1, _ ~ 
respective sexes for 19b1 and 1982. Female. are eeti.JDeted 
to grow taster and reach higher asymptote a~ their 
popular von Bertalantty Growth Equations are. 
Mal. , Lt. 112.93 [1 _ e-0.1b32 (t + 0.1181)1" 
Female: Lt. 129.20 [1 · _ e-0.1601 (t + 0.62(6)] 
It is computed trom the tormula that the t ... le reachee 
109.8 mm and 126.2 DIll lengths and mala 100.6 _ and 
111.5 mm sizes respectively in 12 and 21, months. 
The gross anstolllY ot the gonad shows that tb. adUlt 
has a pair ot ovaries. which are partly tused earS bila-
terallY symmetrical. Tbe ,enital openings ot "-4'ferentia 
and oviduct open respectivelY at the coxa ot 5th .~ . 3rd 
I' '.' 
per40pods. Based on the sequences ot changes 1n 81Z.:, 
I 
• 
colour, texture and supported by histOlog1.~l aaod1.t1.Ca-
t1.oM ot ovary, the temales are claas1.tied 1.nto 5 matu-
r1.ty classes viz.. l1.DDature I, 'early .... ture I, l}ate_ 
mature I, 'mature I and IS pent I. Larger tbe aue, greener 
the colour and more grannular the texture or the ovary 
" 
are the advanced stages ot maturity. Fat aoc_ulat1on 
1.n developing eggs intensities trom llat ..... ture I stage 
onwards. 
S1.ze-d1stribution ot maturity stages abowa a~lht 
preponderance ot 'm&ture I temales. 1.nd1.cat1.DS the 
animal remaining relatively longer duration at ttU.a 
ata,e. The mellAn-size ot the temaleS iucre .... pOS1.t1.!ely 
with maturat1.on. Most ot the limmature I teu~e. belonJ 
to 61-75 mm and temales over 105 mm length are predoll1.-
nently Ispent'. indicating slow rematurat10n in o~ 
;, .. : 
individuals. On the otherhand. scarcity ot young t .... lea 
in lapent I condition$ support that they r ... ture aooner 
they apawned. 
Body bur<1en ot trace lIletals, viz •• copper, zinc, 
, 
nickel, lead and cadmium. presents a positive relatio~ 
ship between copper and zinc against maturat1.on ot ."a 
1n,the ovary and other lIletala reveal errat1c var1.ations. 
Copper gradually increasea trom 52.75 _~g/sm dry wt ·1n 
'1Jamature' to 73.50 t.tg/gm dry wt in 'mature' temalelJ:) 
and similarly, zinc increases from 32.5 to 66.25 ug/gm 
dry wt correspondinJly. The values ot '~ture', 
'epent· and male are more comparable. Rance or oth,r 
metals are, lead, 5.55-13.26; nickel, ,4.8)-19.35; and 
cadmium, 0.55-0.73 ug/gm dry wt. It can oe interred 
from early know ledges that extension ot inter-moult 
period and enhanced enzymic activities for copper and 
intensive protei'n eynthesis for zinc are the probable 
reasons tor increase ot these metals durinJ maturation 
processes. 
.1 
Minimum size at maturity, as ~stimated by regres-
sion calculation ot percentage mature temale .ga~t 
size, is 60.3 DIDI and the 50% maturity is at ,69.4 DIDI. 
About 70~ ot the temales mature at 65-75 .. and temales 
over 90 mm size are all noted to be matured. The 
tendency ot individuals maturing relativelY at shorter 
... 
lengths during warmer seasons is 'also apparent. .\" 
Fresh broods, which enter the fishery trom the 
'~ , 
nursery, need about a month before participating~active 
apawninc and rematuration requirQt about 20-40 days. 
Though spawners occur at all depths. largesot number Qt 
• 
them are concentrated around 15 M depths. Meen-size ot 
the spawners increase,Jpasitively against depth and most 
ot the temale8 ocourring 120 M depths are either tmat,ure' 
or 'spent'. Two brood8 are not nece8aar1lJ coinciding 
active spawning at an area and space utilization by 
dltferent· bro~s ~ alao -apparen~. Most ot the older 
to 
spawners, which move", Cleeperwaters, remain tbere until 
death. 
Repeated spawning ot a single broo<1 18 noted w#h1n 
the 88me or sucoessive breeding seasons and tw broods 
are traced to spawn upto 5 times lasting about 7-8 months. 
Spawning take8 place at all seasons, with two annual, 
peaka 0 Dvioualy in Jaruary -Marc h and July -Sept_ber • 
, . 
Kenoe, s.vere environmental conditions during the peak 
north-east monsoon and mid-summer are avoided tor h~tic 
II 
spawning activitie8. Fecundity varies between Z7 ,600 
and 1,34,000 eggs tor the temales measur1nS 6~112 I11III 
length, revealing a positive relationship against size. 
Femal.s ot 80-90 mm size are the most productive ot 
e"s tor per un1.t body volume and the variations ot 
egg numbers specific to s1ze 1ncrease with length. 
Spawners in the later part ot the Season are leas pro-
dlolOtivt, "Noah alay ~t Utr'l;IloIttCS to r., .. ,_ ."~nt . 
• 
.. 
',. " {" 
, 
Monthly sex-ratio tluctuates in catches. otten ~n 
tavour ot temales. The ~ean male ratio ranges trom 13~ 
to 60". with an average ot 41~ tor d1fterent months in 
19S1 and 19~~ Sex-ratio specific to size r-hows that 
males out-number temales slightly upto 8J _ lqth -'011 
decline drastically above 8) mm size. Males are rare 
.. 
beyond ·110 mm length though temales occur upto 125 . : 
size in catches. Females move discriminatively towards 
deeper waters, as eVident trom their ratio: 54.5" in ' 
110 M; 72.0" in 15 M; and 96.29& in 120 M depth;&. The 
overall minority of males in population a~ vide disparity 
among the older specimens may be due to 41fterential 
mortality among the sexes, males having sborter lite-
,I 
span. 
Gravid 'temales collected trom sea sp~ successfully 
under laboratory conditions, with 32-35~ •• linity end 
25-20·C temperature. Spawning occurs invariably at 
night and rematuration is evident. Eggs metamorpbos,e 
through post-larvae, ted with cultured diatom and rotUers 
respectively at protozoeaic and mysid stagea. The tarvaL-
history comprises 6 nauplius, 3 protozoea and 3 III1s1<;l 
sub-stagea lasting about 12-16 days under conditions, 
25-~"'C temperature aOO 32-349&. salinity. 'Tbe chroQQ.losy 
',. 0; f. f, 
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and the general pattern ot the larval development do 
not vary much trom the previous studies. Protozoealc 
stages appear to be the most critical. ot survival and 
alSo the take oft stages tor differential ,acceleration 
of growth among individual larvae. 
The growth pattern or the juvenile prawns. which 
torm the crops in culture operation, is sigmoidal, suit-
able to be tit to von Bertalanffy Growth EQuati~n with 
the asymptote estimated at 70.12 mm size, it it were 
continued lite in estuarine conditions (15-25~ 8a~ty 
and 22-32·C temperature). The normal size ot emigration 
in nature which i8 alSo the size at hl:lrvest in cl,llture . 
operations (60-65 mm size) is attained in 4.5-5.0 months 
ot lite. Hence, ~xclUding pre-stock lite, the tarming 
durations may be required to last 3.5-4.0 montha.. The 
growth-rate against length is unimodal and the aax1 mU/II 
. 
wouthly growth-rate ot 22.8 mm/month, i8 estimated tor 
the second month arid it gradually reduces to less than 
2.5 mm/month when the animal grows over 60 _ length. 
Growth is manilested by moulting ·and the gl'9Wth-
, 
rate i8 the product ot moult-interval and moult-increase. 
Moult-interval increases logrithmically against .iz~, 
• • 
whereas, moult-increase does notsigniticantly change 
, 
with aize. Hence, the moult-interval, which is 3.5 d'ayS 
at .15 mm size, increases to 7.5 days at 50 mm length, 
but the moult-increase, which is 22.07~ upon pr~moult 
• 
size at 10 mm 'length decreases logrithmically to 4.4~ 
at 50 mm size. 
Size heirarchy develops among the aibl1ncs ot the 
same spawn. Growth rates differ between individuals 
and thus, two groups, a 'tast' growing and "slow' growing, 
have been traced tor their growth characteristics. The 
'fast' group attains the asymptote ot 75.80 mm in 9.64 
months compared to 65.20 mm in 9.5 months by 'slow' 
group. Moat ot the advantages ot growth tIy the ·teat,'. 
grol,lp 1s attained during the first two months. The 
optimUIII harvest size in culture (62 mm) is reached 1n 
4.0 months by 'fast' group compared to 6.5 months in' 
'slow' group. Hence, an advantage ot 2.5 months is ' 
highly appreciable in culture operations. Alao, the 
highest growth-rate ot 0.63 mm/day is recorde4 at 2b.5 lID 
size in 'fast' group, whereas, it is 0.10 _/day at , 
22.5 DIIII size in 'slQW' group, hence the advantage or , 
growth-rate 1s carried over till larger size-range 1~ 
'fast' ·group. 
.1 
1 
I 
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Even tew days ot starvation streets obviously ,rowth 
in post-larvae and juveniles. Deprival ot too4 dur1nc 
inter-moult period' delays moult and depresses mQult-
increase. However. re-teeding resumeS nor.al ~ult­
increase immediately trom the next moult. but recovery 
to normal moult-interval is gradual through . ·tew moult •• 
Long-term starvation leads to stunted growth in young 
prawns and the growth lost is not regained on rehabilita-
tion. Growth in stunted animals appears to be arre~eci 
I,.~ 
at pre-moult stages and the size specit1city ot V~h-
rate in stunted animals on rehabilitation ia loat ao:J 
. . 
becomes age-specific. Hence. a stunted animal ,row. at 
• 
a rate. which would be otherwise normalq the rate Qt. 
larger or older animals. -Hence. a bad start in growth 
leads to a permanent imprint in the growth characteristics 
ot the individuals. 
S.l1nity per!!. in a broad range does not show:'m\lch 
ditterence in growth intluence on young prawne. However. 
the optimum conditions appear to be 17~23~ salinities. 
higher range ot which are relatively more su1tabl. tor 
growth than lower ranges. 
Temperature appears a more sensitive tactor intlu-
• 
• 
encing ~uvenile growth. A mean temperature ot 26-2S·c 
• 
," ~-..... ----~,.,,----­
• 
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• 
witb tbe range ot 22-34·c ~ the moat tavoureble tor 
. . 
.1 
I 
growth. Within this optimum range. even tbe .Ught ' 
variation ot 2-3·C seems to promote more ttan 10" ot 
the growth. Normal habits. which in.tluence growth. are 
disrupted beyond 1 ~34·C temperatures and become more 
critical around 15·C and 35·C. And the temperatures' 
below 10·C and over 37-C are fatal. the tormer beirig 
quicker. 
Ai. I': .: 
.,., 
• 
substrate tavours growth. An advantage ot 14" ~n 
growth tor the larvae growing from 26.0 rom to 39.75 ~ 
size kept in 5"_ salinity under 22-32·C temperature 
with substratum is estimated upon the larvae provided no 
substratum. 
. 
Sexual dUterence in ,,"owtb is eVident trQIII 2.5 mont~ 
ot lite onwards and the disparity increases gradue.lly 
with size and the dUterence is 5 DIm at 50-55 -I11III length. 
Hormones control on growth is evident' trom eye":stalk 
ablation experiments. ' Bilateral eyesta~ablations ¥re 
fatal or the larvae could not live beyond one moult. : 
Unilateral eyestalk-ablation Cavours as much as 30" of 
growtb in juveniles growing from 35 mm throucb 45 mm 
involving 4 moults, ot which first moult has negative 
• 
, 
ertect. Better growth is due to rapid frequency ot 'lIOulting 
I 
, 
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and the size increase at moulting is not s1gniticantly 
varying between the . ablated and control animal.$. 
Activeness or the post-larvae ana juveniles, as 
, -
measured rrom. burrowing and tree-movement, 18 normally 
related to the amount ot llght they are exposec1. I-
diel rhythm, burrowing at day and rree-mov .. ent at night, 
is obvious, the sun-rise and sun-set being the Che~ng 
<. " 
phase with the margin or about 5-15 minutes on a qleer 
day. However, this rhythm is interterec1 by certain . 
other tactors than llght. Cloudiness, widely fluctuating 
temperature beyond 15-328 C and salinity bE!'/ond 10-~ 
and availabiUty of food are the some of the factors . 
altering burrowing hjlbits. Smaller animals are less ' 
sensitive to light, but more sensitive to teed and early 
to deburrow under disruptive conditions. Orientation ot 
burrowing animals pose a positive rheotoxi4 against 
water current and stressed animals loss their grip to· 
the substratum and are round drHted along with the 
currents. 
Metapenseus ~bsoni torms an integral 'part ot 
prawn tishery ort Madras. The protracted 8l1Blal season 
in fishery commences from 3eptemoer till March, with 
244 
slight dip in catches during December-January. Hence. 
#JIlt' 
the fishery coincid~he wet to most wet seasons ot the 
year and. in particular. the mid-sUlllller condit1.0ns are 
excluded. Increas,ed raintall is followed by enhanced 
f1.shery with a gap of few months. The two annual breeding 
seasons correspond the t1.shery waveS with the interval 
of about 5-6 months. .... '" .. {fI' salinity and temperature do not 
signiticantly vary oft Madras to intluence much on tishery. 
though 32-33%. salinity and 29-3O~C prevail c1urJ.nc 
'better tishery. 
An intrinsic limit ot distribution ot this speci~ 
is noted and specimens are rarely collected beyond 30 M 
depths. A negative relationship 1.s obvious betwe.n the 
catch and depth within the limit. 8-35 M dept~. The 
mean catch tor1lll$ 67.7% at ,i10 M. 28.3% at 1~ M and 4.0" 
at )20 M depths. Bathymetric distribution ot the popu-
lation is also the tunction ot physiological status ot 
the animals. Larger and mature animals move deepwar4s. 
However. 'mud-bank I tishery and huge purseseine catches 
indicate sporadic and erratic congregations ot mixed 
populations under turbulent monsoon conditions. 
The juvenile tishery or this speCies tor the seasonal 
Adyar Edtuary at Madras was studied tor one tull 
season. which extended trom September, 1982 to May. 
: 
, 
'\ 
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1963. The catch ot ~. dOQsoni amounta to nearly 2.0 
tonnes, sharing 36.5" ot the total prawns tor this 
season. The actual tishery cODIDeuces from l,lecember rnld 
culminates in February betore gradually declining till 
th~ bar-mouth closure in early June. ~vailabil1ty 01' 
enough quality prawn seeds, presence ot sballow _-
flats and tinancial resourCeS around the neighbouring 
city and the possibility of converting the otherwise 
polluted urban sewage into productive prawn teeds tavour 
this Adyar EStuary as a potential centre tor prawn 
tarming. 
" " 
' .': 
The .fishery ot this speCies is restricted to tbe 
middle latitudes, between Goa and Uuilon on the west coast 
and Kakinada and Cauvery base on the east coast ot India, 
though its distribution is extended upto Bombay and Puri 
of respective coasts in the north and to the southern tip 
of this country. Metapenaeus dobsoni, which ranked tirst 
in 1969 torming 18.9" 01' the total penaeids in India, 
slips later to second position next to Parapenaeop!is 
,tyllf'era in 1978 and 19tO, though the catch bas substan-
tially increased. This species is estimated to contribute 
12.2% 01' 1,79,856 tonnes in·197b and 11.1% 01' 1,70,7~ 
tonnes in 19SO. The west coast is more productive, with 
... 
',0 ': {.;.,' 
• 
' I 
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the highest catch-rate or 7.69 kg/hr at Cochin, than 
the east coast, where the maximum catch is 1.,8 kg/hr 
ort Madras.during 19£0. The 1'1shery seasons a~ either 
coasts appear to be an~ori1stiC, largely intluenced 
Oy southwest monsoon and the contrasting oeeao1c. and 
•• 
nursery conditions during SUlllller. The pre-monsoon 
conditions and the deep and extensive backwaters in 
west coast are more productive during summer, May, 
compared to those dry and mostly closed up nurseries 
of east coast during the Season. Catch-rates or neigh-
bouring centres sometimes vary widely. indirectly indi- ,I 
cating coastal movements or stocks • 
• 
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